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Abstract
Currently, a rethinking of the fundamental properties of quantum mechanical systems
in the light of quantum computation and quantum cryptography is taking place. In this
PhD thesis, I wish to contribute to this effort with a study of the bipartite quantum
state. Bipartite quantum-mechanical systems are made up of just two subsystems, A
and B, yet, the quantum states that describe these systems have a rich structure. The
focus is two-fold: Part I studies the relations between the spectra of the joint and the
reduced states, and in part II, I will analyse the amount of entanglement, or quantum
correlations, present in a given state.
In part I, the mathematical tools from group theory play an important role, mainly
drawing on the representation theory of finite and Lie groups and the Schur-Weyl duality.
This duality will be used to derive a one-to-one relation between the spectra of a joint
quantum system AB and its parts A and B, and the Kronecker coefficients of the
symmetric group. In this way the two problems are connected for the first time, which
makes it possible to transfer solutions and gain insights that illuminate both problems.
Part II of this thesis is guided by the question: How can we measure the strength
of entanglement in bipartite quantum states? The search for an answer starts with an
extensive review of the literature on entanglement measures. I will then approach the
subject from a cryptographic point of view. The parts A and B of a bipartite quantum
state are given to the cooperative players Alice and Bob, whereas a purifying system is
given to the eavesdropper Eve, who aims at reducing the correlation between Alice and
Bob. The result is a new measure for entanglement: squashed entanglement. Squashed
entanglement is the only known strongly superadditive, additive and asymptotically
continuous entanglement measure. These properties, as well as the simplicity of their
proofs, position squashed entanglement as a unique tool to study entanglement.
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Foreword
Quantum theory was born in the early days of the 20th century and developed into a
mature physical theory in the 1920s and 1930s. It was to influence the 20th century,
not only with respect to world politics, but also on a philosophical level: the elementary
constituents that make up our world obey quantum mechanical laws which run counter
what a human being is naturally exposed to. Despite immense practical success, the un-
derstanding of quantum mechanics is far from complete and remains an important goal
of physics research. With this thesis I wish to make a contribution to the understand-
ing of a quantum system made up of two subsystems that challenges our imagination:
the bipartite quantum system. An early account of such a composite quantum system
and its puzzling behaviour is the manuscript by Erwin Schro¨dinger from 1932, which
is reproduced on the cover of this thesis. The possibility of paradoxical behaviour of
this system was pointed out by Albert Einstein, Boris Podolsky and Nathan Rosen in
1935 [EPR35], named entanglement by Schro¨dinger in the same year [Sch35b] and qual-
itatively analysed by John Bell in 1964 [Bel64]. First experiments to test the nonlocal
nature of quantum mechanics were proposed and performed by John F. Clauser and
coworkers [CHSH69, CS78] and Alain Aspect and coworkers [ADR82]. Later in the
1980s and 1990s entanglement was taken up again and now forms an essential part of
quantum information theory, the field to which this research belongs. Quantum compu-
tation, quantum information theory and quantum cryptography seek to unify quantum
mechanics with their respective classical fields of research in order to understand the
physics of information and to develop viable technological applications.
This PhD thesis analyses bipartite quantum states from a group-theoretic and a
cryptographic perspective. This double focus is reflected in the structure of this thesis:
• Part I – Insights from Group Theory: a study of the relation between representa-
tion theory and quantum states.
• Part II – Insights from Cryptography: the proposal of squashed entanglement, an
cryptographically motivated additive entanglement measure.
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Foreword v
Part I presents a way to transform relations between spectra of quantum states into re-
lations of representations of the symmetric and unitary groups. This transformation not
only sheds light on quantum states from the unexpected angle of group theory, but also
leads to consequences for group representations. I have divided part I into two chapters.
Chapter 1 provides the group-theoretical background needed in chapter 2, focusing on
representation theory of the symmetric and unitary group and their relation known as
Schur-Weyl duality. In chapter 2, I will present my main research result: the asymptotic
equivalence of the problem of determining the spectral structure of bipartite quantum
states and the problem of deciding whether or not an irreducible representation of the
symmetric group is contained in the tensor product of two irreducible representations
of the same group. The chapter also contains results on issues of convexity and finite
generation of the mentioned problems as well as on the relation between Horn’s problem
and the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients.
The importance of spectra for the characterisation of pure state entanglement was
noted by Nielsen in 1999. In the case of mixed quantum states, spectra alone do not
determine the structure of the states and therefore other approaches are needed to reach
an understanding of entanglement. I propose to embed a quantum state consisting of
part A and part B in a cryptographic scenario: parts A and B are given to cooperative
players, whereas a third and malicious player holds an extension of the system. The ma-
licious player is allowed to squash out the quantum correlations between the cooperating
players and thereby defines a new measure for entanglement: squashed entanglement.
Part II of this thesis is divided into two chapters. The first chapter, chapter 3, is an
extensive review of the theory of entanglement measures, and provides the background
for chapter 4, in which I will define squashed entanglement. The remainder of part II
is devoted to the study of properties of squashed entanglement and its consequences for
quantum information theory and cryptography.
This thesis contains work which I have done during the three years as a PhD student
at Selwyn College and the Centre for Quantum Computation, University of Cambridge.
During this period I have had the pleasure to collaborate with many researchers in the
field. Results of some of these collaborations are included in this dissertation and are
marked out in the text itself. In part I, I discuss the relation of group theory and
quantum states. Part of this collaborative work has appeared in,
• M. Christandl and G. Mitchison. The spectra of density operators and the Kro-
necker coefficients of the symmetric group. Communications in Mathematical
Physics, 2005. to appear, quant-ph/0409016.
Foreword vi
Theorem 2.18 has been obtained in collaboration with Aram Harrow and Graeme
Mitchison. In part II of this dissertation, I discuss the impact of cryptography on
entanglement. The work with Andreas Winter on squashed entanglement has been the
topic of two publications.
• M. Christandl and A. Winter. Squashed entanglement – an additive entangle-
ment measure. Journal of Mathematical Physics, 45(3):829–840, 2004. quant-
ph/0308088.
• M. Christandl and A. Winter. Uncertainty, monogamy and locking of quantum
correlations. IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, 51(9):3159-3165, 2005,
and in Proceedings of ISIT 2005, pp. 879-883. quant-ph/0501090.
Patches of work from other collaborations have also been included into this thesis: the
historical note in subsection 3.1.1 appeared in a joint paper with Daniel Oi [OC03] and
the work on string commitment, subsection 4.3.3, was done in collaboration with Harry
Buhrman, Patrick Hayden, Hoi-Kwong Lo and Stephanie Wehner [BCH+05].
Cover and back of this thesis feature a two-page manuscript by Erwin Schro¨dinger,
which Lawrence Ioannou and I discovered in the Schro¨dinger archive Vienna in March
2003. The manuscript describes the phenomenon entanglement very accurately and is
contained in a folder of the year 1932. To my knowledge it is the first known written
document of this phenomenon. Reproduced with kind permission of the O¨sterreichische
Zentralbibliothek fu¨r Physik.
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Preliminaries
The Preliminaries consist of two sections. In the first one, the basic formalism of
non-relativistic quantum mechanics is introduced and fundamental results concerning
quantum states and entropy are reviewed. Good introductions to quantum mechanics
are the book by Asher Peres [Per93] and the lecture notes by Klaus Hepp (in Ger-
man) [Hep01]. As a reference for quantum computation and quantum information theory
I recommend the book by Michael A. Nielsen and Isaac L. Chuang [NC00] as well as
John Preskill’s lecture notes [Pre99]. The second section introduces background mate-
rial from the theory of finite groups that can be found in many standard textbooks. I
used the books by Barry Simon [Sim96], William Fulton and Joe Harris [FH91], and
Roe Goodman and Nolan R. Wallach [GW98], which also provided the representation
theory needed in part I.
Quantum Mechanics
The Wavefunction and Schro¨dinger’s Equation
In quantum mechanics, the state of a physical system at time t is given by a wavefunction
or pure quantum state ψ(t), a norm-one vector in a separable complex Hilbert space
H with scalar product (·, ·). The time evolution of the wavefunction is given by the
Schro¨dinger equation (~ = 1)
H(t)ψ(t) = ∂tψ(t), (1)
where the Hamiltonian H(t) is a Hermitian operator, which is piecewise continuous in
t. An operator H is Hermitian if and only if (v,Hv) = (Hv, v) for all v ∈ H.
Throughout this thesis I will only consider one type of Hilbert space: finite-
dimensional complex vector spaces with the inner product given by the dot-product,
i.e. H ∼= Cd for some d < ∞. In Dirac notation, a vector ψ ∈ H is written as |ψ〉
whereas the adjoint vector to |ψ〉 is denoted by 〈ψ|. The scalar product (v,w) then
reads 〈v|w〉 and the projector onto ψ, P|ψ〉, is often written as |ψ〉〈ψ|.
x
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The evolution of a state at time t0 to a state at later time t1, −∞ < t0 ≤ t1 < ∞,
assumes the form
U(t1, t0)|ψ(t0)〉 = |ψ(t1)〉,
where
U(t1, t0) = lim
∆t→0
e−iH(t1−∆t)∆t · · · e−iH(t0+∆t)∆te−iH(t0)∆t
is unitary. In quantum computation and quantum information theory it often suffices to
restrict the attention to discrete time steps and, rather than referring to a Hamiltonian,
regard the evolution as a sequence of unitary operations.
The Measurement Postulate
The previous section defined states and evolution of quantum-mechanical systems. As
human beings, however, we appear to be classical objects. This raises the question of
how we interact with quantum mechanical systems or how we gather information from
a quantum mechanical system. The standard approach to this problem postulates the
measurement. A measurement is defined by a Hermitian operator O acting on H. Upon
measuring the system in state |ψ〉 with O, we obtain an outcome oi, which is one of the
eigenvalues of O. If Pi denotes the projector onto the eigenspace of O with eigenvalue
oi, the probability with which outcome oi will appear is given by pi = 〈ψ|Pi|ψ〉. The
quantum state after the measurement conditioned on obtaining outcome oi is known as
the post measurement state and given by |ψi〉 = Pi|ψ〉/√oi.
Tensor Products and Composite Systems
The ancient Greeks postulated that the material world consists of microscopic indivisible
parts, which they called atoms. Since then, the study of science has been reduced to
the study of its smallest parts and theoretical rules for combining and dividing the basic
elements have been put forward. In the following, the quantum mechanical rules for
combining and dividing will be introduced: the tensor product and the partial trace
operation.
A system consisting of several parts is called a composite or multipartite system.
The state space of a composite system is the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces of the
individual subsystems. A formal definition of the tensor product is as follows:
Definition 0.1
Let H,K,X be vector spaces and suppose f : H × K → X is a bilinear mapping. The
pair (X , f) is called a tensor product of H and K if
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• Im f = X
• If h : H×K → Y is a bilinear mapping into a vector space Y, then there is a linear
map g : X → Y such that h = g ◦ f .
Cast in the form of a diagram, the second condition demands that
H×K
f

h // Y
X
g
;;wwwwwwwww
commutes. Since all such tensor products are equivalent up to isomorphism it is cus-
tomary to drop the map f and simply write H ⊗ K for the tensor product of H and
K.
There are a number of equivalent definitions of the tensor product; a nice introduction
can be found in the book by Werner H. Greub on multilinear algebra [Gre67]. The
advantage of the above definition is its independence of a choice of basis forH and K, and
the disadvantage is the indirect definition, which makes the actual construction difficult
to envision. Reversing drawbacks and advantages, I will now give a more concrete
construction for finite-dimensional spaces. Let |v〉, |v1〉, |v2〉 ∈ H, |w〉, |w1〉, |w2〉 ∈ K and
α ∈ C. Then, f is given by
f : H×K → H⊗K
f(|v〉, |w〉) = |v〉 ⊗ |w〉,
where the symbols |v〉 ⊗ |w〉 obey the following linearity properties
(|v1〉+ |v2〉)⊗ |w〉 = |v1〉 ⊗ |w〉+ |v2〉 ⊗ |w〉
|v〉 ⊗ (|w1〉+ |w2〉) = |v〉 ⊗ |w1〉+ |v〉 ⊗ |w2〉
α(|v〉 ⊗ |w〉) = (α|v〉) ⊗ |w〉 = |v〉 ⊗ (α|w〉)
Given orthonormal bases {|ei〉} of V and {|fj〉} of W , a basis for V ⊗W is given by
|ei〉 ⊗ |fj〉 often abbreviated by |ei〉|fj〉. Every |ψ〉 ∈ H ⊗K then assumes the form∑
i
αij |ei〉|fj〉, (2)
for some αij. Quantum states of the form
|ψ〉HK = |ψ〉H ⊗ |ψ〉K (3)
are called pure product states. Here, the state describing subsystem H is given by |ψ〉H.
Note, however, that it is not immediately clear how to describe the state of H if the
total system is not in a product state. As we will see below, the appropriate description
is given by a mixed quantum state, generalising the notion of a pure quantum state.
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Mixed Quantum States
Since classical information about the state |ψ〉 can only be obtained from measurements
and since measurements only depend on P|ψ〉, the projector onto |ψ〉, the latter is often
referred to as the state of the system. P|ψ〉 is an operator on H and as such the concept
of pure quantum states will generalise to mixed quantum states. Since H is finite
dimensional, the set of operators on H coincides with the set bounded operators and will
be denoted by B(H). The trace of an operator O is most conveniently defined in terms
of an orthonormal basis {|ei〉} of H,
Tr O =
∑
i
〈ei|O|ei〉,
and the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product of two operators O and P is
(O,P )HS = Tr O
†P.
A bounded operator O is positive if and only if 〈v|O|v〉 ≥ 0 for all v ∈ H and the set of
positive operators is denoted by B+(H).
Let us come back to the question of how to define the state on H when there is a
non-product state |ψ〉 describing the total system H⊗K. The answer is induced by the
partial trace which is given in terms of a basis for B(H) by
TrK|ei〉〈ej | ⊗ |fk〉〈fl| = |ei〉〈ej |Tr |fk〉〈fl| (4)
and extends to the set of all operators by linearity. Since |ψ〉〈ψ| is a positive operator,
the reduced state or simply state on system H,
ρH = TrK|ψ〉〈ψ|,
is positive, too. The partial trace operation is unique in the sense that it is the only
operation that results in the correct measurement statistics on the reduced states [NC00,
page 107]. ρH has trace one, since TrHTrK|ψ〉〈ψ| = Tr |ψ〉〈ψ| = 1. In fact, the converse
is also true: for every trace-one positive operator ρ on H, there is a Hilbert space K
and a pure quantum state |ψ〉 ∈ H ⊗ K such that ρ = TrKP|ψ〉. To see this write ρ in
its eigenbasis ρ =
∑
i λi|ei〉〈ei| and define |ψ〉 =
∑
i
√
λ|ei〉 ⊗ |fi〉 ∈ H ⊗K for K = Cn,
H = Cm and m ≤ n. |ψ〉 is called a purification for ρ. It is an important detail that all
purifications are equivalent, i.e. given two purifications |ψ1〉 ∈ H⊗K1 and |ψ2〉 ∈ H⊗K2
of ρ, there is an isometry U : K1 → K2 such that
1 ⊗ U |ψ1〉 = |ψ2〉.
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In summary, a mixed quantum state, hereby referred to as a quantum state, is a positive
operator in B(H) with trace equal to one. The set of mixed quantum states is denoted
by S(H).
Classical Quantum States
On several occasions in part II classical and quantum scenarios will be encountered
side-by-side. The way to deal with this situation is to regard probability distributions
as quantum states. The probability distribution PX of a random variable X with range
X , |X | = d <∞, can naturally be written as a classical state in the form
ρX =
∑
x∈X
PX(x)|x〉〈x|,
where {|x〉} is an orthonormal basis of Cd. Conversely, every quantum state ρ can
be regarded as a classical state if {|x〉} is an eigenbasis of ρ. When multiple parties
are involved and the basis choice is restricted to local orthogonal bases – a natural
restriction if only local operations or local operations assisted by classical communication
are allowed – not every quantum state can be regarded as a classical state. It is therefore
convenient to make the following hybrid definition: ρC1···CmQ1···Qn is a c · · · c︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
q · · · q︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
-state
if there exist local bases on the first m systems such that
ρC1···CmQ1···Qn =
∑
c1,··· ,cm
PC1···Cm(c1 · · · cm)|c1 · · · cm〉〈c1 · · · cm| ⊗ ρQ1···Qnc1···cm ,
for random variables C1, . . . , Cm and quantum states ρ
Q1···Qn
c1···cm .
Quantum Operations
Physical operations transforming quantum states are modeled by completely positive
trace preserving (CPTP) maps. A positive map Λ is a linear map
Λ : B+(H)→ B+(H′).
Λ is called completely positive (CP) if Λ⊗1K is positive for all K. A completely positive
trace preserving map is therefore a map
Λ : S(H)→ S(H′),
where S(H) is the set of quantum states on H. CPTP maps are precisely the maps that
can be composed out of the following three steps:
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1. appending an uncorrelated pure state: Λappend : S(H) → S(H ⊗ K) with ρ 7→
Λappend(ρ) = ρ⊗ |ψ〉〈ψ|.
2. applying a unitary transformation Λunitary : S(H ⊗ K) → S(H ⊗ K) with ρ 7→
Λunitary(ρ) = UρU
† for some U ∈ U(H⊗K).
3. tracing out over a subsystem: Λtrace : S(H ⊗ K) → S(H) with ρ 7→ Λtrace(ρ) =
ρH = TrKρ.
A theorem by Kraus gives a different characterisation: a map is completely positive
(CP) if and only if it can be written in the form
Λ(ρ) =
∑
i
MiρM
†
i , (5)
Mi are called the Kraus operators of Λ and trace preserving (TP) if in addition∑
i
M †iMi = 1 .
If the measurement postulate is taken into account1, maps are obtained that trans-
form a state ρ into an ensemble of states ρi that appear with probability pi. Such maps
are known as quantum instruments and are described by a set of positive maps {Λi},
such that
∑
i Λi is a CPTP map.
If one is only interested in the measurement outcome and the corresponding proba-
bility
pi = TrΛi(ρ) = Tr
∑
j
Mi,jρM
†
i,j = Tr
(∑
j
M †i,jMi,j
)
ρ,
it suffices to consider a set of positive operators Ei :=
∑
j M
†
i,jMi,j with
∑
iEi = 1 and
consequently speak of a positive operator valued measure (POVM) {Ei}.
Finally, let us draw a connection between measurement and density operators and
see how one can prepare a quantum state with density matrix ρ ∈ S(H). There are two
conceptually different approaches to this. The first is the so-called improper mixture.
Here one prepares a purification |ψ〉 ∈ H ⊗ K of ρ by means of a unitary operator and
traces out over K. Since all purifications are equivalent, every choice of the purification
will lead to the same result. The second procedure is the proper mixture. Here one
chooses a ρ-ensemble of pure states2 i.e. an ensemble {pi, |ψi〉〈ψi|}mi=1 such that ρ =
1Note that the postulated measurement consists of a set of projectors {Pi}. The outcomes are given
by values oi and are only referred to by their index i. This type of measurement is known as projective
or von Neumann measurement.
2It will also be useful to introduce ρ-ensembles of mixed states, i.e. sets {pi, ρi} where the ρi’s are
mixed states with
∑
i piρi = ρ.
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∑
i pi|ψi〉〈ψi|, flips an m-valued coin with distribution pi and prepares the state |ψi〉
if the coin shows i. Note that there is freedom in choosing the ensemble. Proper
and improper preparation procedures are mathematically equivalent in the sense that
a person receiving the prepared state ρ will not be able to decide which procedure has
been applied to generate ρ.
Distance Measures
Intuitively, two quantum states are close to each other if we can hardly tell the difference
in an experiment. This intuition can be made precise in a variety of different ways.
Relevant for this thesis are three measures: the trace distance, the fidelity and the
relative entropy.
The quantum analog of the variational distance for random variables is the trace
distance of two operators ρ and σ
δ(ρ, σ) =
1
2
||ρ− σ||1 = 1
2
Tr |ρ− σ|, (6)
where |A| =
√
A†A. In operational terms, the trace distance equals the variational
distance of the probability distribution that results from a POVM when maximised over
all possible POVMs
δ(ρ, σ) = max
M
δ(P,Q), (7)
where the maximisation is taken over all POVMs M applied to ρ and σ. The result-
ing probability distributions are P and Q respectively. As an application, consider the
problem of deciding whether a given quantum state equals ρ or σ when no prior knowl-
edge is given. Most generally, this can be done with a two outcome POVM {E0, E1},
where outcome 0 (1) corresponds to the guess ρ (σ). By equation (7), the solution to the
problem, i.e. the maximal probability of guessing correctly is
1
2
+
δ(ρ, σ)
2
. (8)
Another consequence of equation (7) is the monotonicity of the trace distance under
CPTP maps
δ(Λ(ρ),Λ(σ)) ≤ δ(ρ, σ) (9)
and, by a similar argument, the strong convexity of the trace distance,
δ(
∑
i
piρi,
∑
i
qiσi) ≤ δ(P,Q) +
∑
i
piδ(ρi, σi).
Both properties make the trace distance a convenient tool in quantum information
theory.
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A different measure for distinguishing quantum states is the fidelity, which quantifies
the overlap of two quantum states. In case of pure states:
F (Pψ, Pφ) = |〈ψ|φ〉|2.
Operationally, the fidelity equals the probability for |ψ〉 to pass the test whether or not
it equals |φ〉. In the case where one quantum state is mixed, this formula immediately
generalises to
F (P|ψ〉, σ) = TrP|ψ〉σ,
whereas a less obvious generalisation to mixed states is given by
F (ρ, σ) = (Tr
√√
ρσ
√
ρ)2.
Note that F (ρ, σ) is in fact symmetric with respect to its arguments. Monotonicity
under CPTP maps,
F (Λ(ρ),Λ(σ) ≥ F (ρ, σ),
follows from the following variational formula due to Uhlmann [Uhl76] (see also [NC00]
and [Joz94]):
F (ρ, σ) = max
φ,ψ
|〈φ|ψ〉|2, (10)
where |φ〉 and |ψ〉 are purifications of ρ and σ respectively. The fidelity also serves as a
measure of how well quantum states are preserved when they pass through a quantum
channel. Since not only the quality of the transmission of quantum or classical signals
but also the ability to establish quantum correlations between sender and receiver is
an important property of quantum channels, an appropriate measure is needed. The
entanglement fidelity is such a measure and is defined as the fidelity of a purification
|ψ〉 ∈ H ⊗ K of ρ on H and the channel state 1 ⊗ Λ(|ψ〉〈ψ|), i.e. the combined system
of reference and output (see figure 0.1):
Fe(ρ,Λ) = 〈ψ|(1 ⊗ Λ(|ψ〉〈ψ|))|ψ〉
or in Kraus operator form
Fe(ρ,Λ) =
∑
i
|TrMiρ|2.
The entanglement fidelity with respect to the maximally mixed state ρ = 1d , where d is
the input dimension of the channel, has a nice expression in terms of the average fidelity
of pure quantum states that are sent through the channel:
F¯ (Λ) =
∫
φ
〈φ|Λ(|φ〉〈φ|)|φ〉dφ
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K
H
U
H′
Figure 0.1: A state ρ on system H is sent through a channel Λ implemented by the unitary U . Ancilla
systems are the lose ends of lines. The state on H⊗ K is |ψ〉 and Λ(ρ), the state on H′, is the channel
output.
The average is taken with respect to the Haar measure of U(d), i.e. the invariant
measure on U(d), with normalisation
∫
φ dφ = 1. A handy formula that connects the
average fidelity with the entanglement fidelity was found by Micha l, Pawe l and Ryszard
Horodecki [HHH99]:
F¯ (Λ) =
dFe(
1
d ,Λ) + 1
d+ 1
. (11)
Finally, there are a few inequalities connecting the trace distance and the fidelity.
1−
√
F (ρ, σ) ≤ δ(ρ, σ) ≤
√
1− F (ρ, σ) (12)
and in the special case, where ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| is pure,
1− F (P|ψ〉, σ) ≤ δ(P|ψ〉, σ) (13)
with equality if also σ is a pure state.
Entropy
Entropy is a fundamental properties in physics. Its quantum version for finite-
dimensional systems is the von Neumann entropy . For a density operator ρ it is given
by
S(ρ) = −Tr ρ log ρ,
with logarithm taken to base 2 here and throughout this thesis. It is an immediate
consequence that the von Neumann entropy takes the form
S(ρ) = −
∑
i
λi log λi,
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and therefore equals the Shannon entropy of the eigenvalues λi of ρ. If systems are
composed of several parts, say ABC . . ., it is natural to compare the entropies of the
reduced states and of the overall states. For a subset X ∈ {A,B,C, . . .}, I write S(X)ρ
for S(ρX) or even more conveniently, S(X) if the underlying state is clear from the
context. Fundamental limitations on the possible set of such entropies are known as
entropy inequalities; examples are subadditivity
S(A) + S(B) ≥ S(AB)
and strong subadditivity
S(AB) + S(BC) ≥ S(B) + S(ABC). (14)
The latter is of fundamental importance to the physics of condensed matter systems and
especially quantum information theory. Initially proved by Elliott H. Lieb and Mary
Beth Ruskai using operator convexity results [LR73a, LR73b], a number of different
proofs have appeared in the literature most recently using techniques from quantum
information theory [HOW05, GPW04]. In part I, I will discuss parallels between re-
presentation-theoretic inequalities and entropy inequalities and give a new proof for
subadditivity (corollary 2.19). Strong subadditivity plays a vital role in chapter 4 in the
definition of the newly proposed entanglement measure: squashed entanglement. Gen-
eral properties of entropy inequalities have been discussed in [Pip03] and most recently,
a new (restricted) entropy inequality has been discovered by [LW05].
A related quantity is the relative entropy
S(ρ||σ) := Tr ρ(log ρ− log σ),
which measures the entropy of ρ relative to σ. The relative entropy is less of an entropy
but more of a distance measure and satisfies S(ρ||σ) = 0 if and only if ρ = σ. In
particular, it is not symmetric under interchange of its arguments, hence not a distance in
the mathematical sense. The defining property of the relative entropy is its monotonicity
under a CPTP map Λ, i.e.
S(Λ(ρ)||Λ(σ)) ≤ S(ρ||σ),
a fact which implies strong subadditivity of von Neumann entropy. Observe that
S(AB)− S(B) = log dimA− S(ρAB ||τA ⊗ ρB), (15)
where τA = 1dimA , in order to rewrite inequality (14) in the form
S(ρAB||τA ⊗ ρB) ≤ S(ρABC ||τA ⊗ ρBC).
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This inequality is true by the monotonicity of the relative entropy under the CPTP map
Λ : ρABC → ρACTr ρB . Another useful property of S(ρ||σ) is the joint convexity (see
e.g. [NC00, (11.135)]):
Lemma 0.2 (Joint convexity of relative entropy)
Let {pi, ρi} and {qi, σi} be two ensembles of mixed states, then
S(ρ||σ) ≤ D(P ||Q) +
∑
i
piS(ρi||σi),
where D(P ||Q) =∑i pi(log pi− log qi), the Kullback-Leibler distance of two probability
distributions. Since D(P ||Q) = 0 for P = Q, this implies convexity of S(ρ||σ).
Note that convexity of the relative entropy implies via equation (15) the concavity of
the conditional von Neumann entropy S(A|B) = S(AB) − S(B). A consequence, but
also an easier result is the following:
Lemma 0.3 (Concavity of von Neumann entropy)
Let {pi, ρi} be an ensemble of ρ and PX(i) = pi be the distribution of a random variable
X. Then ∑
i
piS(ρi) ≤ S(ρ) ≤ H(X) +
∑
i
piS(ρi)
with equality if and only if the ρi have pairwise orthogonal support. Note also that
S(
∑
i
ρi ⊗ |i〉〈i|) = H(X) +
∑
i
piS(ρi).
Concavity of von Neumann entropy relates to the following result, known as Holevo’s
theorem or Holevo’s bound :
Theorem 0.4 (Holevo’s bound [Hol73b])
Let E = {px, ρx} be a ρ-ensemble of quantum states. For every measurement on E with
outcome saved in the random variable Y it is true that
I(X;Y ) ≤ χ(E),
where χ(E) = S(ρ)−∑x pxS(ρx) is the Holevo χ information or Holevo χ quantity.
The maximum over all possible measurements is also known M with outcome saved in
Y ,
Iacc(E) = max
M
I(X;Y ),
is known as accessible information. Hence, by Holevo’s bound
Iacc(E) ≤ χ(E).
Finally, let us review a couple of inequalities that relate the trace distance and the
relative entropy as well as the von Neumann entropy and the trace distance.
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Lemma 0.5 ([OP04, theorem 1.15])
δ(ρ, σ)2 ≤ ln 2
2
S(ρ||σ), (16)
where ln 2 denotes the natural logarithm of 2. If ρ and σ are probability distributions,
this inequality is known as Pinsker’s inequality (cf. [FHT03]).
Lemma 0.6 (Fannes’ inequality [Fan73])
Let ρ and σ be supported on a d-dimensional Hilbert space and δ(ρ, σ) ≤ ǫ. Then
|S(ρ)− S(σ)| ≤ 2ǫ log d+ µ(ǫ)
where µ(x) := min{−x log x, 1e}.
In chapter 4, I will discuss a recent extension of this inequality for conditional entropies
(lemma 4.15).
This concludes the introduction to the quantum mechanical tools that will be used
repeatedly throughout.
Group Theory
This section summarises some basics of group theory of finite groups and establishes the
notation used in part I.
Groups and Representations
Let (G, ◦) be a group. If clear from the context g ◦ h will be abbreviated by gh. A
homomorphism between groups G and H is a map f : G → H such that f(gh) =
f(g)f(h) for all g, h ∈ G. A representation of a finite group G on a finite-dimensional
complex vector space V is a homomorphism f : G→ GL(V ) of G to the general linear
group of V , i.e. the invertible elements in End(V ). Given a space V , the underlying
representation of a particular group is often clear from the context. V will then be
referred to as the representation of G, or a space with an action of G. For a vector
|v〉 ∈ V , it is also understood that g|v〉 ≡ f(g)|v〉. Two representations V and W are
equivalent if there is a map φ such that the diagram
V
φ
//
g

W
g

V
φ
//W
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commutes. A representation V of G is irreducible if it has no non-trivial invariant
subspace under the action of the group, i.e. the only subspaces W ⊆ V for which
g|w〉 ∈ W for all |w〉 ∈ W and g ∈ G are W = ∅ or W = V . The importance of
irreducible representations comes from the fact that in the case of finite groups every
representation is equivalent to a direct sum of irreducible representations.
Theorem 0.7
Let W be a representation of a finite group G. Then W is isomorphic to a direct sum of
irreducible representations of G, i.e. W ∼=⊕i Vi for irreducible representations Vi of G.
Proof. Let (w1, w2) be a scalar product on W , then
[w1, w2] =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
(gw1, gw2)
is a G-invariant scalar product on W . If V is an invariant subspace of W , then V ⊥,
the orthogonal complement of V in W , is also an invariant subspace: for v ∈ V and
v⊥ ∈ V ⊥, [gv⊥, v] = [v⊥, g−1v] = 0, since g−1v ∈ V and V is G-invariant. In this way
one can keep on breaking up the space of W into invariant subspaces. This procedure
will terminate, because W is finite-dimensional. 
Probably the most frequently used result in representation theory is the famous lemma
by Isaac Schur.
Lemma 0.8 (Schur’s lemma)
Let V and W be irreducible representations of G. If the homomorphism φ : V → W
commutes with the action of G, then
• either φ is an isomorphism, or φ = 0.
• if V =W , then φ = λ1 for some λ ∈ C.
Proof. Ker φ (Im φ) is an invariant subspace of V (W ) and since V (W ) is irreducible
it can only be equal to ∅ or V (W ). Hence φ is either an isomorphism or it vanishes.
Since C is algebraically closed, φ must have an eigenvalue λ ∈ C. Then Ker (φ−λ1 ) 6= ∅
and φ − λ1 is not an isomorphism, which implies by the first part of the lemma that
φ− λ1 = 0. 
Schur’s lemma implies that the decomposition in theorem 0.7 is unique up to isomor-
phism. The classification of representations of a finite group G is therefore reduced to
the classification of all irreducible representations.
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Most theorems in this section carry over almost unchanged to compact groups. Most
importantly this is true for theorem 0.7 and Schur’s lemma, lemma 0.8.
Group Algebra
Rather than working with a group itself, it is sometimes more convenient to work with
the group algebra A(G), the complex vector space spanned by the group elements.
Formally, let us define the vector space consisting of the elements a =
∑
g∈G a(g)g,
where a(g) ∈ C and the g’s are linearly independent basis vectors. The dimension of
this space equals the order of the group. In addition to the vector space structure, there
is a product structure given by the group operation (g, h) 7→ gh that turns the space
into an algebra: for two elements a and b in the just defined space, one has
ab =
(∑
g
a(g)g
)(∑
h
b(h)h
)
=
∑
g,h
a(g)b(h)(gh) =
∑
x
(∑
y
a(xy−1)b(y)
)
x.
The elements of the group algebra can also be regarded as complex-valued functions
a : G→ C taking a complex value for each element of the group. For two such functions
a(x) and b(x), their product is
(a ⋆ b)(x) =
∑
y
a(xy−1)b(y) (17)
and the adjoint of a(x) is given by
a⋆(g) = a(g−1). (18)
The concept of a representation extends from a group to its group algebra in the following
way:
Theorem 0.9
Let V be a unitary representation of G. The definition of a representation of elements
of G extends by linearity to elements a ∈ A(G):
V (a) =
∑
g
a(g)V (g), (19)
which obey
V (a+ b) = V (a) + V (b)
V (a ⋆ b) = V (a)V (b)
V (a⋆) = V (a)⋆
V (e) = 1 .
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Conversely, if V obeys these conditions, then its restriction to G is a unitary represen-
tation of G.
Let
(f, g) =
1
|G|
∑
x∈G
f(x)g(x), f, g ∈ A(G)
be the inner product of A(G). The set of equivalence classes of irreducible representa-
tions of G is denoted by Gˆ. For each α ∈ Gˆ pick a unitary representative irreducible rep-
resentation Vα and denote its matrix entries by Vα,ij where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , dα := dimVα}.
Theorem 0.10 (Orthogonality Relations)
The functions
√
dαVα,ij(g) are an orthonormal basis of A(G), i.e.
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
Vα,ij(g)Vβ,kl(g) =
1
dα
δαβδikδjl. (20)
and the elements corresponding to a fixed α are closed under multiplication:(
dα
|G|Vα,ij ⋆
dβ
|G|Vβ,kl
)
(x) = δα,βδjk
dα
|G|Vα,il(x) (21)
In the following I will introduce the character of a representation, a useful tool for
studying the equivalence properties of representations.
Characters
f is a class functions if it is an element in the group algebra A(G) that is constant on
conjugacy classes, i.e.
f(y) = f(xyx−1) ∀x, y ∈ G. (22)
Let Z(G) be the set of class functions. It is then not difficult to see that Z(G) is in fact
the centre of A(G), i.e. it consists of all elements f ∈ A(G) with f ⋆ g = g ⋆ f for all
g ∈ A(G). The character of a representation V of G is defined as
χ(g) = TrV (g). (23)
The characters of two representations are identical if the representations are equivalent.
In fact it follows directly from theorem 0.10:
Corollary 0.11
The characters χα form an orthonormal basis for Z(G), i.e.
1
|G|χα(g)χβ(g) = δαβ .
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Since Z(G) has dimension equal to the number of conjugacy classes |Gˆ| = dimZ(G)
which equals the number of conjugacy classes of G.
The decomposition of a representation can be analysed in terms of its characters:
Corollary 0.12
V decomposes as V ∼=⊕α V ⊕mαα if and only if χV =∑imαχα.
An important representation is the regular representation which we will denote by R.
Here, G that acts by conjugation on the group algebra. R contains each irreducible
representation Vα of G exactly dα times, i.e.
R ∼=
⊕
α
V ⊕dαα .
This can be seen as follows: the character of R is given by χR(e) = |G| and χR(g) = 0
for g 6= e, the identity element of G. The multiplicity of Vα in R is given by mα =
(χR, χα) = χα(e) = dα. The dimension formula for finite groups |G| =
∑
α d
2
α is an
immediate corollary.
Tensor Product Representations
Let V and W be represntations of G. The tensor product representation V ⊗W of V
and W is defined as
(V ⊗W )(g) = V (g) ⊗W (g).
Note that G acts simultaneously on V and W , therefore V ⊗W is a representation of
G and not of G × G. This is also the reason why the representation V ⊗W , even for
irreducible V and W , is in general a reducible representation and can be decomposed:
Vα ⊗ Vβ ∼=
⊕
γ∈Gˆ
nγαβVγ . (24)
The coefficients nγαβ are known as the Clebsch-Gordan integers of the group G. Clebsch-
Gordan integers count how many copies of an irreducible representation Vγ are contained
in Vα⊗ Vβ and should not be confused with the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The latter
are entries in the unitary matrix that transforms from the product basis of two spins,
i.e. irreducible representations of SU(2), into a basis of the total spin of the system (see
subsection 1.3.4).
Representations of Direct Product Groups
Let G and H be groups and G×H the group direct product
(g1, h1)× (g2, h2) = (g1g2, h1h2)
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induced from the group operations on G and H. If V and W are representations of
G and H, one can define the external product representation V ⊠W (g, h) by V (g) ⊗
W (h). If V and W are irreducible, then V ⊠ W is also irreducible and conversely,
all irreducible representations of G × H arise as external product representations of
irreducible representations of G and H. Note that the space of the representations is
the tensor product of the spaces of the individual representations V ⊗W . Therefore
care needs to be taken, so as not to confuse the representations of the direct product
group G×H with tensor product representation of G in the case G = H.
This concludes the basic material from the group theory of finite groups. More
definitions and theorems as well as extensions to compact groups will be discussed in
chapter 1.
Part I
Insights from Group Theory
1
Prologue
Bipartite quantum systems form an important resource in quantum cryptography and
quantum teleportation and also play a prominent role in condensed matter systems
that are governed by nearest-neighbour interactions. Just as the spectrum of a sin-
gle quantum state contains information about its entropic, energetic and information-
theoretical properties, the spectral properties of a bipartite quantum state can elucidate
correlations, energies and entanglement amongst its two parts.
This part of my PhD thesis investigates the spectral structure of bipartite quantum
states. More precisely, I examine the constraints on a triple of spectra (rA, rB , rAB)
that are necessary to ensure the existence of a bipartite quantum state compatible with
this triple, that is, the existence of ρAB on HA ⊗ HB with Spec ρAB = rAB as well as
Spec ρA = rA and Spec ρB = rB for the reduced states.
My main result is the discovery of the equivalence – in a precise asymptotic sense –
between the problem of determining the spectral structure of bipartite quantum states
and a well-known representation-theoretic problem of the symmetric group: Given an
irreducible representation, is this representation contained in the tensor product of two
other selected irreducible representations? The coefficients governing the decomposition
of the tensor product are known as the Kronecker coefficients and no closed combina-
torical algorithm for their computation is known. The result presented here offers a way
to investigate the spectral structure of bipartite quantum states using tools from group
theory. Conversely, spectral properties of quantum states can be used to illuminate the
calculation of Kronecker coefficients.
Part I is split into two chapters. Chapter 1 introduces concepts from the theory
of the symmetric and Lie groups, with focus on Weyl’s tensorial construction and the
Schur-Weyl duality. Chapter 2 formally presents the two problems listed above, proves
their equivalence and discusses issues of convexity and finite generation. In parallel, a
novel proof is given for the well-known asymptotic equivalence of Horn’s problem and
the problem of calculating the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients.
2
Chapter 1
The Symmetric and the Unitary
Groups
This chapter provides the background material for chapter 2 which can be found in
introductory texts on the subject [Sim96, GW98, FH91]. Section 1.1 introduces the
famous Schur-Weyl duality, the pairing of irreducible representations of the symmetric
and the unitary group, and presents part of its proof. The remainder of this chapter is
then devoted to completing the proof and furnishing the result with details. In section 1.2
the irreducible representations of the symmetric group are constructed and in section 1.3
we touch upon some Lie group theory to introduce the notion of a highest weight. This
completes the proof of Schur-Weyl duality in section 1.4. The chapter concludes with a
construction of an orthogonal basis for irreducible representations of the symmetric and
unitary groups in section 1.5.
1.1 Schur-Weyl Duality I
Subsection 1.1.1 reviews results on the construction of irreducible representations of
finite groups with the help of projections into the group algebra. In subsection 1.1.2
a duality theorem for representations of a finite group and its commutant are derived.
The duality theorem is then applied in subsection 1.1.3 to the symmetric and unitary
group. The resulting Schur-Weyl duality is stated as theorem 1.10 and the first part of
the proof is given.
3
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1.1.1 Minimal Projections and Irreducible Representations
Throughout this section, G will be a finite group. The necessary background material
of the representation theory of finite groups can be found in Preliminaries, page xxi.
Definition 1.1
A projection p is an element in A(G) with p2 = p. A projection p 6= 0 is called minimal if
it cannot be decomposed into projections q 6= 0 and r 6= 0 as p = q+ r. Two projections
p, q are called equivalent, if there exists an invertible u, v such that upv = q and disjoint
if and only if puq = 0 for all u.
Definition 1.2
A central projection p is an element in Z(G) with p2 = p. A central projection p 6= 0 is
called minimal if it cannot be decomposed into central projections q 6= 0 and r 6= 0 as
p = q + r.
Theorem 1.3
There is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of minimal projections
and irreducible representations. Furthermore, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween minimal central projections and irreducible representations. The minimal central
projections are given by
dα
|G|χ
α, (1.1)
where χα is the character corresponding to an irreducible representation from the equiv-
alence class α ∈ Gˆ.
Proof. By theorem 0.10, the group algebra is isomorphic to a direct sum of matrix
algebras
A(G) ∼=
⊕
α
End(Cdα),
where End(Cdα), the endomorphisms of Cdα is the algebra generated by Vα,ij. Thus
any p ∈ A(G) is a sum of components (pα)α∈Gˆ. Since multiplication is component-
wise, a projection must satisfy p2α = pα. Minimality is achieved if only one pα 6= 0.
Regarded as an element of End(Cdα), a minimal projection pα is a rank one projector
and vice versa, every rank one projector in End(Cdα) is a minimal projection. Rank
one projectors pα and qβ are then equivalent if and only if α = β. This establishes
the one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of minimal projections and
irreducible representations.
As an element of the group algebra, a central projection c is of the form (cα)α∈Gˆ,
where each component cα is a central projection. Minimality requires that only one
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cα may be nonzero. As it is a projection into the center of End(C
dα), which is one-
dimensional and spanned by χα, one still requires a proportionality constant. After a
short calculation one obtains cα =
dα
|G|χ
α. 
Directly from theorem 1.3 and the properties of representations of the group algebra
(theorem 0.9) one has:
Corollary 1.4
Let V be a representation of G and pα be a minimal central projection in the group
algebra ofG. If V ∼=⊕α V ⊕mαα is the decomposition of V into irreducible representations
Vα with multiplicity mα, then V (pα) is the projector onto V
⊕mα
α .
The construction of the irreducible representations of the symmetric and the unitary
groups will make direct use of the above results. But first, I will review a duality
theorem, which is the basis of the Schur-Weyl duality.
1.1.2 A Duality Theorem
The commutant A′ of a subset A of the algebra C is the set of elements in C that
commute with all elements in A,
A′ = {b ∈ C| ab = ba for all a ∈ A}
Lemma 1.5
Let V and W be finite dimensional complex vector spaces. The commutant of A =
End(V )⊗ 1 in End(V ⊗W ) is B = 1 ⊗ End(W )
Proof. Clearly B ⊂ A′. To show A′ ⊂ B consider general elements A⊗ 1W ∈ A and
B ∈ A′ and write them in block diagonal form with dimW blocks each of size dimV :
A⊗ 1W =


A 0 · · ·
0
. . .
...
. . .
A

 B =


B11 B12 B1n
B21
. . .
. . .
Bn1 Bnn


The commutant requirement (A⊗ 1W ) B = B (A⊗ 1W ) reads in matrix form

AB11 AB12 AB1n
AB21
. . .
. . .
ABn1 ABnn

 =


B11A B12A B1nA
B21A
. . .
. . .
Bn1A BnnA


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In summary, [A,Bij ] = 0 for all ij. Consider the group GL(V ) as a representation of
GL(V ) on V . This representation is clearly irreducible and spans all of V . Since Bij
commutes with all elements, by Schur’s lemma this representation must be proportional
to the identity, i.e. there are values bij such that Bij = bij1 V . B therefore assumes the
form B = 1 V ⊗ b with a matrix b ∈ End(W ) with entries (b)ij = bij . 
This brings us to the main theorem in this subsection, a duality result for A and its
commutant A′.
Theorem 1.6
Let V be a representation of a finite group with decomposition V =
⊕
α Vα ⊗ Cnα . Let
A be the algebra generated by V and B = A′ its commutant. Then
A ∼=
⊕
α
End(Vα)⊗ 1 Cnα (1.2)
B ∼=
⊕
α
1 Vα ⊗ End(Cnα) (1.3)
Furthermore we have B′ = A, where B′ is the commutant of B (double commutant
theorem).
Proof. The operator
dα
∑
g∈G
Vα,ij(g)V (g)
is an element in A. By the orthonormality of the functions Vα,ij and the decomposition
of V into irreducible components it equals Eα,ij ⊗ 1 , where Eα,ij is the matrix with a
one at position (i, j) and zeros otherwise. This shows that A ⊃ RHS of (1.2). But every
element in A is an element of the RHS of (1.2), so (1.2) follows.
Clearly the RHS of (1.3) is contained in A′ = B. To see that every element in B is of
this form, consider a projection Pα onto Vα⊗Cnα . The projectors Pα form a resolution
of the identity and as an element of A, Pα commutes with any B ∈ B. This leads to
B = (
∑
α
Pα)B =
∑
α
PαBPα =
∑
α
Bα.
Lemma 1.5 implies that Bα = 1 Vα ⊗ bα. 
1.1.3 Schur-Weyl Duality
In this section, it is shown that Sk and U(d) are double commutants, and their repre-
sentation space therefore has a nice decomposition according to theorem 1.6. But before
we get too far ahead of ourselves, let us define the action of the groups on the tensor
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product space. If Cd denotes a d-dimensional complex vector space, Sk operates on
(Cd)⊗k by
π : |ei1〉 ⊗ |ei2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |eik〉 7→ |eiπ−1(1)〉 ⊗ |eiπ−1(2)〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |eiπ−1(k)〉, (1.4)
for π ∈ Sk, where the |e1〉, . . . |ed〉 are elements of some basis of Cd. The group U(d)
acts by
U : |ei1〉 ⊗ |ei2〉 ⊗ . . . ⊗ |eik〉 7→ U |ei1〉 ⊗ U |ei2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ U |eik〉, (1.5)
for U ∈ U(d). These actions of Sk and U(d) on (Cd)⊗k define representations of each
group, but both representations are reducible. I will refer to this representation of U(d)
as the tensor product representation. The following lemma plays a significant role in
establishing the double commutant theorem and the converse theorems presented in
chapter 2.
Lemma 1.7
Let V be a vector space and let Symk(V ) be the k’th symmetric power of V , i.e. the
vector space generated by the projection 1n!
∑
π π applied to V
⊗k. Then
Symk(V ) = Span {|v〉⊗k||v〉 ∈ V }.
Proof. By definition, Symk(V ) is spanned by the vectors |vi1...ik〉 =
∑
π |eiπ−1(1)〉 ⊗
· · · ⊗ |eiπ−1(k)〉, where the indices ij run through {1, . . . , d}.
Clearly Span {|v〉⊗k||v〉 ∈ V } ⊂ Symk(V ), it therefore suffices to show that every
|vi1...ik〉 can be written in terms of tensor products |v〉⊗k. This is done as follows:
Consider the derivative
|wi1...ik〉 :=
∂
∂λ2 . . . λk
(|e1〉+
k∑
i=1
λk|ek〉)⊗k
∣∣
λ2=···=λk=0,
which can be realised by subsequently applying
∂
∂λj
(|v〉 + λj|ej〉)⊗k
∣∣
λj=0
= lim
λj→0
(|v〉+ λj |ej〉)⊗k − |v〉⊗k
λj
,
iteratively going from j = k all the way to j = 2. Then |wi1...ik〉 takes the form of a
limit of sums of tensor powers. Since Span {|v〉⊗k||v〉 ∈ V } is a finite dimensional vector
space this limit is contained in Span {|v〉⊗k||v〉 ∈ V }. On the other hand, a direct cal-
culation shows that |wi1...ik〉 equals |vi1...ik〉 and hence all vectors |vi1...ik〉 are contained
in Span {|v〉⊗k||v〉 ∈ V }. 
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Note that End(Cd) is a Hilbert space with Hilbert-Schmidt inner product (A,B) =
TrA†B where the action of Sk is induced by its action on (Cd)⊗k and given by
V (π)CV −1(π), (1.6)
where C ∈ End(V ⊗k) and V (π) is the tensor product representation on (Cd)⊗k.
Lemma 1.7 then says that the vector space of all C that are invariant under the ac-
tion given in (1.6) is spanned by {X⊗k|X ∈ End(Cd)}. This brings us to the next step
on the way to Schur-Weyl duality:
Theorem 1.8 (SU(d) and Sk are commutants)
Let A denote the algebra generated by V (π) for all π ∈ Sk, where V is the representation
given above. Let further B be the algebra generated by U(x), the elements in the
representation of SU(d) (or U(d) or GL(d)). Then A′ = B and B′ = A.
Proof. The proof will be given for SU(d); the cases of U(d) and GL(d) are then
imminent from the proof. Clearly B ⊂ A′. It remains to show that every element in A′ is
also an element of B. But let us first take a look at B itself. Clearly {A⊗k|A ∈ SU(d)} ⊂
B – and – adding a phase: {A⊗k|A ∈ U(d)} ⊂ A′. Let us now consider the element
dU(X) = ddt
(
(etX)⊗k
) |t=0 ∈ B for X ∈ u(d), where u(d) is the Lie algebra of U(d),
which can be identified with the set of skew Hermitian operators (see subsection 1.3.2):
dU : X 7→ X ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 + · · ·+ 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗X.
Clearly dU(X) + idU(Y ) = dU(X + iY ) is an element of B. Applying the exponential
map results in {A⊗k|A ∈ GL(d)} ⊂ B and since GL(d) is dense in End(Cd) and B is
closed, H := {A⊗k|A ∈ End(Cd)} ⊂ B.
Now consider an element B ∈ A′. By definition B commutes with all V (π). There-
fore B is an element of the symmetric subspace of End(Cd)⊗k, which by lemma 1.7
equals {A⊗k|A ∈ End(Cd)} = H. In summary: B ⊂ A′ as well as A′ = H ⊂ B hold.
This shows A′ = B. B′ = A then follows from corollary 1.6. 
The following theorem reduces the problem of determining irreducibility from U(d) to
GL(d), the complexification of U(d). For a proof see [CSM95, chapter 12]. Related are
the statements of theorems 1.19 and 1.20.
Theorem 1.9
A representation of U(d) is irreducible if and only if the corresponding representation
of GL(d) is irreducible.
This brings us to the main result in this section.
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Theorem 1.10 (Schur-Weyl duality)
Let H ∼= (Cd)⊗k and let V (π) be the natural representation of the symmetric group Sk
on H and U(x) the tensor representation of U(d). Then i)
H ∼=
⊕
λ
Uλ ⊗ Vλ (1.7)
U(x) =
⊕
λ
Uλ(x)⊗ 1 Vλ (1.8)
V (π) =
⊕
λ
1 Uλ ⊗ Vλ(π), (1.9)
where Uλ and Vλ are irreducible representations of U(d) and Sk respectively. ii) The
sum is taken over Young frames λ ⊢ (k, d).
The second half will be proven in section 1.4. Proof. [Part i)] The application of
theorem 1.6 to G = Sk (and to its dual partner U(d), theorem 1.8) proves equations (1.7)-
(1.9), where Vλ are irreducible representations of Sk. The representation of U(d) that is
paired with Vλ is denoted by Uλ. It remains to show that the Uλs are in fact irreducible.
A brief but elegant argument follows [CSM95, p.112]: by theorem 1.9 Uλ is irreducible
if and only if its extension to GL(d) is irreducible. So, it suffices to show that Uλ is
indecomposable under GL(d). By Schur’s lemma this is equivalent to showing that
the maps in End(Uλ) that commute with the action of GL(d) are proportional to the
identity; in other words, that EndGL(d)(Uλ) = C. Now C is the center of the matrix
algebra End(Uλ). From Schur’s lemma we have
EndSk(V
⊗k) ∼=
⊕
λ
End(Uλ)
EndGL(d)×Sk (V
⊗k) ∼=
⊕
λ
EndGL(d)(Uλ)
If EndGL(d)×Sk(V
⊗k) is in the center of EndSk(V
⊗k), then so is EndGL(d)(Uλ) in the cen-
ter of End(Uλ). End(Uλ) in turn equals C which was what we set out to prove. But since
GL(d) and Sk are double commutants (theorem 1.8), EndSk(V
⊗k) = Span {A⊗k|A ∈
GL(d)} and thus clearly EndGL(d)×Sk (V ⊗k) is contained in the center of EndSk(V ⊗k).

This concludes the first part of the Schur-Weyl duality. In the next two sections, the
constructions of the irreducible representations of SU(d) and Sk will be in the center of
attention and explain the labeling by Young frames.
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1.2 The Irreducible Representations of the Symmetric
Group
In subsection 1.1.1 it was shown that the irreducible representations of a finite group
stand in one-to-one relation to minimal projections in the group algebra. Here, I will
construct the minimal projections for the symmetric group. Let eT ≡ eTλ be a minimal
projection corresponding to Vλ and eλ the minimal central projection. It then follows
that UT := V (eT )H is a subspace of V (eλ)H. By theorem 1.10 there are two cases:
i) V (eλ)H ∼= Uλ ⊗ Vλ
ii) V (eλ)H = 0
Since the application of eT commutes with the action of U(d), UT is a representation of
U(d). Since UT ⊂ Uλ ⊗ Vλ and Uλ is irreducible, UT is equivalent to a number of copies
of Uλ. Since eT has rank one, the number of copies can be maximally one. This shows
that V (eT ) ∼= Uλ if and only if Uλ (Vλ) is a subrepresentation of U(d) (Sk).
The irreducible representations of Sk are obtained by first constructing one nonzero
vector in Uλ and then applying the permutations to this vector. Alternatively, one can
construct the minimal central projections, and so Uλ ⊗ Vλ, and subsequently project
with a rank one operator to obtain a representation isomorphic to Uλ.
There are two tasks to fulfill in this section: The first task is to find a convenient
labeling for the elements of Gˆ and to construct a minimal projection for each λ ∈ Gˆ.
This will lead to the concept of Young frames and Young tableaux (subsection 1.2.1).
The second task is to study the size of the representations Uλ and Vλ, a subject which
relates to the combinatorics of Young tableaux (subsection 1.2.2).
1.2.1 The Young Symmetriser
A set λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λd) of nonincreasing integers is called a Young frame or Young
diagram and is usually illustrated by a diagram consisting of empty boxes arranged
in rows, which are left adjusted. The i-th row, counted from the top, consists of λi
boxes. The purpose of the empty boxes is to be filled in with numbers. A Young frame
containing integers is then also known as Young tableau T with Young frame λ ≡ F (T ).
The size of a Young frame or tableau is defined as the number of boxes k in its diagram,
i.e. k =
∑
i λi = |λ|. λ ⊢ k (or T ⊢ k) indicates that λ (or F (T )) is a partition of k. The
depth of a diagram or tableau is the number of rows d. Often there are restrictions on
the maximal number of rows of a diagram; for brevity λ ⊢ (k, d) designates that λ has
no more than d rows. Two types of Young tableaux will be relevant:
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1 2 3
4 5
1 2 4
3 5
1 3 4
2 5
1 2 5
3 4
1 3 5
2 4
1 1 1
2 2
1 1 2
2 2
Figure 1.1: Young frame (3, 2), top row: standard Young tableaux, bottom row: semistandard Young
tableaux with numbering {1, 2}.
• A standard Young tableau T is a Young tableau with the numbers 1 to k each in
one box such that the numbers are increasing to the right and downwards.
• A semistandard Young tableau T is a Young tableau containing numbers, possibly
repeatedly, that weakly increase to the right and strictly increase downwards.
Standard Young tableaux will be important in the construction of the Young sym-
metriser and, ultimately, the set of standard Young tableaux with frame λ will provide
a numbering for an orthonormal basis of the irreducible representation Vλ of Sk. Simi-
larly, semistandard Young tableaux, when filled with numbers {1, . . . , d}, can be used to
enumerate an orthonormal basis of the irreducible representation Uλ of U(d). Examples
of standard and semistandard Young tableaux can be found in figure 1.1.
To each standard Young tableau T , associate two elements of the group algebra,
cT =
∑
π∈C(T )
sgn (π)π rT =
∑
π∈R(T )
π,
whereR(T ) and C(T ) are sets of permutations of Sk, R(T ) being those that are obtained
by permuting the integers within each row of T , and C(T ) those obtained by permuting
integers within each column of T . The Young symmetriser eT is given by
eT = rT cT . (1.10)
The goal of the section is to show that eT is proportional to a minimal projection in
A(Sk), more precisely,
(eT )
2 =
k!
fλ
eT , where fλ := dimVλ.
The construction of irreducible representations with Young symmetrisers is also known
as Weyl’s tensorial construction. Throughout the remaining part of this section, T and
T ′ are standard Young tableaux.
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Lemma 1.11
If T ′ = gT and if there are no two integers that are in the same row of T and also in
the same column of T ′, then g = rc for some transpositions r ∈ R(T ) and c ∈ C(T ). In
particular, if g 6= rc then there is an element t ∈ R(T ) with g−1tg ∈ C(T ).
Proof. Let r1 ∈ R(T ) and c′1 ∈ C(T ′) such that r1T and c′1T ′ have the same first row.
It is possible to find such r1 and c
′
1 since by assumption there are no elements that are
in the same row of T and also in the same column of T ′. Now repeat this process for row
2 until row d. Then r = rd · · · r1 and c′ = c′d · · · c′1 are elements with rT = c′T ′ = c′gT .
Hence r = c′g and thus g = rc with c = g−1(c′)−1g ∈ C(T ). 
Lemma 1.12
Let r ∈ R(T ) and c ∈ C(T ), then
rrT = rT r = rT (1.11)
sgn(c)ccT = sgn(c)cT c = cT (1.12)
reT sgn(c)c = eT (1.13)
and eT is the only such element (up to scalar multiplication) for which equation (1.13)
holds for all r ∈ R(T ) and c ∈ C(T ).
Proof. The first two assertions as well the correctness of the last equation are straight-
forward. It remains to show the uniqueness of eT in the last equation. If e =
∑
g ngg
satisfies
re sgn(c)c = e, (1.14)
for all r ∈ R(T ) and c ∈ C(T ), then nrgc = sgn(c)ng for all g. It will suffice to show that
ng = 0 for all g 6= rc for r ∈ R(T ) and c ∈ C(T ), since then e = n1
∑
r∈R,c∈C sgn(c)rc =
n1 eT , which concludes the proof. But lemma 1.11 implies that for every g 6= rc, there
is a transposition t ∈ R(T ) such that t′ = g−1tg ∈ C and therefore g = tgt′, which by
equation (1.14) implies ng = −ng = 0. 
In lexicographical order, we say that λ > µ if the first nonzero difference λi−µi is larger
than zero.
Corollary 1.13
If λ > µ, then eT eT ′ = 0 for all T, T
′ with λ = F (T ) and µ = F (T ′). Furthermore
(eT )
2 = nT eT for some nT ∈ C.
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Proof. First part: If λ > µ then there are two integers in the same row of T and the
same column of T ′. For the transposition t of those two integers, t ∈ R(T ) ∩ C(T ′) and
thus by lemma 1.12 rT cT ′ = rT t
2cT ′ = (rT t)(tcT ′) = −rT cT ′ . Second part: From equa-
tion (1.11) and equation (1.12) follows r(eT )
2sgn(c) = (eT )
2 and with equation (1.13):
(eT )
2 = nT eT . 
Theorem 1.14
Let T be a standard Young tableau to the frame λ. Then fλk! eT is a minimal projection
associated with the irreducible representation Vλ of Sk, where dimVλ = fλ. The Vλ’s
for λ ⊢ k form a complete set of irreducible representations of Sk.
Proof. According to corollary 1.13, eT is proportional to a projection, say e. Now
assume that e = e1+e2 for projections e1 and e2. Since 0 = e
2−e = e1e2+e2e1, one has
0 = e1(e1e2+e2e1)e1 = 2e1e2e1. This shows that e1e2 = e
2
1e2 = e1(e1e2+e2e1)−e1e2e1 =
0 holds. Since e1e2 + e2e1 = 0 this also implies e2e1 = 0, and proves
ee1e = e1.
According to lemma 1.12, the LHS of this equation absorbs the multiplication by
r ∈ R(T ) from the left and by c ∈ C(T ) from the right, therefore re1c = sgn(c)e1.
Furthermore, this lemma implies that e1 is proportional to eT , which is therefore pro-
portional to a minimal projection.
The proportionality constant can be worked out as follows: for the left action of
g ∈ G on a ∈ A(G), Rg : a 7→ ga, one has TrR1 = k!, TrRg = 0 for g 6= 1 and
therefore TrReT = k!. But also eT f = nT f for f ∈ eTA(G) and 0 otherwise. Hence k! =
nT dim eTA(G), where eTA(G) = Span {aeT |a ∈ A(g)}. By theorem 1.3, dim eTA(G) =
dimVλ.
eT and eT ′ are equivalent if T and T
′ have the same frame, since then T ′ = gT for
some g ∈ G and thus eT ′ = geT g−1. They are inequivalent when their Young frames are
different, a fact that follows from corollary 1.13.
The number of conjugacy classes of a finite group equals the number of inequivalent
irreducible representations (see corollary 0.11 below). Above, to each Young frame we
have constructed an inequivalent irreducible representations. To conclude the proof of
completeness it will therefore suffice to give a one to one mapping of conjugacy classes
of Sk and Young frames. Every permutation can be written as a unique product of
disjoint cycles, i.e. π = (i11 . . . i1j1)(i21 . . . i2j2) . . . (im1 . . . imjm). Two permutations are
conjugate if and only if they have the same number of cycles of length j for all j. The
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correspondence of cycles to Young frames is then apparent. 
1.2.2 Combinatorics of Young Tableaux
In this subsection I state a few facts about the combinatorics of Young tableaux which
are elegantly exhibited in Fulton [Ful97]. fλ had been defined as the dimension of
the irreducible representation Vλ of Sk. Likewise let tλ(d) be the dimension of the
corresponding irreducible representation of U(d). Both numbers can be expressed as
sums over Young tableaux.
Theorem 1.15
The following formulas hold:
fλ = |{ T | T standard Young tableau with F (T ) = λ }| (1.15)
tλ(d) = |{ T | T semistandard Young tableau (1.16)
with F (T ) = λ and numbers {1, . . . , d}}|
dk =
∑
λ⊢(k,d)
tλ(d)f
λ. (1.17)
The minimal central projection is proportional to a sum over the corresponding minimal
projections. This shows that the RHS of equation (1.15) is an upper bound on the LHS.
That equality holds stems from the independence of the minimal projections. This
is a consequence of lemma 1.11, which is explained in [Sim96, proposition VI.3.12].
Formula (1.16) will be discussed in section 1.5; a full proof is not given, but the problem
is reduced to the well-known branching rule for the unitary group. Equation (1.17)
follows from equations (1.15) and (1.16) as well as Schur-Weyl duality, theorem 1.10.
For both fλ and tλ(d), the combinatorical sum can be evaluated and results in so-
called hook length formulae. The hook of box (i, j) in a diagram is given by the box
itself, the boxes to its right and below. The hook length is the number of boxes in a
hook. An illustration of the hook length is shown in figure 1.2
-
?
Figure 1.2: Hook of box (1, 2) in Young frame (4, 3, 1)
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Theorem 1.16 (Hook length formulae)
fλ =
k!∏
(i,j)∈λ h(i, j)
, (1.18)
tλ(d) =
∏
(i,j)∈λ
d+ j − i
h(i, j)
=
fλ
k!
∏
(i,j)∈λ
(d+ j − i) (1.19)
This formula is also a reformulation of Weyl’s dimension formula, which is best known
in the form
tλ(d) =
∏
i<j
λi − λj + j − i
j − i (1.20)
For the purpose of this work, rather than precise formulae, the asymptotic growth of
fλ and tλ(d) in the limit of large k but with fixed ratios of the row lengths will be
important.
For the construction of a standard Young tableau there are restrictions both on the
rows and on the columns. Only considering the restrictions on the rows clearly gives an
upper bound on the number of tableaux, namely,
fλ ≤
(
k
λ1 · · ·λd
)
. (1.21)
For tλ(d) only a bound in terms of k and d will be needed. Consider the diagram with
all k boxes in the first row. Each semistandard Young tableau is characterised by the
positions where strict increase happens. These positions are the k + 1 places between
the boxes. For an alphabet of size d, the tableau is specified by d − 1 such (possibly
repeating) places, giving tk(d) ≤ (k + 1)d−1.
For a general diagram λ, the above bound is applied to each row individually, but
note that in row j only the letters j, j + 1, . . . , d can appear. Thus,
tλ(d) ≤ (λ1 + 1)d−1(λ2 + 1)d−2 · · · (λd + 1)0 ≤ (k + 1)d(d−1)/2 . (1.22)
Let λ ⊢ (k, d) and define λ¯ := (λik , . . . , λdk ) with all the λ¯i distinct. Then Weyl’s dimen-
sion formula gives
tλ(d) = O(k
d(d−1)/2). (1.23)
The estimate (1.22) is therefore optimal in its dependence on k for fixed d.
1.3 The Irreducible Representations of the Unitary Group
This section starts by reviewing definitions and fundamental results of Lie group and
Lie algebra theory (subsection 1.3.1). Subsequently, the focus will be narrowed to the
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unitary group, where the labeling of an irreducible representation with a Young frame
will receive a natural interpretation as the highest weight (subsection 1.3.2). This also
connects the Young symmetriser to majorisation, a vital ingredient in chapter 2 (sub-
section 1.4.1). The results are stated without proof; the reader is referred to standard
literature (e.g. [FH91, Sim96, GW98]).
1.3.1 Lie Groups and Lie Algebras
Definition 1.17
A Lie group G is a d-dimensional real C∞-manifold as well as a group such that product
and inverse are C∞-maps. Additionally there should exist countably many open sets in
G that cover G.
The Lie algebra g of a Lie group G is the tangent space of G at the unit element e, when
equipped with a Lie bracket [ , ] : g× g → g. For all A,B ∈ g:
[A,B] := lim
t→0
(a(t)b(t)a−1(t)b−1(t)− e)
t2
,
where t 7→ a(t), b(t) are C1-curves on G with a(0) = b(0) = e, a′(0) = A and b′(0) = B.
Any Lie algebra obtained in this way will satisfy the following definition.
Definition 1.18
A Lie algebra over R (or C) is a vector space g together with a Lie bracket [ , ] : g×g → g
such that for all A,B,C ∈ g and α, β ∈ R(C) the following three hold:
Linearity [αA+ βB,C] = α[A,C] + β[B,C]
Anticommutativity [A,B] = −[B,A]
Jacobi identity [A, [B,C]] + [B, [C,A]] + [C, [A,B]] = 0.
Lie algebras capture the local properties of a Lie group and provide an elegant way
for their analysis. Since Lie groups are also topological spaces, it is natural to discuss
certain topological properties.
• Compactness: X is compact if for every set of open sets that cover X there is a
finite subset that also covers X.
• Connectedness: X is connected if it cannot be divided in two disjoint nonempty
closed sets.
• Simply connectedness: X is simply connected if it is path connected (i.e. for every
x, x′ there is a continuous function f : [0, 1] → X with f(0) = x and f(1) = x′)
and every continuous map f : S1 → X can be continuously contracted to a point.
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Lie group definition topology /
/Lie algebra real vs. complex
GL(d,C) g ∈ M(d,C), det g 6= 0 not compact, connected,
not simply connected
gl(d,C) A ∈M(d,C) C
SL(d,C) g ∈ M(d,C), det g = 1 not compact (d ≥ 2),
simply connected
sl(d,C) A ∈M(d,C),TrA = 0 C
U(d) g ∈ M(d,C), gg† = 1 compact, connected,
not simply connected
u(d) A ∈M(d,C), A = −A† R
SU(d) g ∈ M(d,C), gg† = 1 , det g = 1 compact,
simply connected
su(d) A ∈M(d,C), A = −A†,TrA = 0 R
SO(d) g ∈ M(d,R), ggT = 1 , det g = 1 compact, connected,
not simply connected (d ≥ 2)
so(d) A ∈M(d,R), A = −AT R
Table 1.1: Table of Lie groups and their Lie algebras that appear in this text.
An extensive table of Lie groups, their Lie algebras and topological properties can be
found in [Wikb]. The Lie groups that are relevant for this thesis are summarised in
table 1.1.
The topological property that will be used frequently is compactness since it implies
the existence of an invariant measure on the group: for every compact Lie group G
there exists a left-invariant measure dµ(g), the Haar measure, which is unique up to
normalisation. Here, the normalisation is chosen such that
∫
g∈G dµ(g) = 1. The Haar
measure is one reason why the representation theory of compact Lie groups is in many
ways analogous to the representation theory of finite groups.
A representation of a Lie group G on a vector space V is a homomorphism φ : G→
GL(V ) such that the group operation is preserved, i.e.
φ(gh) = φ(g)φ(h) for all g, h, k ∈ G,
The dimension of the representation is given by the dimension of V . Informally, a
representation of a Lie algebra is a homomorphism of a Lie algebra into a matrix Lie
algebra that preserves the Lie bracket. Formally, a representation of a Lie algebra g on
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a vector space V is a homomorphism φ : g → End(V ) such that
φ([A,B]) = [φ(A), φ(B)] for all A,B ∈ g,
where [A,B] := AB−BA is the Lie bracket and [φ(A), φ(B)] := φ(A)φ(B)− φ(B)φ(A)
is the commutator derived from the matrix product in End(V ). The dimension of the
representation is given by the dimension of V .
With regard to local properties, the representation theories of Lie algebras and Lie
groups parallel each other. Here is a list of some pertinent facts.
Theorem 1.19
Let φ : G→ GL(V ) be a representation of a Lie group G.
• Lφ : g → gl(V ) is a representation of the corresponding Lie algebras, where Lφ is
the linearisation at the identity element.
• Conversely, for every representation ψ : g → gl(V ) of the Lie algebra g, there is a
local representation 1 φ : G→ GL(V ) such that Lφ = ψ.
• If G is connected, then the representation φ is irreducible whenever Lφ is irre-
ducible.
• If G is simply connected, then for every ψ : g → gl(V ) there is exactly one
representation φ : G→ GL(V ) with Lφ = ψ.
All groups that will be relevant for us are subgroups of GL(d,C). Likewise the Lie alge-
bras will be subalgebras of the Lie algebra gl(d,C), which equals M(d,C), the complex
d × d matrices. The group operation is matrix multiplication and the Lie bracket is
given by the commutator [A,B] := AB − BA, where AB is the matrix multiplication
in M(d,C). Table 1.1 gives a short list of relevant Lie groups and their Lie algebras.
The following theorem allows to reduce the study of irreducible representation of a Lie
algebra to the study of its complexified Lie algebra. For a Lie subalgebra g of the real
Lie algebra gl(n,R), define
gC := Span {zA|z ∈ C, A ∈ g},
the complexified Lie algebra of g.
1A local representation of a Lie group G on a vector space V is a group homomorphism φ : O(e) ⊂
G→ O′(1 ) ⊂ GL(V ), where O(e) and O′(1 ) are opens sets containing the respective identity elements.
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Theorem 1.20
Let ψ : g → gl(V,R) be a representation of a real Lie algebra g on the complex space V .
Then
ψC : gC → gl(V,C),
given by ψC(zA) := zψ(A) for z ∈ C is a representation of gC. Further, ψ is irreducible
if and only if ψC is irreducible.
1.3.2 The Lie Algebra of U(d), Weights and Weight Vectors
In this subsection, weights and weight vectors will be introduced and the irreducible
representations of the unitary group will be characterised by their lexicographically
highest weight.
Let V be a representation of U(d) and restrict the action to the diagonal elements
of U(d). The commutative group of diagonal elements is known as torus T and is iso-
morphic to U(1)×U(1) × · · · ×U(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
. The holomorphic irreducible representations of
U(1), i.e. the irreducible representations whose matrix entries are holomorphic func-
tions in U(1) are given by uk for k ∈ Z, u ∈ U(1). V , as a representation of T ,
then decomposes into a direct sum of one-dimensional irreducible representations. For
U = Diag (u1, . . . , ud),
U |v〉 = uf11 · · · ufdd |v〉 = uf |v〉 for f = (f1, . . . , fd) ∈ Zd,
where |v〉 is a basis vector for one of the irreducible representations of T . |v〉 is called a
weight vector with weight f .
As for Young diagrams the set of weights is ordered lexicographically, i.e. f is of
higher weight than f ′ if f > f ′ in lexicographical order. It will turn out that every
irreducible representation has a unique highest weight vector. But let us first see how
one operates on the set of weights.
The Lie algebra u(d) of U(n) consists of skew Hermitian matrices. Any element in
u(d) can be written as a real linear combination of i times a Hermitian matrix. Since any
complex d× d matrix is of the form A+ iB, where A and B are Hermitian matrices, the
complexification of u(d) is just M(d,C), the Lie algebra gl(d) of GL(d). An action of U(d)
thus extends to an action of GL(d). Let Eij be the matrix with a one at position (i, j)
and zero otherwise. The Eij form a basis for gl(d). The action of an element g ∈ GL(d)
that is infinitesimally close to 1 can be linearly approximated by 1 +
∑
ij ǫijEij , which
leads to the action of Eij on V . Let |v〉 be a weight vector with weight f , then
UEij |v〉 = UEijU−1U |v〉 = uiu−1j EijU |v〉 = uf+ǫijEij |v〉,
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where U = Diag (u1, . . . , ud) as above and Eij|v〉 is either zero or a weight vector with
weight f + ǫij , where ǫij is a vector with a 1 at position i, a −1 at position j and zero
otherwise.
1.3.3 The Relation between SU(d), U(d) and GL(d)
“The importance of the full linear group GL(n) lies in the fact that any group
Γ of linear transformations is a subgroup of GL(n) and hence decomposition
of the tensor space with respect to GL(n) must precede decomposition rela-
tive to Γ. One should, however not overemphasize this relationship; for after
all each group stands in its own right and does not deserve to be looked
upon merely as a subgroup of something else, be it even Her All-embracing
Majesty GL(n).”
H. Weyl, 1939 in “The Classical Groups” [Wey50]
The purpose of this subsection is to clarify the relation between GL(d), U(d) and SU(d)
and how it manifests itself in its unitary representations and Young frames.
In the previous section it was noted that the action of U(d) extends to an action of its
complexification GL(d). Since both groups are connected, theorem 1.19 and 1.20 imply
that a representation of U(d) is irreducible if and only if the corresponding representation
of GL(d) is irreducible.
This brings us to the relation between U(d) and SU(d). Since U(d) = U(1) ×
SU(d), the irreducible representations of U(d) can be realised as products of irreducible
representations of U(1) and SU(d). Since U(1) is an Abelian group, its irreducible
representations are one-dimensional and, as discussed previously, depend on an integer
m, i.e. u 7→ um, where u ∈ U(1) are all inequivalent irreducible representations of
U(1). Weyl’s tensorial construction only results in the representations with nonnegative
m, i.e. only constructed the irreducible polynomial representations of U(1) (and so for
U(d)). The case of a negative integer m can be included into Weyl’s construction by
defining
Uλ′(g) := (det g)
mUλ(g).
λ′ = (m+λ1, . . . ,m+λd) is an element of Zd and it can be shown that the representations
of this form are the set of all irreducible holomorphic representations of U(d). Since
every element g ∈ SU(d) has determinant equal to one, all representations Uλ+(m,...,m)
are equivalent and a complete set can be indexed diagrams λ with only d− 1 rows.
The study of SU(2) representations is then merely the study of representations with
one row diagrams λ = k, the spin representations. The dimension of Uk is just k + 1
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and by physicists usually identified with a spin j particle, where j = k2 . The following
section offers an alternative way of looking at the representations of SU(d), probably
more familiar to physicists: the irreducible representations are here constructed from
the commutation relations of the Lie algebra su(2) ∼= so(3).
1.3.4 Spin States and the Clebsch-Gordan Transformation
“The analogy between the spinor spanner and the neutron suggests that the
state of the latter depends not only on its position and momentum but on
which of two topologically distinct ways it is tied to its surroundings. A
full turn about an axis leaves its position and momentum unchanged but
reverses its topological relation to the rest of the universe.”
Ethan D. Bolker in “The Spinner Spanner” [Bol73]
In quantum information theory one usually speaks of d level systems, whereas in physics
a quantum system with a finite number of degrees of freedom is denoted by a nonnegative
half integer j, which lives in d = 2j + 1 complex dimensions. As we have discussed at
the end of the previous section, the natural Lie algebraic notation is k = 2j = d− 1.
Let us start by reviewing the usual construction for the irreducible representation
of SU(2) by constructing the irreducible representations of its Lie algebra su(2). Since
su(2) is isomorphic to so(3) the irreducible representations of SO(3) will be obtained as
well. Whereas in the case of the simple Lie group SU(2) each irreducible representation
of su(2) leads to an irreducible representation of SU(2) this cannot be expected for
SO(3). In fact only the ones with integral j do. This is related to the double covering
of SO(3) by SU(2). The quote at the start of this section refers to a famous illustration
of the double covering due to Dirac, known as Dirac’s spanner or the Spinor spanner :
one attaches three or more ropes to a spanner and fixes the other ends of the ropes at
positions in space. If the spanner is turned around 360 degrees, the ropes become tangled
up and it is not possible to bring them into the original configuration without rotating
the spanner or cutting the ropes. If, however, one continues to rotate the spanner in the
same direction a further 360 degrees, it magically becomes possible to disentangle the
mess of ropes.2
A basis for su(2) is then given by {iσx, iσy, iσz}, where
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
,
2One needs a bit of patience and I am particularly grateful to Henriette Steiner who helped me
conduct the experiment twice!
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are the Pauli operators. Physicists usually absorb the imaginary unit into the commu-
tation relations, which then read
[σx, σy] = i2σz
and similarly for cyclic permutations of (x, y, z). A representation of the Lie algebra is
then a mapping of Pauli operators to Hermitian operators Jx, Jy and Jz that obeys
[Jx, Jy] = i2Jz . (1.24)
Since the operators J2 = J2x + J
2
y + J
2
z and Jz commute they have a common eigenbasis
|j,m〉, where m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j − 1, j and
Jz |j,m〉 = m|j,m〉
J2|j,m〉 = j(j + 1)|j,m〉.
In fact for every half integer j, i.e. j ∈ {0, 12 , 1, 32 , . . .} there is an irreducible repre-
sentation of this form, usually denoted by D(j). The dimension of D(j) is 2j + 1 and
the eigenstates transform by means of lowering and raising operators J± = Jx ± iJy
according to
J±|j,m〉 =
√
j(j + 1)−m(m± 1)|j,m ± 1〉.
The relation to the tensorial construction using Young symmetrisers reads
|j,m〉 = 1√
k!(j +m)!(k − (j +m))!
∑
π∈Sk
π| ↑↑ . . . ↑ ↓↓ · · · ↓︸ ︷︷ ︸
j+m
〉,
where I have used the common notation for the basis states of a spin 12 particle, ‘spin
up’: |12 , 12 〉 = |1〉 = | ↑〉 and ‘spin down’: |12 ,−12〉 = |0〉 = | ↓〉. For j = 2 this gives
|2, 2〉 = | ↑↑↑↑〉
|2, 1〉 = 1
2
(| ↓↑↑↑〉 + | ↑↓↑↑〉 + | ↑↑↓↑〉 + | ↑↑↑↓〉)
|2, 0〉 = 1√
6
(| ↑↑↓↓〉 + | ↑↓↓↑〉 + | ↑↓↑↓〉 + | ↓↑↓↑〉 + | ↓↑↑↓〉 + | ↓↓↑↑〉)
|2,−1〉 = 1
2
(| ↓↑↑↑〉 + | ↑↓↑↑〉 + | ↑↑↓↑〉 + | ↑↑↑↓〉)
|2,−2〉 = | ↓↓↓↓〉.
Often, in physical systems the Hamiltonian does not so strongly depend on the individual
spins it is made up of, J1 and J2, but rather on their total spin J = J1+J2. It is therefore
customary to change from the tensor product basis |j1m1〉|j2m2〉 to the eigenstates of
J2, J21 , J
2
2 and Jz = Jz1 + Jz2, given by |j, j1, j2,m〉. The unitary matrix making this
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⊗ = ⊕
⊕
= ⊕ ⊕
Figure 1.3: Clebsch-Gordan decomposition: spin 2 ⊗ spin 1 = spin 3 ⊕ spin 2 ⊕ spin 1
change of basis is known as the Clebsch-Gordan transformation and given by the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients 〈jmj1j2m|j1m1j2m2〉. Focusing on the decomposition of the tensor
product in irreducible components alone gives
D(j1) ⊗D(j2) ∼=
j1+j2⊕
j=|j1−j2|
D(j). (1.25)
The correspondence to representations constructed with Young symmetrisers, D(j) ∼=
U2j , leads to the illustration of formula (1.25) in terms of Young diagrams (see fig-
ure 1.3.4). The integer indicating the multiplicity of the irreducible representation (here
0 or 1) is known as Clebsch-Gordan integer,
c2j2j1,2j2 =
{
1, j ∈ {|j1 − j2|, . . . , j1 + j2}
0, otherwise
}
,
and paves the notational way for generalisation: for a general irreducible representation
of U(d) the multiplicity in this decomposition will often be higher than 0 or 1. The
Clebsch-Gordan integer for this case is known as the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient
and will – together with its symmetric group analogue, the Kronecker coefficient – play
a central role in chapter 2.
1.4 Schur-Weyl Duality II
Here, the pieces will be put together. In subsection 1.4.1 the highest weights are brought
into relation to the Young symmetriser, and in subsection 1.4.2 a brief conclusion is
drawn and then the results are highlighted that are most relevant for chapter 2.
1.4.1 Highest Weights, Young Symmetrisers and Majorisation
In this subsection the highest weight of the representations Uλ, constructed with help
of eλ, will be shown to equal λ. Further, it will be shown that Uλ has a unique highest
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weight vector. It is the main purpose of this subsection, however, to explain the connec-
tion between majorisation and irreducible representations – a connection that points to
the relation between irreducible representations and typical subspaces.
Consider a basis vector |v〉 = |ei1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |eik〉 and a Young tableau T . To the pair
(T, |v〉) associate a tableau Tv by replacing j in T with ij ; also define |vT 〉 as the basis
vector with i’s at the positions in row i of T .
Lemma 1.21
Let |v〉 be a basis vector with frequency distribution f . Then eT |v〉 = 0 for all standard
Young tableaux T with frame λ and f 6≺ λ.
Proof. Let f = (f1, . . . , fd), where fi is the frequency with which symbol i appears
in |v〉. Without loss of generality, let fi ≥ fi+1 for all i and the row length λi be the
number of columns of size i or larger. Note that eT |v〉 = 0 if a column in Tv contains
two identical elements, since cT = cT (1 − (kl)), where k and l are the positions of the
identical elements.
The total number of columns is given by λ1, hence, there cannot be more than λ1
elements of the same kind, i.e. f1 ≤ λ1, if eT |v〉 6= 0. Similarly, if one inserts the two
most abundant elements, one can insert pairs of different elements in all the columns of
length 2 or larger. In addition, one can insert some elements in the columns of length
one. Thus, f1 + f2 ≤ 2λ2 + (λ1 − λ2) = λ1 + λ2. Continuing in this way, it follows that
for all basis vectors |v〉 with eT |v〉 6= 0, it must hold that f ≺ λ. 
Lemma 1.22
Let |vT 〉 be the basis vector with i’s at the positions in row i of T . Then eT |vT 〉 is the
unique vector of highest weight in the representation associated to T .
Proof. Note that the application of eT does not change the weight of a vector (even
though the vector might send to zero). Lemma 1.21 states that any basis vector with
f 6≺ λ is sent to zero by eT . Since |vT 〉 has f = λ, it will be either sent to zero by eT
or eT |vT 〉 is the desired highest weight vector (note that vectors f˜ with f˜i = fπ(i) for
π ∈ Sd and π 6= 1 are of lower lexicographical order when compared to f). Since c|vT 〉
are orthogonal for all c ∈ C(T ) and r|vT 〉 = |vT 〉 for all r ∈ R(T ),
〈eT vT |eT vT 〉 = 〈vT |e2T vT 〉
= nT 〈vT |eT |vT 〉
= nT (〈vT |rT )(cT |vT 〉)
= nT 〈vT |vT 〉 = nT |R(T )| 6= 0.
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So, eT |vT 〉 is a highest weight vector in Uλ as constructed from eT .
To see that eT |vT 〉 is unique let T ′ = gT be a different tableau. If g 6= rc,
then by lemma 1.11 there are two numbers in the same row of T and the same col-
umn of T ′, thus eT |vT ′〉 = geT ′g−1|vT ′〉 = geT ′ |vT 〉 = 0, since the two identified val-
ues in the same row of T will be antisymmetrised by eT . Finally, if g = rc, then
eT |vT ′〉 = eT g|vT 〉 = eT rc|vT 〉 = eT c|vT 〉 = 0 if c 6= 1 and otherwise eT |vT ′〉 = eT |vT 〉.
Corollary 1.23
The irreducible representation Uλ of U(d) is contained in the tensor product represen-
tation on H ∼= (Cd)⊗k if and only if λ is a diagram with no more than d rows containing
a total of k boxes, i.e. λ ⊢ (k, d)
Proof. From the representation theory of symmetric groups we know that only Young
frames with k boxes denote irreducible representation of Sk, hence λ ⊢ k.
Trivially each basis vector in (Cd)⊗k has a frequency vector f with no more than d
rows. A diagram λ with more than d rows can therefore never majorise f , i.e. f 6≺ λ. By
lemma 1.21, the Young projectors eT corresponding to λ give eTH = 0 and therefore Uλ
is not contained in the tensor representation of U(d) in H. Conversely the vectors |vT 〉
with no more than d rows are contained in H and by lemma 1.22 they lead to nonzero
projections eT |vT 〉 6= 0. 
1.4.2 Summary
Let us summarise the achievements so far. With the proof of corollary 1.23, it has been
determined which irreducible representations appear in the tensor product decomposi-
tion. This completes the proof of Schur-Weyl duality (theorem 1.10). Furthermore, an
explicit construction of irreducible representation of Sk and U(d) by means of Young
symmetrisers has been obtained. That is, for T a tableau with frame λ, where λ ⊢ (k, d),
• eTH ∼= Uλ the irreducible representation of U(d) with highest weight λ (where
H ∼= (Cd)⊗k.)
• Span {πeT vT |π ∈ Sk} ∼= Vλ the irreducible representation of Sk corresponding to
the conjugacy class given by the set of cycles λ.
In chapter 2, asymptotic properties of the irreducible representations will play a signifi-
cant role. The asymptotic is considered for Young frames with fixed or converging ratios
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of row lengths. Bounds for the dimension of the irreducible representations of U(d) and
Sk are
dimUλ ≤ (k + 1)d(d−1)/2 dimVλ ≤ ekH(λ¯),
where λ¯ = (λik , . . . ,
λd
k ) with k = |λ| and will be used to relate the irreducible represen-
tations, with help of the majorisation property – if |v〉 is a basis vector with frequency
f , then eT |v〉 = 0 if f 6≺ λ – to typical subspaces of density operators.
1.5 Orthogonal Bases and Subgroup Chains
Unfortunately, the Young symmetriser construction for the basis vectors of the symmet-
ric and unitary group representations does not in general lead to orthogonal vectors.
In many applications this is a disadvantage. This section is devoted to enhancing the
previous construction (or for that matter any other construction) in order to recur-
sively obtain an orthogonal basis. This is accomplished by employing the properties of
a subgroup chain, a chain of proper subgroups each contained in the previous one,
G = G0 ⊃ G1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Gn.
The general idea is the following: start with an irreducible representation of a group
G and consider the reduction into irreducible representation of G1. The space of this
(in general reducible) representation can be written as a direct sum of subspaces. Re-
peating this process for subgroups G2 until Gn results in a decomposition of the space
into irreducible representations of Gn. If each step in the chain is multiplicity free, the
representations of Gn will have a unique label given by a path of irreducible representa-
tions. If Gn is Abelian, then all its irreducible representation are one-dimensional and
the vectors spanning the representations form the desired orthonormal basis up to an
arbitrary choice of phase for each basis vector.
In case of the symmetric group the main player in this procedure is the branching
rule that governs the reduction from Sk to Sk−1 (for a proof see [Sim96, page 108]).
Theorem 1.24 (Branching rule for Sk)
Vλ ↓SkSk−1∼=
⊕
λ′⊳λ
Vλ′ , (1.26)
where λ′ ⊳ λ holds if λ′ can be obtained from λ by removing one box.
By repeating this process along the subgroup chain
Sk ⊃ Sk−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ S1
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Figure 1.4: Building a semistandard Young tableau from three skew diagrams
we obtain a unique orthogonal basis, given by the spaces of the one-dimensional irre-
ducible representation of S1. The resulting basis is known as Young’s orthogonal basis
or the Young-Yamanouchi basis [JK82].
Let us now consider the case of the unitary group. Note that the basis vectors
with different weight will remain vectors with different weight and therefore remain
orthogonal. For U(2), where to each weight there is only a single vector, this means
that the construction actually produces an orthogonal basis (see subsection 1.3.4). For
U(d) we can move down the subgroup chain
U(d) ⊃ U(d− 1) ⊃ · · · ⊃ U(1)
with the help of the following branching rule:
Theorem 1.25 (Branching rule for U(d))
Uλ ↓U(d)U(d−1)∼=
⊕
µ
Uµ,
where the sum is taken over all µ satisfying the betweenness condition
λi+1 ≤ µi ≤ λi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1}
I am not aware of any elementary proof and guide the reader to the arguments in [Mol02]
and in [GW98, chapter 8 and 12]. A path down the chain is known as a Gelfand-Zetlin
pattern; for the diagram λ = (λ1, . . . λd), this is an array of the form
λ
(d)
d λ
(d)
d−1 . . . λ
(d)
2 λ
(d)
1
λ
(d−1)
d−1 λ
(d−1)
1
. . . . .
.
λ
(2)
2 λ
(2)
1
λ
(1)
1
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where the top row equals the initial pattern λ, i.e. λ
(d)
i = λi and where any row satisfies
the betweenness condition relative to the row above it, i.e.
λ
(j)
i+1 ≤ λ(j−1)i ≤ λ(j)i ∀j ∈ {d, . . . , 2} and i ∈ {1, . . . , j − 1}
There is a straightforward bijection between Gelfand-Zetlin patterns and semistandard
Young tableaux: define the skew diagram θ(j) as the set of boxes of λ(j) that are not
contained in the diagram λ(j−1). The union of these skew diagrams is disjoint and
equals again the diagram of λ. Now fill each box in λ which belongs to θ(j) with a j,
then the resulting diagram is a semistandard Young tableau (see figure 1.5). This fact
as well as the converse, i.e. the fact that every semistandard Young tableau will lead to
a Gelfand-Zetlin pattern, can be seen by examining the betweenness condition. Taking
the branching rule for granted, the discussion above amounts to a proof of the second
equation in theorem 1.15: a combinatorical algorithm for computing the dimension of
irreducible representations of the unitary group.
Chapter 2
Spectra of Quantum States and
Representation Theory
2.1 Introduction
The spectra of Hermitian operators play a central role in quantum mechanics, not only
in the measurement postulate, but also as a quantifier of order and disorder in quantum
states. The most well-known example of a measure of disorder is entropy. Entropy first
emerged in the context of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, and is one of the
fundamental quantities in physics. Its quantum version for discrete systems is the von
Neumann entropy, which is defined as
S(ρ) = −Tr ρ log ρ
and has an information-theoretic interpretation as the Shannon entropy of the eigen-
values of ρ. As such, the von Neumann entropy plays the role in quantum information
theory that the Shannon entropy plays in classical information theory.
In this chapter I will investigate spectral properties of Hermitian operators, in par-
ticular of quantum states. The prime motivation for this research has been the study of
von Neumann entropy and its inequalities, such as strong subadditivity (see also subsec-
tion 2.3.3). There are, however, a number of other contexts in which spectra of quantum
states play an important role. In 1999, Nielsen discovered that a bipartite pure state
|ψ〉 can be transformed into a bipartite pure state |φ〉 by local operations and classical
communication (LOCC) if and only if the spectrum of ρA = TrB |ψ〉〈ψ| is majorised by
the spectrum of σA = TrB |φ〉〈φ| [Nie99]. This gives a simple operational meaning to the
partial ordering of spectra induced by majorisation, and refines the entropic principle
that the local entropy in a closed system cannot be increased S(ρA) ≥ S(σA). The se-
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cond example is the separability criterion by Nielsen and Kempe [NK01], which asserts
that a separable state ρAB is more disordered globally than locally. More precisely, the
spectrum of a separable state ρAB is majorised by the spectrum of ρA. This again is a
generalisation of an entropic result, namely the separability criterion that says that any
separable state has S(ρA) ≤ S(ρAB).
Both examples show that the spectra of quantum states can reveal structure of
quantum states. The main question that will be investigated in this section asks for
the compatibility of quantum states: given two states ρA and ρB , is there a state
ρAB on HA ⊗ HB such that ρA = TrBρAB and ρB = TrAρAB? Since an affirma-
tive answer immediately extends to the whole orbit (UA ⊗ UB)ρAB(UA† ⊗ UB†) for
UA ∈ SU(HA), UB ∈ SU(HB), any condition on the compatibility can only depend on
the spectra of ρA and ρB . The question addressed in this chapter in a slightly more
general form reads as follows:
Problem 1 (Compatibility of Local Spectra) 1
Given three spectra rA, rB and rAB, is there a quantum state ρAB with
Spec ρAB = rAB
Spec ρA = rA
Spec ρB = rB ?
A triple of spectra (rA, rB , rAB) is said to be an admissible spectral triple if the question
can be answered positively. This question, or the more general task of describing the
set of quantum states with given marginal states, is fundamental to quantum informa-
tion theory. It appears in minimisation problems of correlation measures and channel
capacities [CW04, THLD02, EAP03], as well as in state transformations in quantum
communication protocols [DH04]. The foundation for the study of problem 1, however,
can be traced further back to research done in the 1960s in quantum chemistry and the
theory of condensed matter. Here, a closely related problem appears under the name
of the N -representability problem, which asks for the compatibility of p-particle reduced
density matrices with a wavefunction of N identical particles. The importance of this
1On the one hand Klyachko has coined the term ‘Quantum Marginal Problem’ [Kly04] by analogy
with the marginal problem in classical probability theory. On the other hand this problem parallels
Horn’s problem and, in the same way as Horn’s problem, comes in a pair with a closely related group-
theoretic problem. In their paper [KT01] Allen Knutson and Terence Tao have classified Horn’s problem
as a ‘classical’ problem and its group-theoretic variant a ‘quantum’ problem. Both terminologies make
sense in their own right, but to avoid confusion and to highlight the spectral nature of the problem, I
have avoided the words quantum and classical altogether.
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problem is best illustrated by the case p = 2. An exact expression for the energy of a
system of N identical particles governed by a nearest-neighbour Hamiltonian
H =
N∑
i=1
Hi +
∑
i<j
Hij,
where Hi = H1 and Hij = H12, can be given in an expression only involving the 1- and
2-particle reduced states:
E = NTr ρ(1)H1 +
N(N − 1)
2
Tr ρ(12)H12. (2.1)
Whereas the brute force calculation of the ground state energy of H involves a minimi-
sation over all possible N -particle wavefunctions, equation (2.1) shows that the effort
can be reduced to a minimisation over all density matrices ρ(12) that are compatible
with an overall wavefunction of N identical particles. This would require significantly
less computational effort to calculate the ground state energy, but only if it was not such
a difficult problem to find the compatibility constraints for density operator ρ(12). More
than forty years after Coulson recognised the importance of finding these constraints,
Coleman and Yukalov write, rephrasing Coulson,
“If it were possible to obtain a reasonably accurate expression for the 2-
[particle reduced density] matrix of an N -particle state, without recourse to
the wavefunction, nearly all the properties of matter which are of interest to
chemists and physicists would become accessible to us.”
A. John Coleman and Vyacheslav. I. Yukalov, in “Reduced
Density Matrices – Coulson’s Challenge” [CY00].
Unfortunately, the research presented here will not directly lead to insights into the
solution of the N -representability problem of the 2-particle reduced density matrix, but
is more closely related to the study of the 1-particle reduced density matrix. Neverthe-
less, I hope I have convinced the reader of the fundamental relevance of problem 1 to
quantum information theory and to physics as a whole.
The main result of this chapter is the proof of a correspondence between problem 1
and a specific group-theoretic problem, which will now be described. Consider the tensor
product of two irreducible representations Vµ and Vν of the symmetric group Sk, and
its decomposition into irreducible representations:
Vµ ⊗ Vν ∼=
⊕
λ
gµνλVλ.
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The Clebsch-Gordan integer of this decomposition is denoted by gµνλ and known as
the Kronecker coefficient of the symmetric group. To date there is no combinatorical
formula known for gµνλ and finding one is considered difficult. The specific group-
theoretic problem addressed here is to decide when gµνλ is nonzero.
Problem 2 (Nonvanishing of Kronecker Coefficient)
Given three irreducible representations Vµ, Vν and Vλ of Sk, is it true that Vλ ⊂ Vµ⊗Vν?
The main result alluded to is the asymptotic equivalence of problem 1 and problem 2
(see theorems 2.16 & 2.18 for a precise statement).
This unexpected relation between previously unrelated problems opens new avenues
to their solutions. A more immediate benefit is the transfer of results of one problem
to the other and vice versa, an example of which is given in subsection 2.3.7. The
method that is used to proof this equivalence uses the tools of chapter 1 and a theorem
concerning the estimation of the spectrum of a density operator, theorem 2.13. The
method developed here is versatile and can also be applied in other contexts. An example
is the new and very elementary proof of the asymptotic equivalence of Horn’s problem
(problem 3) and the problem of deciding when a Littlewood-Richardson coefficient is
nonzero (problem 4).
This chapter is composed of four sections. After this introduction I address the tensor
representations of the symmetric and the unitary group in section 2.2, and discuss their
Clebsch-Gordan integers: the Kronecker and the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. A
proof is given showing that a semigroup is formed by both the nonzero Kronecker and
Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. Whereas the semigroup property of the Littlewood-
Richardson coefficients is well-known, the result concerning Kronecker coefficients pro-
vides a positive answer to a recent conjecture by Alexander Klyachko [Kly04, conjecture
7.1.4]. The next section, section 2.3, is less group-theoretical and works mostly with tools
from quantum information theory. It starts with an account of the spectral estimation
theorem and a short proof thereof. Subsequently, the spectral estimation theorem plays
an important role in deriving the asymptotic equivalence of problem 1 and 2, as well
as the equivalence of problem 3 and 4. Some applications follow: first, a proof of the
convexity of problem 1, for which I will also provide an independent proof, second, a
new proof of all spectral two-qubits inequalities, and third, – connecting back to the
study of entropies – a proof of subadditivity of von Neumann entropy.
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2.2 Tensor Product Representations
This section builds on chapter 1, where the irreducible representations of the symmetric
and unitary groups were introduced. In subsection 2.2.1 I will explain how representa-
tions can be viewed as invariants. Subsection 2.2.2 gives several equivalent definitions of
the Kronecker coefficient and reviews briefly its basic properties and history. The same
is done in subsection 2.2.3 for the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient. Subsection 2.2.4
then derives the semigroup property for both coefficients, the main research result of
this section.
2.2.1 Invariants and the Dual Representation
The subsection starts with a simple isomorphism between homomorphism and vec-
tors, which is an exercise in most linear algebra courses and has as consequence the
Jamilkowski isomorphism, a well-known result in the quantum information community.
Afterwards I define the dual of a representation and introduce invariants. In later sec-
tions, the connection between invariants and representations, theorem 2.6, plays an
important role.
Lemma 2.1
Let V and W be two finite-dimensional complex vector spaces, then
hom(V,W ) ∼= V ⋆ ⊗W.
Proof. Let |ei〉 and |fj〉 be o.n. bases for V and W respectively and let |ψ〉 =∑dimV
i=1 〈ei| ⊗ |ei〉 ∈ V ⋆ ⊗ V . The map from hom(V,W ) to V ⋆ ⊗W is given by
A 7→ [1 ⊗A]ψ =
∑
i
〈ei| ⊗ (A|ei〉).
The matrix elements aij = 〈fi|A|ej〉 of A equal the coefficients in the expansion of 1⊗Aψ
in the basis 〈ej | ⊗ |fi〉, because
|ej〉 ⊗ 〈fi|
∑
k
|ek〉 ⊗A|ek〉 = δjk〈fi|A|ek〉 = 〈fi|A|ej〉 = aij.
Conversely, the coefficients of a vector |φ〉 ∈ V ⋆ ⊗W expanded in this basis define a
map A. 
Definition 2.2
Let V be a representation of a group G. The dual representation V ⋆ : G → GL(V ⋆) is
the representation satisfying
(V ⋆(g)〈w|)(V (g)|v〉) ≡ 〈w|V ⋆(g)TV (g)|v〉 = 〈w|v〉
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for all g ∈ G, |v〉 ∈ V , and 〈w| ∈ V ⋆. This unique V ⋆(g) satisfying the definition is given
by
V ⋆(g) = V (g−1)T : V ⋆ → V ⋆.
Definition 2.3
Let V and W be representations of a group G.
V G = {|v〉 ∈ V |V (g)|v〉 = |v〉 ∀g ∈ G}
is the G-invariant subspace of V whereas
homG(V,W ) := hom(V,W )
G
= {A ∈ hom(V,W )|W (g)AV (g−1) = A ∀g ∈ G},
are the G-invariant homomorphisms from V to W .
Corollary 2.4
If V is a representation of G and |ei〉 is a basis for V , then |ψ〉 =
∑
i〈ei| ⊗ |ei〉 is
G-invariant, i.e.
[V (g−1)T ⊗ V (g)]|ψ〉 = |ψ〉,
or succinctly g|ψ〉 = |ψ〉. If V is an irreducible representation, then |ψ〉 is the unique
G-invariant vector up to scalar multiplication.
Proof. Let V (g)|ei〉 =
∑
j Vij(g)|ej〉. Then
[V (g−1)T ⊗ V (g)]
∑
i
〈ei| ⊗ |ei〉 =
∑
i
(∑
k
V (g−1)ki〈ek|
)⊗ (∑
j
V (g)ij |ej〉
)
=
∑
jk
(∑
i
(V (g)−1)kiV (g)ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
=δjk
)〈ej | ⊗ |ek〉
=
∑
j
〈ej | ⊗ |ej〉.

Let V and W be two representations of G. Then hom(V,W ) is a representation of G
defined by
g : A 7→W (g)AV (g−1)
for all A ∈ hom(V,W ).
Corollary 2.5
Let V and W be representations of G. Then homG(V,W ) ∼= (V ⋆ ⊗W )G holds.
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Proof. The map
A 7→ [1 ⊗A]|ψ〉
from lemma 2.1 defines the isomorphism hom(V,W ) ∼= V ⋆ ⊗ W . The following line
shows that any A ∈ homG(V,W ) is mapped to [1 ⊗A]|ψ〉 ∈ (V ⋆ ⊗W )G:
[V (g−1)T ⊗W (g)] [1 ⊗A] |ψ〉 = [1 ⊗W (g)AV (g−1)] [V (g−1)T ⊗ V (g)]|ψ〉
= [1 ⊗A] [V (g−1)T ⊗ V (g)]|ψ〉
= [1 ⊗A] |ψ〉,
where corollary 2.4 was used in the last equation. 
Themultiplicities of an irreducible representation appearing in a reducible representation
can be expressed as the dimension of the space of invariants under the action of the
group.
Theorem 2.6
Let U be a representation of G and U =
⊕
αmαUα be its decomposition into irreducible
representations α with multiplicities mα. Then
mα = dim (U
⋆ ⊗ Uα)G = dimhomG(U,Uα),
where U⋆ is the dual representation of U .
Proof. The second equality follows from corollary 2.5. By Schur’s lemma
homG(Uβ , Uα) ∼= δα,βC,
and therefore
homG(U,Uα) ∼= homG(
⊕
β
Uβ ⊗ Cmβ , Uα) ∼= Cmα ,
which shows that the left hand side equals the right hand side. 
This concludes the general remarks on duals and invariants. The next subsection applies
theorem 2.6 as well as Schur-Weyl duality, theorem 1.10, to obtain a number of equivalent
definitions of the Kronecker coefficient.
2.2.2 The Kronecker Coefficients of the Symmetric Group
The first definition of the Kronecker coefficient is given in terms of unitary groups. Let
m and n be natural numbers and d = mn. Consider an irreducible representation Umnλ
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of the unitary group SU(mn) embedded into (Cmn)⊗k, i.e. k = |λ|. When restricted to
the subgroup SU(m)× SU(n), this representation becomes reducible can be written as
a direct sum of irreducible representations of SU(m) × SU(n), which are equivalent to
tensor products of irreducible representations of SU(m) and SU(n) as explained in the
Preliminaries (pages xxii and xxv):
Umnλ ↓SU(mn)SU(m)×SU(n)∼=
⊕
µ⊢(k,m)
ν⊢(k,n)
gµνλU
m
µ ⊠ U
n
ν , (2.2)
The coefficient gµνλ denotes the multiplicity of U
m
µ ⊠ U
n
ν in the representation U
mn
λ
when restricted to SU(m) × SU(n) and is commonly known as Kronecker coefficient
of the symmetric group, or simply the Kronecker coefficient. The connection to the
symmetric group is easily established via Schur-Weyl duality (theorem 1.10). In terms
of the spaces of the representations, equation (2.2) becomes
Umnλ
∼=
⊕
µ,ν
Umµ ⊗ Unν ⊗ Cgµνλ . (2.3)
As a next step we consider two different decompositions of the space (Cmn)⊗k. The first
decomposition is obtained according to the Schur-Weyl duality of SU(mn) and Sk, and
subsequently reducing from SU(mn) to SU(m)× SU(n) with equation (2.3),
(Cmn)⊗k ∼=
⊕
λ⊢(k,mn)
Umnλ ⊗ Vλ (2.4)
∼=
⊕
λ⊢(k,mn)
( ⊕
µ⊢(k,m)
ν⊢(k,n)
Umµ ⊗ Unν ⊗ Cgµνλ
)⊗ Vλ. (2.5)
The second decomposition takes (Cmn)⊗k, interprets it as (Cm)⊗k ⊗ (Cn)⊗k and applies
Schur-Weyl duality of SU(m) and Sk to the first and of SU(n) and Sk to the second
factor. The result is
(Cmn)⊗k ∼=

 ⊕
µ′⊢(k,m)
Umµ′ ⊗ Vµ′

⊗

 ⊕
ν′⊢(k,n)
Unν′ ⊗ Vν′

 . (2.6)
Note that the spaces of all representations equivalent to Umµ ⊠ U
n
ν which are contained
in equation (2.5) are subspaces of Umµ ⊗ Unν ⊗ Vµ ⊗ Vν . Comparing equation (2.5) and
equation (2.6) and projection onto the space Umµ ⊗ Unν ⊗ Vµ ⊗ Vν results in
Umµ ⊗ Unν ⊗ Vµ ⊗ Vν ∼=
⊕
λ⊢(k,mn)
Umµ ⊗ Unν ⊗ Cgµνλ ⊗ Vλ. (2.7)
This shows that
Vµ ⊗ Vν ∼=
⊕
λ⊢(k,mn)
gµνλVλ. (2.8)
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The Kronecker coefficient gµνλ is therefore not only the multiplicity of U
n
µ ⊠U
m
ν in U
mn
λ ,
when reduced to SU(m) × SU(n), but also the multiplicity of Vλ in Vµ ⊗ Vν . In the
language of invariants,
gµνλ = dim(U
⋆
λ ⊗ Uµ ⊗ Uν)SU(m)×SU(n) = dim(Vλ ⊗ Vµ ⊗ Vλ)Sk (2.9)
At first, it might seem that the star, which marks the dual of Vλ and which should appear
on the RHS of equation (2.9), has been forgotten; since the matrices that represent the
elements of the permutation group are unitary and real at the same time, V (g−1)T =
V (g) and Vλ ∼= V ⋆λ hold. This last remark is of interest to us as it shows that gµνλ is
symmetric under interchange of all three indices µ, ν and λ.2
At present, no satisfying combinatorial expression has been found for gµνλ and its
calculation remains difficult. A direct way to obtain gµνλ is by computation of the
character χλ of the symmetric group and application of the formula
gµνλ = 〈χλ, χµχν〉 = 1
n!
∑
π∈Sk
χλ(π)χµ(π)χν(π).
A different algorithm is given in [HM65a, HM65b] and a number of special cases have
been examined in [Dvi93, Ros01, BK99]. In subsection 1.2.2 I discuss combinatorial
algorithms in terms of Young tableaux for the dimensions of irreducible representations
of the unitary and symmetric group. Combinatorical expressions have also been es-
tablished for a number of other group-theoretic quantities; the most famous of which
is the Littlewood-Richardson rule, which is an algorithm to calculate the Littlewood-
Richardson coefficient. The finding of such an algorithm for the Kronecker coefficient
has remained elusive, and even the weaker task of efficiently determining whether or
not gµνλ is nonzero remains an open problem. This problem, which was presented in
the introduction to this chapter as problem 2, is the main focus later on. The next
subsection essentially carries out the same calculation as above, but instead for the
Littlewood-Richardson coefficient.
2.2.3 The Littlewood-Richardson Coefficients
Let Uµ and Uν be two irreducible representations of U(d). The multiplicities in the
decomposition of the tensor product representation of Uµ and Uν into irreducible repre-
sentations
Uµ ⊗ Uν ∼=
⊕
λ
cλµνUλ (2.10)
2The symmetry of gµνλ under interchange µ, ν and λ is the reason for having all three indices in
subscript. The Littlewood-Richardson coefficient cλµν , in contrast, is only symmetric under interchange
of µ and ν.
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are called Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. Just as there are two expansions for the
gµνλ (eqs. (2.2) and (2.8)), c
λ
µν can also be defined by the expansion
Vλ ↓SkSk1×Sk2
∼=
⊕
µ⊢(k1,d)
ν⊢(k2,d)
cλµνVµ ⊗ Vν , (2.11)
where k1 + k2 = k. This follows from a comparison of the following two:
i) Schur-Weyl duality applied to (Cd)⊗k followed by restricting Sk to Sk1 × Sk2 :
(Cd)⊗k ∼=
⊕
λ⊢(k,d)
Uλ ⊗ Vλ
∼=
⊕
λ⊢(k,d)
Uλ ⊗
(
Vλ ↓SkSk1×Sk2
)
.
(2.12)
ii) Schur-Weyl duality applied to (Cd)⊗k1 and (Cd)⊗k2 followed inserting equa-
tion (2.10):
(Cd)⊗k1 ⊗ (Cd)⊗k2 ∼=( ⊕
µ⊢(k1,d)
Uµ ⊗ Vµ
)⊗ ( ⊕
ν⊢(k2,d)
Uν ⊗ Vν
)
∼=
⊕
µ⊢(k1,d)
ν⊢(k2,d)
( ⊕
λ⊢(k,d)
Uλ ⊗ Ccλµν
)⊗ Vµ ⊗ Vν . (2.13)
Note that all representations similar to Uλ in equation (2.13) appear in the term Uλ ⊗(
Vλ ↓SkSk1×Sk2
)
of equation (2.12). Equating (2.12) and (2.13) therefore results in
Uλ ⊗
(
Vλ ↓SkSk1×Sk2
) ∼= ⊕
µ⊢(k1,m)
ν⊢(k2,n)
(
Uλ ⊗ Ccλµν
)
⊗ Vµ ⊗ Vν . (2.14)
This demonstrates equation (2.11). The invariant-theoretic formulation is
cλµν = dim(U
⋆
λ ⊗ Uµ ⊗ Uν)U(d) = dim(Vλ ⊗ Vµ ⊗ Vν)Sk1×Sk2 , (2.15)
where – in contrast to the Kronecker coefficient – the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient
is only symmetric under exchange of µ and ν.
The algorithm to compute the cλµν is the famous Littlewood-Richardson rule; for
more information see [Ful97] and the recent review by Marc A. A. van Leeuwen [vL01].
In subsection 2.3.5, I discuss the relation of the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient to the
following spectral problem.
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Problem 3 (Horn’s Problem)
Given three spectra rA, rB and rAB, do Hermitian operators A and B exist such that
Spec A = rA
Spec B = rB
Spec A+B = rAB ?
More precisely, I will provide a new and particularly simple proof for the well-known
asymptotic equivalence of the Horn’s problem and
Problem 4 (Nonvanishing of Littlewood-Richardson Coefficient)
Given three irreducible representations Uµ, Uν and Uλ of U(d), is it true that Uλ ⊂
Uµ ⊗ Uν?
Before this subject is touched upon, two group-theoretic properties of cλµν and gµνλ are
proven.
2.2.4 The Semigroup Property3
Instead of looking at individual representations, I will now turn the attention to the
direct sum of all representations of a group in order to derive a global property for
the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients cλµν and the Kronecker coefficients gµνλ. This
property is known as semigroup or monoid property .
Theorem 2.7 (Semigroup Property)
The set of triples (µ, ν, λ) with nonzero cλµν (or gµνλ) form a semigroup with respect to
row-wise addition, i.e. cλµν 6= 0 and cλ′µ′ν′ 6= 0 implies cλ+λ
′
µ+µ′,ν+ν′ 6= 0 (and similarly for
gµνλ).
The semigroup property of the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient is well known [Ela92,
Zel97]. Note that the claim regarding the Kronecker coefficients is precisely the state-
ment conjectured in Klyachko’s paper [Kly04, conjecture 7.1.4], and generalises a recent
theorem by Anatol N. Kirillov [Kir04, theorem 2.11] which was announced without a
proof.
A simple corollary to theorem 2.7 is that non-vanishing Kronecker coefficients obey
entropic relations.
Corollary 2.8
Let λ, µ, ν ⊢ k. If gλµν 6= 0, then H(λ¯) ≤ H(µ¯) +H(ν¯), where H(λ¯) = −
∑
i λ¯i log(λ¯i)
is the Shannon entropy of λ¯ = λ/k.
3This section contains collaborative work with Graeme Mitchison. I am grateful to Allen Knutson
for sharing his expertise that has been essential for obtaining the results in this subsection.
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Proof. By theorem 2.7, gλµν 6= 0 implies gNλNµNν 6= 0, for all N ∈ N, where Nλ
means the partition with lengths Nλi. By definition of gµνλ (eq. (2.8)),
dimVNλ ≤ dimVNµ dimVNν (2.16)
and by inequality (1.21) and Stirling’s approximation 1N log(dimVNλ) tends to kH(λ)
for large N the claim follows. 
I now introduce the background material needed in order to prove theorem 2.7. In
particular, I introduce the ring of representations and prove that it has no zero divisors
with help of the Borel-Weil theorem.
Recall that
Uµ ⊗ Uν ∼=
⊕
λ
cλµνUλ
defines cλµν and that in particular c
µ+ν
µν = 1. This holds because the tensor product of the
highest weight vectors |vµ〉 and |vν〉 of Uµ and Uν is the vector of highest weight in the
tensor product representation with weight µ+ν. By the properties of the lexicographical
ordering this vector is unique. It is straightforward to check this statement using the
construction with Young symmetrisers.
Consider now the direct sum
Qd :=
⊕
λ
Uλ (2.17)
of irreducible representations Uλ of GL(C
d) with highest weight λ (λd ≥ 0). Qd is a
graded ring when equipped with the product Uµ ⊗ Uν → Uµ+ν , which is sometimes
called the Cartan product [FH91]. In terms of the elements of the ring (the vectors),
this product corresponds to the tensor product of |v〉 ∈ Uµ and |w〉 ∈ Uν followed by a
projection onto Uµ+ν . The resulting vector is denoted by |v〉 ◦ |w〉 ∈ Uµ+ν .
The goal of the next few paragraphs is to show that Qd is a ring with no zero divisors,
i.e. that there are no nonzero elements |v〉, |w〉 ∈ Qd with |v〉◦|w〉 = 0. Before we start let
us quickly simplify the claim. Write |v〉 =∑µ |vµ〉 and |w〉 =∑ν |wν〉, where |vµ〉 ∈ Uµ
and |wν〉 ∈ Uν . Let further µ˜ and ν˜ be the lexicographically highest Young diagrams
for which |vµ˜〉, |wν˜〉 6= 0. Then,
|v〉 ◦ |w〉 = |vµ˜〉 ◦ |wν˜〉+
∑
λ<µ˜+ν˜
|xλ〉,
where < denotes the lexicographical ordering (page 12). Hence, if |v〉 ◦ |w〉 vanishes, so
does |vµ˜〉 ◦ |wν˜〉. In order to prove that Qd has no zero divisors it therefore suffices to
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prove the statement for elements |v〉 and |w〉 in Uµ and Uν respectively, i.e. for elements
that lie within graded pieces.
Let us start with some notation: B(Cd) is the subgroup of GL(Cd) consisting of
upper triangular matrices, known as the Borel subgroup, and T(Cd) is the torus of
GL(Cd) consisting of the diagonal matrices. Fix an irreducible representation Uλ with
highest weight λ (with λd ≥ 0). An element b ∈ B(Cd) acts on the highest weight vector
|v〉 by
Uλ(b)|v〉 = λ(b)|v〉, (2.18)
where λ(b) = bλ111 · · · bλddd . The key to seeing that Qd has no zero divisors is the Borel-Weil
theorem which relates irreducible representation to polynomials in the matrix entries
of GL(Cd) with complex coefficients. Let P(GL(Cd)) be the polynomial functions on
GL(Cd), i.e. the functions f : GL(Cd) → C that are polynomials in the matrix entries
of GL(Cd) and the inverse of the determinant with complex coefficients.
Theorem 2.9 (Borel-Weil theorem)
Let Uλ be an irreducible representation of GL(C
d) with highest weight λ. Then
U⋆λ
∼= P(GL(Cd))λ
where P(GL(Cd))λ is the space of polynomial functions in P(GL(Cd)) which satisfy
f(gb) = λ(b)f(g), (2.19)
for all b ∈ B(Cd). The action of GL(Cd) on P(GL(Cd))λ is given by
(gf)(h) = f(g−1h)
and the isomorphism is the map
〈α| 7→ fα(g) := 〈α|U(g)|v〉, (2.20)
where |v〉 is the highest weight vector of Uλ.
A succinct proof of the theorem is given in [CSM95, p. 115]. Since
gfα(h) = fα(g
−1h) = 〈α|U(g−1)U(h)|v〉 = (U⋆(g)〈α|)U(h)|v〉 = fgα,
the map defined in (2.20) is in accordance with the action of GL(Cd) on the dual space
U⋆λ and satisfies also equation (2.19) by equation (2.18).
Let (Qd)⋆ =
⊕
λ U
⋆
λ be ring with with Cartan product
U⋆µ ⊗ U⋆ν 7→ U⋆µ+ν .
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Working with (Qd)⋆ instead of Qd, the previously artificial-looking product turning
(Qd)⋆ into a ring is now simply the product of two polynomial functions: for 〈α| ∈ U⋆µ
and 〈β| ∈ U⋆ν , the Cartan product is given by
fα(g) × fβ(g) 7→ fα(g)fβ(g).
The product is clearly a function in P(GL(Cd))µ+ν .
Now comes the key argument in proving that R has no zero divisors. Define the two
subsets of GL(Cd): A := {g ∈ GL(Cd)|fα(g) = 0} and B := {g ∈ GL(Cd)|fβ(g) = 0}.
Their union A ∪B = {g ∈ GL(Cd)|fα(g)fβ(g) = 0} equals GL(Cd) since by assumption
fα(g)fβ(g) vanishes on all of GL(C
d). In Zariski topology, a closed set is the set of
common zeros of a set of polynomials, hence A and B are closed. Therefore we have
shown that GL(Cd) is the union of two closed proper subsets in Zariski topology. By
definition, this means that GL(Cd) is not irreducible. However, connected algebraic
groups, such as GL(Cd), are known to be irreducible [CSM95, p. 147]. Our assumptions
must therefore have been incorrect and fα(g)fβ(g) is a nonzero function of g whenever
fα(g) and fβ(g) are nonzero. This shows that the product 〈v| ◦ 〈w| does not vanish for
〈v|, 〈w| 6= 0. Thus Qd has no zero divisors.
Given any ring R with an action of G on it, RG denotes the ring of G-invariants in
R. As shown below, RG is a ring without zero divisors if R has no zero devisors.
Lemma 2.10
Let R be a graded ring without zero divisors, i.e. for all a, b 6= 0 the product ab 6= 0, and
denote the graded pieces of R by Rτ . Let G also act on R, preserving the grading. For
any two G-invariant graded pieces: if (RG)τ 6= 0 and (RG)τ ′ 6= 0, then (RG)τ+τ ′ 6= 0.
Proof. Since RG ⊂ R and R has no zero divisors, also RG has no zero divisors. Then
a ∈ (RG)τ\{0} and b ∈ (RG)τ ′\{0} implies ab ∈ (RG)τ+τ ′\{0}. 
We now have the tools at hand to prove the main claim.
Proof. [Proof of theorem 2.7] Let us first consider the case of the Littlewood-Richardson
coefficients. Here, consider the ring R = Qd⊗Qd⊗ (Qd)⋆. Its ring of invariants is given
by
RU(d) =
(
(
⊕
µ
Uµ)⊗ (
⊕
µ
Uν)⊗ (
⊕
µ
Uλ)
)U(d)
=
⊕
µνλ
(Uµ ⊗ Uν ⊗ Uλ)U(d),
where U(d) acts simultaneously (or diagonally) on the three factors of the ring. The
product operation in the ring takes triples (µ, ν, λ) and (µ′, ν ′, λ′) to the triple (µ+µ′, ν+
ν ′, λ + λ′). Any nonzero piece (Uµ ⊗ Uν ⊗ Uλ)U(d) corresponds to a nonzero coefficient
cλµν . Hence by lemma 2.10 c
λ
µν 6= 0 and cλ
′
µ′ν′ 6= 0 imply cλ+λ
′
µ+µ′,ν+ν′ 6= 0.
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For the second part of the theorem, which concerns the Kronecker coefficients, we
consider the ring
R = Qm ⊗Qn ⊗ (Qmn)⋆
and the invariant ring under the action of the group SU(m) × SU(n). SU(m) × SU(n)
acts by inclusion in SU(mn) on U⋆λ
RG =
⊕
µνλ
(Uµ ⊗ Uν ⊗ U⋆λ)SU(m)×SU(n).
The product operation in the ring takes triples (µ, ν, λ) and (µ′, ν ′, λ′) to the triple
(µ + µ′, ν + ν ′, λ + λ′). Any nonzero piece (Uµ ⊗ Uν ⊗ U⋆λ)SU(m)×SU(n) corresponds
to a nonzero coefficient gµνλ. Hence by lemma 2.10 gµνλ 6= 0 and gµ′ν′λ′ 6= 0 imply
gµ+µ′,ν+ν′,λ+λ′ 6= 0. 
It is well-known that the set of nonzero Littlewood-Richardson coefficients is finitely gen-
erated [Ela92], i.e. that there is a finite set of triples (µi, νi, λi) with c
λi
µiνi 6= 0 such that
every triples (µ, ν, λ) with cλµν 6= 0 is an integral linear combination of the (µi, νi, λi).
Below, I will show that the semigroup of nonzero Kronecker coefficients is finitely gen-
erated, too. This result was expected by Klyachko [Kly04, statement below conjecture
7.1.4].
Consider the ring
R = Qm ⊗Qn ⊗ (Qmn)⋆
as well as the ring of invariants RSU(m)×SU(n). Since RSU(m)×SU(n) = RSL(m)×SL(n), the
problem of finite generation can be dealt with from the perspective of linear algebraic
groups. A subgroup G of GL(Cd) is a linear algebraic group if it is the set of common
zeros of a set of polynomials A in the matrix entries of M(Cd),
G = {g ∈ GL(Cd)| f(g) = 0 for all f ∈ A}.
A linear algebraic group is reductive if every finite-dimensional regular representation is
completely reducible. Let V be a q-dimensional complex vector space with coordinates xi
on V . The algebra of polynomial functions in the xi is denoted by S(V ) = C[x1, . . . , xq].
I state without proof the following theorem, which is a consequence of Hilbert’s basis
theorem (see e.g. [Spr77, theorem 2.4.9]), and which will imply the finite generation of
RG.
Theorem 2.11
SupposeG is a reductive linear algebraic group acting polynomially on V , hence on S(V ),
and preserving an ideal I of S(V ). Then (S(V )/I)G is finitely generated, i.e. there are
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φ1, . . . , φp ∈ (S(V )/I)G such that every φ ∈ (S(V )/I)G is a polynomial in the φ1, . . . , φp
with complex coefficients.
In order to apply theorem 2.11 to the ring R and SL(m) × SL(n), I now explain how
one can identify Qd – and then R – with a quotient as required in the theorem.
Let Udωi with ωi = (1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
, 0, . . . , 0) be the fundamental representations of GL(Cd)
for i ≤ d and consider the representation V d := ⊕i≤d Udωi of GL(Cd). The symmetric
algebra of V d,
Sd• := Sym(V d) = Sym(Udω1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Udωd),
is the direct sum of the representations
Sd,a := Syma1Udω1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ SymadUdωd .
Sd,a is a representation with highest weight λ, where ai = λi − λi+1, and contains the
irreducible representation Udλ exactly once. Let I
d,a be the direct sum of all irreducible
representations contained in Sd,a apart from Uλ. It can be shown that I
d• :=
⊕
a
Id,a
is an ideal in Sd• with respect to the Cartan product [FH91, page 428]. Factoring out
this ideal from Sd• leaves us with the ring Qd:
Qd ∼= Sd•/Id• ∼=
⊕
λ
Udλ .
Let us now regard the representations as spaces of polynomials. Let |ei〉 be an orthonor-
mal basis for Cd. An orthonormal basis for the Uωk ≡ ∧kCd is given by |ei1〉∧ · · · ∧ |eik〉,
where ij ∈ {1, . . . , d}. The coordinates of Uωk relative to the chosen basis are the max-
imal minors, i.e. minors of size k × k, of a d× k matrix filled with indeterminates. The
minors are also known as Plu¨cker coordinates and the action on these coordinates is
determined by GL(Cd) acting on the d × k-matrix from the left. Denote by xkl for
l = 1, . . . ,dimUdωk the minors corresponding to U
d
ωk
, i.e. Udωk ’s coordinates.
The symmetric algebra Sd• can now be identified with the ring of polynomials in the
variables xkl, k ∈ {1, . . . d} and l ∈ {1, . . . ,dimUdωk}:
S(V d) := C[{xkl}].
Likewise, one can identify the representation Id,a with the set of polynomials Id,a span-
ning Id,a. Hence, Id,• is identified with the polynomial ideal Id := {f ∈ Id,a for some a}
in C[{xkl}]. This shows that
Qd ∼= S(V d)/Id.
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Consider now the tensor product ring
R := Qm ⊗Qn ⊗ (Qmn)⋆.
It follows from the discussion above that R is isomorphic to
S(V )/I,
where V := V m ⊗ V n ⊗ V mn and S(V ) = C[{xklypqzrs}] for coordinates ypq and zrs of
Cn and Cmn, respectively. The ideal I in S(V ) is generated by all polynomials in Im,
In and Imn.
I will now apply theorem 2.11 to S(V )/I and the group G = SL(m) × SL(n). G
acts by the defining representation on the coordinates {xklymn} of V m ⊗ V n. Note
that GL(Cmn) acts with the dual representation on zrs and that G acts on zrs via
inclusion into GL(Cmn). It remains to show that G is reductive or – since any semisimple
algebraic group is reductive – that G is semisimple. A connected Lie group (such as
G) is semisimple if its Lie algebra is. By definition, a Lie algebra is semisimple if it
is a direct sum of simple Lie algebras and a simple Lie algebra is one that has no
nontrivial ideals and is not Abelian. This is evident in our case because the Lie algebra
of SL(m)×SL(n) is the direct sum of the Lie algebras of SL(m) and SL(n), which are
both simple [Wika]. By theorem 2.11 therefore, the ring of G-invariants (S(V )/I)G is
finitely generated. This results in the following corollary.
Corollary 2.12
The triples (µ, ν, λ) with gµνλ 6= 0 form a finitely generated semigroup under row-wise
addition.
2.3 Spectra of Quantum States
This section is the core of chapter 2. The topic of the first subsection (2.3.1) is the
estimation of a spectrum a` la Keyl and Werner. After a brief history of this result I
give a short proof of it with emphasis on the connection to representation theory. This
connection provides the link to the asymptotic equivalence of problem 1 and problem 2,
which is proven in subsection 2.3.2. A short excursus to the classical analogue of this
result is presented in subsection 2.3.3. This is followed up by a brief intermezzo, which
guides us to the second result of this section: a new proof of the asymptotic equivalence
of problem 3 and problem 4 (subsection 2.3.5). Subsection 2.3.6 draws on the previously
established equivalences and uses the semigroup property from subsection 2.2.4 to infer
convexity of the spectral problem. An independent proof of convexity based on a theorem
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by Frances Kirwan brings this discussion to a close. The final subsection (2.3.2) uses the
established equivalences to derive all spectral inequalities from a group-theoretic result
due to Klemm, Dvir, and Clausen and Maier.
2.3.1 Spectrum Estimation4
Given k identical copies of a quantum state ρ, i.e. given ρ⊗k, what is the optimal way
to estimate ρ? This question appears frequently in quantum information theory and
is essential to quantum cryptography.5 Michael Keyl and Reinhard Werner split the
question in two: i) the estimation of the spectrum of ρ, and ii) the estimation of the
corresponding eigenvectors. Combining the answers leads to an estimate of ρ. In 2001,
Keyl and Werner published a solution to i) [KW01]. Subsequently Keyl showed the
optimality of this solution using Stein’s lemma and addressed ii) [Key04]. The solution
to i) brought up a remarkable connection between Young frames and density operators.
Using large deviations theory, the authors showed that, for large k, the quantum state
ρ⊗k will project with high probability into the Young subspaces λ ⊢ k such that λ¯
approximates the spectrum of ρ (theorem 2.13). In Spring 2002, Graeme Mitchison and
I discovered a short proof based on the majorisation property of lemma 1.21. Shortly
after, we realised that this proof appears in an appendix to Hayashi and Matsumoto’s
quantum source coding paper [HM02a]. This proof will be given here correcting an
algebraic slip in Hayashi and Matsumoto’s work. Recently, Koenraad Audenaert has
pointed out to me that, as early as 1988, Robert Alicki, S lawomir Rudnicki and S lawomir
Sadowski had already discovered that the probability distribution over Young frames
peaks around the spectrum of ρ [RAS88]. Interestingly, the authors describe their work
as part of the theoretical study of collective phenomena in quantum optics. I believe
that the history of theorem 2.13, rather than diminishing the individual contributions,
highlights its fundamental importance.
Theorem 2.13 (Spectrum Estimation)
Let ρ be a density operator with spectrum r = Spec ρ, and let Pλ be the projection onto
Uλ ⊗ Vλ. Then
TrPλρ
⊗k ≤ (k + 1)d(d−1)/2 exp (−kD(λ¯||r)) (2.21)
with D(·||·) the Kullback-Leibler distance of two probability distributions, which has
been defined in the Preliminaries (page xx).
4The results presented in this subsection have appeared in [CM05].
5In a general quantum cryptographic setting the tensor product structure might not be given. In
almost all situations, however, it forms the important special case and sometimes even, the problem at
hand reduces to this form.
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Proof. Let {ri, |i〉} be a set of eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors for ρ,
ordered according to size: ri ≥ ri+1. A basis for (Cd)⊗k and an eigenbasis for ρ⊗k is
given by the tensor products of the previously chosen eigenbasis for ρ. According to
the Schur-Weyl duality, theorem 1.10, (Cd)⊗k decomposes as a direct sum of pairs of
irreducible representations of U(d) and Sk,
(Cd)⊗k ∼=
⊕
λ⊢(k,d)
Uλ ⊗ Vλ,
where a basis for Uλ ⊗ Vλ is constructed by applying the Young symmetrisers eT to
the chosen basis of (Cd)⊗k, where T runs over all tableaux to the frame λ. According
to lemma 1.21, all vectors whose frequency f is not majorised by the λ will be sent to
zero. The frequency of the surviving eigenvectors therefore obeys f ≺ λ and the corre-
sponding eigenvalues
∏
i r
fi
i are smaller than or equal to
∏
i r
λi
i . Using the bounds (1.21)
and (1.22), it follows that
TrPλρ
⊗k ≤ dimUλ dimVλ
∏
i
rλii
≤ (k + 1)d(d−1)/2
(
k
λ1 · · ·λd
)∏
i
rλii
≤ (k + 1)d(d−1)/2 exp (−kD(λ¯||r)) .
This completes the proof. 
To show one direction of the equivalence of problem 1 and 2 (and likewise of problem 3
and 4) the exponential decay is crucial. In the opposite direction, however, a weaker
result suffices; namely the result that the projection onto Young frames is actually an
estimation scheme. The following simple corollaries capture this fact.
Corollary 2.14
If ρ is a density operator with spectrum r = Spec ρ,
TrPXρ
⊗k ≤ (k + 1)d(d+1)/2 exp(−k minλ⊢k:λ¯∈SD(λ¯||r)), (2.22)
where PX :=
∑
λ⊢k:λ¯∈S Pλ for a set of spectra S .
Proof. This follows from theorem 2.13 by picking the Young frame with the slowest
convergence and multiplying it by the total number of possible Young frames with k
boxes in d rows. This number is smaller than (k + 1)d. 
Let Bǫ(r) := {r′ :
∑ |r′i − ri| < ǫ} be the ǫ-ball around the spectrum r. If we take S to
be the complement of Bǫ(r), it becomes clear that for large k, ρ⊗k will project onto a
Young subspace λ with λ¯ close to r with high probability. More precisely:
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Corollary 2.15
Let ρ be a state with spectrum r = Spec ρ and ǫ, δ > 0 small numbers and let PX :=∑
λ⊢k:λ¯∈Bǫ(r) Pλ. Then there exists k0 ≡ k0(ǫ, δ) > 0 such that for all k ≥ k0,
TrPXρ
⊗k > 1− δ. (2.23)
2.3.2 Problem 1 vs. Problem 2 6
This subsection contains the proof of a close connection between problem 1 and 2, which
was described as asymptotic equivalence in the introduction (page 32). More precisely,
it is shown in theorem 2.16 that for every density operator ρAB, there is a sequence of
nonvanishing gµνλ such that the triple of normalised Young diagrams (µ¯, ν¯, λ¯) converges
to (Spec ρA,Spec ρB ,Spec ρAB). The converse, theorem 2.18, constructs for every
gµνλ 6= 0 a density operator ρAB with (Spec ρA,Spec ρB,Spec ρAB) equal to (µ¯, ν¯, λ¯).
Hence, only one direction involves an asymptotic statement, whereas the other is direct.
Theorem 2.16
For every density operator ρAB , there is a sequence (λj , µj , νj) of partitions, labeled by
natural numbers j, with |λj | = |µj| = |νj| such that
gλjµjνj 6= 0 for all j (2.24)
and
lim
j→∞
λ¯j = Spec ρ
AB (2.25)
lim
j→∞
µ¯j = Spec ρ
A (2.26)
lim
j→∞
ν¯j = Spec ρ
B (2.27)
Proof. Let rAB = Spec ρAB , rA = Spec ρA, rB = Spec ρB. PABλ denotes the projector
onto the Young subspace Uλ ⊗ Vλ in system AB, and PAµ , PBν are the corresponding
projectors onto Young subspaces in A and B, respectively. By corollary 2.15, for given
ǫ > 0, one can find a k0 such that the following inequalities hold simultaneously for all
6Here, I present work which originated in a collaboration with Graeme Mitchison, part of which has
been published in [CM05]. Theorem 2.18 has jointly been obtained with Aram Harrow and Graeme
Mitchison.
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k ≥ k0,
TrPX(ρ
A)⊗k ≥ 1− ǫ, PX :=
∑
µ:µ¯∈Bǫ(rA)
PAµ (2.28)
TrPY (ρ
B)⊗k ≥ 1− ǫ, PY :=
∑
ν:ν¯∈Bǫ(rB)
PBν (2.29)
TrPZ(ρ
AB)⊗k ≥ 1− ǫ, PZ :=
∑
λ:λ¯∈Bǫ(rAB)
PABλ . (2.30)
The estimates (2.28) and (2.29) can be combined to yield
Tr (PX ⊗ PY )(ρAB)⊗k ≥ 1− 2ǫ. (2.31)
This follows from
Tr (P ⊗Q)ξAB ≥ TrPξA +TrQξB − 1,
which holds for all projectors P and Q and density operators ξAB since Tr [(1 −P )⊗(1 −
Q)ξAB] ≥ 0. Because (ρAB)⊗k maps each Young frame onto itself, writing σ = (ρAB)⊗k,
we have ∑
λ⊢k
PλσPλ = σ. (2.32)
Defining PZ¯ := 1 − PZ , the estimates (2.31) and (2.32) imply
Tr [(PX ⊗ PY )(PZσPZ + PZ¯σPZ¯)] ≥ 1− 2ǫ.
Inserting Tr [(PX ⊗ PY )PZ¯σPZ¯ ] ≤ ǫ (from eq. (2.30)) gives
Tr [(PX ⊗ PY )PZσPZ ] ≥ 1− 3ǫ.
Clearly, there must be at least one triple (µ, ν, λ) with µ¯ ∈ Bǫ(rA), ν¯ ∈ Bǫ(rB) and
λ¯ ∈ Bǫ(rAB) with Tr [(PAµ ⊗ PBν )PABλ σPABλ ] 6= 0. Thus
(PAµ ⊗ PBν )PABλ 6= 0. (2.33)
The LHS, reminding ourselves of equation (2.7), is the projector onto the space
⊕
λ
gµνλ⊕
i=1
Uλ,iµν ⊗ Vλ ∼= Uµ ⊗ Vµ ⊗ Uν ⊗ Vν ,
which then, invoking (2.33), gives gµνλ 6= 0. 
Shortly after posting [CM05], which contains theorem 2.16, on a preprint server,
Klyachko, unaware of [CM05], announced his work on the quantum marginal prob-
lem [Kly04]. He solves problem 1 in the framework of geometric invariant theory by
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showing how to calculate inequalities that define the polytope of admissible spectral
triples. The fact that the solution is indeed a polytope will be proven in subsec-
tion 2.3.6. Klyachko also discovers the connection between problem 1 and 2, and includes
a theorem [Kly04, theorem 5.3.1] which is similar to theorem 2.16.
Theorem 2.17
Let ρAB be a density operator with rational spectral triple (rA, rB, rAB), then there is
an integer m > 0 such that gmrA,mrB ,mrAB 6= 0.
Even though very similar, neither of these statements follows directly from the other:
theorem 2.16 remains in an approximate form even if the triple of spectra is rational,
and theorem 2.17 only constructs a single nonzero Kronecker coefficient and not a whole
sequence.
But in fact both theorems are equivalent. The missing link is the fact that the
nonvanishing Kronecker coefficients form a finitely generated semigroup (theorem 2.7
and corollary 2.12). I now show how theorem 2.17 follows from theorem 2.16.
Proof. [Proof of theorem 2.17] CLS denotes the set of all admissible triples of spectra
(rA, rB, rAB) and Kron the set of all (µ¯, ν¯, λ¯) for which gµνλ 6= 0. As an immediate
corollary of theorem 2.16
CLS ⊂ Kron,
where Kron denotes the closure of Kron. The next step is to show that taking the closure
of Kron only adds irrational spectra, i.e. to show that
Kron ∩Qm+n+mn = Kron.
The inclusion Kron ⊂ Kron ∩ Qm+n+mn is obvious (and also not needed here). To
see that the converse is true, recall that KRON, the set of nonvanishing Kronecker
coefficients, is a finitely generated semigroup. Let (µi, νi, λi) be a finite set of generators.
Kron is a convex polytope consisting of all convex combinations of (µ¯i, ν¯i, λ¯i) and let its
dimension be t. Every point (rA, rB, rAB) ∈ Kron can be written as
(rA, rB, rAB) =
∑
i
xi(µ¯i, ν¯i, λ¯i), (2.34)
for a set of nonnegative numbers xi which sum to one. Since the union of the t+1-vertex
simplices equals the whole polytope, every point in Kron can be taken to be the sum of
just t+ 1 normalised generators (µ¯i, ν¯i, λ¯i) (cf. Carathe´odory’s theorem). From the set
of m+n+mn equations in the variables xi in equation (2.34), choose a set of t linearly
independent ones, add the t+ 1’th constraint
∑
i xi = 1 and write the set of equations
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Figure 2.1: Red dots correspond to gµνλ 6= 0, black dots correspond to admissible spectral triple
(rA, rB, rAB). Two plots of the case SU(2) × SU(2) ⊂ SU(4) case, or two-qubit case, are on display.
The x-axis label shows µ1 − µ2 and k(r
A
1 − r
A
2 ), the y-axis shows ν1 − ν2 and k(r
B
1 − r
B
2 ). The plot on
the left contains data for λ = (4, 2, 1) = 7 rAB, which is to be contrasted with the plot on the right,
λ = (8, 4, 2) = 14 rAB .
as M~x = ~r, i.e. ~r = (r1, . . . , rt, 1) for rj ∈ {rA1 , . . . , rAm, rB1 , . . . rBn , rAB1 , . . . , rABmn} and
x = (x1, . . . , xt+1).
If (rA, rB, rAB) ∈ Kron is rational, the xi will be rational as well, sinceM is rational.
This shows that (rA, rB , rAB) =
∑
i
ni
n (µ¯i, ν¯i, λ¯i), where we set xi =
ni
n for ni, n ∈ N.
Multiplication with |µ| and n results in
|µ|n(rA, rB, rAB) =
∑
i
ni(µi, νi, λi)
Since the RHS of the previous equation is certainly an element of KRON this shows that
for rational (rA, rB , rAB) ∈ CLS (since CLS ⊂ Kron) there is a number m := |N ||µ|
such that gmrA,mrB ,mrAB 6= 0. 
It remains to prove the converse, namely that theorem 2.16 is a corollary to theorem 2.17.
According to theorem 2.17, for every rational spectral triple (rA, rB , rAB) there is an
integer m > 0 such that gmrA,mrB,mrAB 6= 0. The semigroup property, theorem 2.7,
extends this single nonvanishing coefficient to a whole sequence, {gnmrA,nmrB ,nmrAB}n≥1
of nonzero coefficients, just as required. Irrational triples can be dealt with through an
approximation by rational triples.
The plots for the SU(2) × SU(2) ⊂ SU(4) – or the two-qubit – case suggested that
not only is CLS ⊂ Kron, but also conversely Kron ⊂ CLS (see figure 2.3.2). It turned
out to be more difficult than expected to prove this conjecture and a proof was only
given after Klyachko announced his paper [Kly04, theorem 5.3.1]. This work was done
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in collaboration with Aram Harrow and Graeme Mitchison and a joint publication is in
preparation.
Theorem 2.18
Let µ, ν and λ be diagrams with k boxes and at most m, n and mn rows, respectively.
If gµνλ 6= 0, then there exists a density operator ρAB on HA ⊗ HB = Cm ⊗ Cn with
spectra
Spec ρA = µ¯ (2.35)
Spec ρB = ν¯ (2.36)
Spec ρAB = λ¯ (2.37)
Proof. Let HC ∼= HA ⊗ HB = Cmn. It will suffice to construct a pure state |ϕ〉 ∈
HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HC with margins ρA, ρB and ρC satisfying Spec ρA = µ¯,Spec ρB = ν¯ and
Spec ρC = λ¯, since ρAB’s spectrum automatically equals the spectrum of ρC , which is
λ¯.
According to theorem 2.7, gµνλ 6= 0 implies that gNµ,Nν,Nλ 6= 0 for all integers
N ≥ 1. Let us fix N , and observe that gNµ,Nν,Nλ 6= 0 implies that there exists a vector
|ψN 〉 ∈ VNµ⊗VNν⊗VNλ ⊂ (Cm⊗Cn⊗Cmn)⊗Nk which is invariant under permutations
of its Nk subsystems, hence |ψN 〉 spans the space of an irreducible representation of
SNk with Young frame κ = (Nk, 0, . . . , 0), the trivial representation. According to
Schur-Weyl duality there is an associated representation Uκ of U(l), where l := (mn)
2.
The space of Uκ is spanned by {U⊗Nk|ψN 〉 : U ∈ U(l)} (lemma 1.7). Since Vκ is the
trivial representation of Sk, it is one-dimensional and it holds Uκ ∼= Uκ⊗Vκ. The latter,
however, is spanned by the product vectors |v〉⊗Nk (see lemma 1.7). Fix one of these,
call it |φ〉⊗Nk and consider the operator
Pκ = dimUκ
∫
U∈U(l)
dU
(
U |φ〉〈φ|U †
)⊗Nk
,
where the measure dU is a Haar measure on U(l) with normalisation
∫
U∈U(l) dU =
1. Pκ is in fact the projector onto Uκ: the U(l) invariance of dU implies the U(l)
invariance of Pκ. Since Pκ is supported on the space of the irreducible representation
Uκ, Schur’s lemma implies that Pκ is proportional to the identity on that space; and the
normalisation ensures that Pκ is the projector onto Uκ.
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If now for all U ∈ U(l), |〈ψN |
(
(U |φ〉)⊗Nk)|2 < 1dimUκ , then
1 = TrPκ|ψN 〉〈ψN |
= dimUκ
∫
U∈U(d)
dU Tr |ψN 〉〈ψN |(U |φ〉〈φ|U †)⊗Nk
< dimUκ
∫
U∈U(d)
1
dimUκ
= 1.
This is a contradiction, which leads to the conclusion that there is a vector |φN 〉 ≡ U |φ〉
with |〈ψN |
(|φN 〉⊗Nk) |2 ≥ 1dimUκ . The dimension of representations of the unitary group
obeys the bound (1.22)
dimUκ ≤ (Nk + 1)l(l−1)/2 =: p(Nk),
which is a polynomial in Nk. Combining these facts, this shows that |ψN 〉 and |φN 〉⊗Nk
have a polynomial overlap. Translating this into the spectral estimation of Nk copies of
|φN 〉, one sees that the triple (Nµ,Nν,Nλ) appears with at most polynomially decaying
probability,
Tr [PNµ ⊗ PNν ⊗ PNλ]|φ⊗NkN 〉〈φ⊗NkN | ≥ TrPκ|φ⊗NkN 〉〈φ⊗NkN |
≥ Tr |ψN 〉〈ψN ||φ⊗NkN 〉〈φ⊗NkN |
≥ 1
dimUκ
≥ 1
p(Nk)
.
Similar statements are straightforward for the reduced density operators, since PNµ ⊗
PNν ⊗ PNλ ⊂ PNµ ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 and likewise for systems B and C:
TrPNµ(ρ
A
N )
⊗Nk ≥ 1
p(Nk)
ρAN = TrBC |φN 〉〈φN | (2.38)
TrPNν(ρ
B
N )
⊗Nk ≥ 1
p(Nk)
ρBN = TrAC |φN 〉〈φN | (2.39)
TrPNλ(ρ
C
N )
⊗Nk ≥ 1
p(Nk)
ρCN = TrAB |φN 〉〈φN |. (2.40)
The crux of the argument is the comparison of the estimates (2.38)-(2.40) with the
implications of the estimation theorem, theorem 2.13, when applied to A, B and C,
respectively,
TrPNµ(ρ
A
N )
⊗Nk ≤ p(Nk) exp(−NkD(µ¯||Spec ρAN ))
TrPNν(ρ
B
N )
⊗Nk ≤ p(Nk) exp(−NkD(ν¯||Spec ρBN ))
TrPNλ(ρ
C
N )
⊗Nk ≤ p(Nk) exp(−NkD(λ¯||Spec ρCN )).
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The lower and upper bounds clash, since for all N ≥ N0 there is an ǫN such that for all
ǫ ≥ ǫN
exp(−Nkǫ) ≥ 1
p(Nk)2
is violated. Thus for all N ≥ N0 the state |φN 〉 has
D(µ¯||Spec ρAN ) ≤ ǫN
D(ν¯||Spec ρBN ) ≤ ǫN
D(λ¯||Spec ρCN ) ≤ ǫN .
As N increases, ǫN approaches 0, hence the sequence of states {|φN 〉} obeys
lim
N→∞
Spec ρAN = µ¯ (2.41)
lim
N→∞
Spec ρBN = ν¯ (2.42)
lim
N→∞
Spec ρCN = λ¯. (2.43)
The set of states in Cm ⊗ Cn ⊗ Cmn is compact. Therefore, the sequence {|φN 〉}N≥N0
contains a convergent subsequence {|φNi〉}i with limiting state |ϕ〉 := limi→∞ |φNi〉. The
limits (2.41)-(2.43) assert that |ϕ〉 has spectra (µ¯, ν¯, λ¯), which was set out to prove. 
Notice that in the above proof the use of the exponential convergence of theorem 2.13
is of utmost importance. In contrast, for the proof of theorem 2.16 the statement of the
much weaker corollary 2.15 sufficed.
Surprisingly, apart from partial results, some of which will be discussed in subsec-
tion 2.3.7, little is known about the general characteristics of the Kronecker coefficient.
Let us go back to the asymptotic character of the presented equivalence and try to reach
a better understanding. By multiplying ρAB in theorem 2.18 by |λ|, one can replace the
rational spectra by integral spectra and quantum states by positive operators. This
leaves us with a key question: given ρAB with integral spectrum (µ, ν, λ), is gµνλ 6= 0?
A positive answer would remove the asymptote of theorem 2.16 and 2.17 entirely and
establish a one-to-one correspondence between triples of integral spectra and Kronecker
coefficients. The answer, however, is negative. To verify this, reformulate the question
with help of theorem 2.17:
Does gNµ,NνNλ 6= 0 for some N ∈ N imply gµνλ 6= 0?
Then, take a glance at figure 2.3.2. The lattice of red dots in the plot on the right hand
side has two holes, namely the point (µ, ν, λ) ≡ ((8, 6), (7, 7), (8, 4, 2)) and, by symmetry,
((7, 7), (8, 6), (8, 4, 2)); points which do not belong to KRON. Asymptotically such holes
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will be filled in by the semigroup property. In this example, doubling the length will do
and the calculation
(2µ, 2ν, 2λ) = ((16, 12), (14, 14), (16, 8, 4))
= ((7, 7), (7, 7), (8, 4, 2)) + ((9, 5), (7, 7), (8, 4, 2))
shows that (2µ, 2ν, 2λ) must be in KRON, since both
((7, 7), (7, 7), (8, 4, 2)) and ((9, 5), (7, 7), (8, 4, 2))
are (see figure 2.3.2). In spite of the fact that gµνλ = 0, g2µ,2ν,2λ 6= 0 and the answer to
the above question must be ‘no’. This contrasts the case of the Littlewood-Richardson
coefficients, where an analogue question has been settled in the affirmative by Allen
Knutson and Terence Tao (see end of subsection 2.3.5, page 70). The precise under-
standing of the non-asymptotic relation between KRON and the set of positive operators
remains a challenge which originates in this work. Before concluding the section, two
short and neat corollaries can be drawn.
Corollary 2.19 (Subadditivity)
Von Neumann entropy is subadditive; i.e. for all ρAB , S(ρAB) ≤ S(ρA) + S(ρB).
Proof. Theorem 2.16 says that for every operator ρAB there is a sequence of non-
vanishing gλjµjνj with λ¯j, µ¯j, ν¯j converging to the spectra of ρ
AB, ρA and ρB . By
definition of the Kronecker coefficient,
Vλj ⊂ Vµj ⊗ Vνj ,
and it is therefore clear that
dimVλj ≤ dimVµj dimVνj . (2.44)
For large j, Stirling’s approximation and inequality (1.21) imply that 1k log(dimVλj )
tends to S(ρAB), where k = |λj |, and similarly for systems A and B. Inspection of
inequality (2.44) concludes the proof. 
Corollary 2.20 (Triangle Inequality)
Von Neumann entropy obeys the triangle inequality, i.e. for all ρAB , S(ρAB) ≥ |S(ρA)−
S(ρB)|.
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Proof. On page 37 it was argued that gµνλ is symmetric under exchange of the indices.
In addition to inequality (2.44) therefore the cyclical permutations of µ, ν and λ produce
two extra inequalities,
dimVµj ≤ dimVλj dimVνj
dimVνj ≤ dimVλj dimVµj .
The triangle inequality then follows by applying the reasoning in the proof of the pre-
ceding corollary. 
Note that the proof of the triangle inequality is very different in spirit from the conven-
tional one that applies subadditivity to the purification of the state. Unfortunately, this
method does not directly extend to prove the more difficult strong subadditivity of von
Neumann entropy. Finding a group-theoretic proof for strong subadditivity remains one
of the main challenges raised in this thesis. Success in this direction could lead the way
to a new understanding of entropy inequalities and the discovery of new ones.
In the next subsection, an excursus to the classical realm of random variables will
be made. I will explain how random variables are connected with sizes of cosets of finite
groups and what the classical analogues of the results presented in this section are.
2.3.3 The Classical Analogue
Recently, Terence H. Chan and Raymond W. Yeung have discovered a remarkable con-
nection between group theory and random variables [CY02]. They show that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between inequalities of entropies of a set of random variables
and inequalities of orders of a set of subgroups of a finite group. This result was one
of the motivations for the research presented in the previous subsections. Here, I will
review Chan and Yeung’s result and derive a classical analogue to the equivalence of
problem 1 and problem 2.
Let X1, . . . Xn be a set of random variables and define the joint distributions Xα =⋃
i∈αXi for a subset α ⊂ N = {1, . . . , n}. Further let Ω be the set of subsets of N . An
information inequality is an inequality of the form∑
α∈Ω
βαH(Xα) ≥ 0 (2.45)
where βα are real coefficients and H(Xα) denotes the Shannon entropy of the joint
distribution Xα. An example of such an inequality is strong subadditivity of Shannon
entropy
H(X1X3) +H(X2X3)−H(X3)−H(X1X2X3) ≥ 0. (2.46)
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Let G be a group with subgroupsGi and define for α ∈ Ω the intersection Gα =
⋂
i∈αGi.
A group inequality is an inequality that relates the orders of the subgroups, here denoted
by |Gα|, ∏
α∈Ω
|Gα|βα ≤ 1 (2.47)
for real numbers βα. An example is the following inequality
|G13||G23|
|G123||G3| ≤ 1. (2.48)
The surprising fact is inequalities (2.46) and (2.48), and indeed both sets of inequalities
(2.45 and 2.47), are equivalent. The formal analogy can already be observed when the
logarithm is taken on both sides of the group inequality. Conceptually clearer, however,
is the introduction of the cosets of GI in G,
CI := {gGI |g ∈ G},
which are sets of size |G|/|GI |. Inequality (2.47) is then equivalent to∑
α∈Ω
βα log |Cα| ≥ 0.
Chan and Yeung’s equivalence is stated in terms of entropy functions: h = (hα)α∈Ω is
an entropy function if there exist random variables X1 . . . Xn such that hα = H(Xα) for
all α. Further they say that g = (gα)α∈Ω is group characterisable if there exists a group
G and subgroups Gi such that gα = logCα for cosets Cα of Gα in G.
Theorem 2.21 (Chan and Yeung [CY02])
If h is group characterisable then it is an entropy function. Conversely, for any entropy
function h there exists a sequence of group characterisable functions fj with
lim
j→∞
fj
j
= h.
This theorem establishes a firm connection between group inequalities and entropy in-
equalities. I will now explain the classical analogue to theorems 2.16 and 2.18.
The analogue of the k-fold product of Cd will be played by strings of length k with
alphabet A = {1, . . . , d}, A×k. On A×k the symmetric group Sk permutes the symbols
and the symmetric group Sd permutes the letters in the alphabet. Let x ∈ A×k be a
string with frequency f = (f1, . . . , fd), i.e. symbol i occurs fi times in x, and decompose
A×k =
⊔
f
Sf
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where Sf denotes the set of strings with frequency f and ⊔ the disjoint union. Every
frequency f can be described as a pair of a partition λ (i.e. λ ⊢ k) with λπ(i) = fi and
the permutation π ∈ Sd. This way, the set of strings with fixed λ assumes a product
structure
A×k =
⊔
f
Sf =
⊔
λ⊢(k,d)
Rλ × Sλ, (2.49)
where Rλ is the set of frequencies f with partition λ (f = π(λ)). One can regard this as
the analogue to Schur-Weyl duality, where the set Rλ is the analogue of an irreducible
representation Uλ of U(d) and Sλ is the analogue of a representation Vλ of the Sk. It is
easy to compute the size of these sets:
dk =
∑
λ⊢(k,d)
|Rλ| × |Sλ| =
∑
λ⊢(k,d)
(
k
λ1 · · ·λd
)(
d
l1 · · · lm
)
where m is the number of different lengths λi and lj is the number of times the length
λj appeared in λ.
7
The analogue of the tensor product of two representations of the symmetric group
is given by the following product defined for two sets Sf and Sg by
Sf ∗ Sg = {(x1y1, . . . , xkyk)|x ∈ Sg, y ∈ Sg}. (2.50)
This product can also be looked upon as the direct product Sf × Sg followed by re-
striction of the action of the symmetric group to permute the symbols in both strings
simultaneously.8 As a next step, the strings in the set Sf ∗ Sg are sorted according to
their frequency distribution.
To see how it works, pick one string from Sµ and one from Sν then pair the i’th
letters. The symmetric group acts by permuting the pairs. This way one can identify
the different frequency distributions. It is of course also possible that there are sev-
eral different (i.e. not connected through a permutation) ways of obtaining the same
frequency distribution over the alphabet A × A of size d2. This is illustrated in the
following example:
Example 2.1
Let µ = (3, 3) and ν = (4, 2). The set of strings Sµ ∗ Sν falls into sets of strings
corresponding to two partitions: λ1 = (3, 2, 1) and λ2 = (2, 2, 1, 1). Pick the strings
7At this point one could view the λ and l ≡ l(λ) = (l1, . . . , lm) as a pair of Young frames and
also introduce pairs of Young tableaux corresponding to strings in A×k. A similar but more involved
correspondence between a string (word) and two Young tableaux is known as the Robinson-Schensted
correspondence and closely related to the combinatorics of Young diagrams and to Schur-Weyl dual-
ity [Ful97].
8The direct product × plays the role of the product ⊠ of two representations, whereas ∗ is the
analogue of the tensor product representations indicated by ⊗ (see Preliminaries, page xxv).
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(a, a, a, b, b, b) ∈ Sµ and (c, c, c, c, d, d) ∈ Sν and write them in different ways underneath
each other. Two different frequencies give rise to the first possibility, λ1;
a a a b b b a a a b b b
c d d c c c c c c c d d
and one possibility to the second, λ2:
a a a b b b
c c d c c d.
In summary
Sµ ∗ Sν = {π1, π2} × Sλ1 ⊔ {π3} × Sλ2 (2.51)
= 2Sλ1 ⊔ Sλ2 , (2.52)
where π1, π2 and π3 permute the partition into the correct alphabet, and the second
line only indicates the number of frequencies leading to the same partition (multiplic-
ity of a partition). Below we will formally introduce the coefficient determining these
multiplicities, which in this case is hλ1µν = 2 and h
λ2
µν = 1. Finally, a check of set sizes
gives
6!
3!3!
· 6!
4!2!
= 2
6!
3!2!1!
+ 1
6!
2!2!1!1!
which is true.
In general, the classical analogue of the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of the sym-
metric group is the decomposition of the product of strings:
Sµ ∗ Sν =
∑
λ
hλµν Sλ
for some non-negative integers hλµν , where the sum is over all λ with |λ| = k. The
coefficient denotes the number of different product alphabets that lead to the same
diagram λ.
By looking at the set Sλ as the set of cosets of the group Sλ1 × Sλ2 × · · · × Sλd in
Sk, one finds the following corollary:
Corollary 2.22
|G|
|Gµ| ·
|G|
|Gν | =
∑
λ
hλµν
|G|
|Gλ| ,
where G ≡ Sk and Gλ ≡ Sλ1 × Sλ2 × · · · × Sλd .
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Before we move on, let us pause and discuss some straightforward properties of hλµν .
hλµν is symmetric with respect to interchange of µ and ν, however it is not symmetric with
interchange of µ and λ. This contrasts with its analogue, the Kronecker coefficient of the
symmetric group, which is symmetric under interchange of all three indices. Another
interesting property is that the nonzero coefficients form a semigroup, both classically
and quantum-mechanically. In the classical case this is straightforward to verify, whereas
the quantum case requires somewhat more effort (see section 2.2.4).
Theorem 2.23 (Semigroup Property)
The triples (µ, ν, λ) with nonzero hλµν form a semigroup with respect to row-wise addi-
tion, i.e. for hλµν 6= 0 and hλ
′
µ′ν′ 6= 0 we have hλ+λ
′
µ+µ′,ν+ν′ 6= 0.
Proof. To (µ, ν, λ) as well as (µ′, ν ′, λ′) write down corresponding triple of strings as
done in the examples and pair the i’th triples. The resulting triple of string is represen-
tative for (µ+ µ′, ν + ν ′, λ+ λ′). 
The following theorem is the analogue to theorems 2.16 and 2.18.
Theorem 2.24
If there is a pair of random variables X1X2 with (rational) distributions (µ, ν, λ), then
there is a natural number m such that hmλmµ,mν 6= 0. Conversely, if hλµν 6= 0, there is
a pair of r.v. X1X2 with distributions (µ¯, ν¯, λ¯). (The statement extends to irrational
distributions by taking the appropriate limits.)
Proof. Since the distributions are rational we can construct a string of length m
(for some m) such that the frequency distribution of the string equals the probability
distribution of X1X2. This string defines Smλ and its marginals define Smµ and Smν .
Since the product Smµ ∗ Smν contains all possible product distributions, also Smλ must
be contained in Smµ ∗ Smν .
Conversely, if hλµν 6= 0, simply build the string corresponding to λ, µ, ν and take the
frequency distribution of the product alphabet as the definition of the distribution of
X1X2. Note that this way, all possible frequency distributions can be constructed. 
A direct consequence of theorem 2.24, corollary 2.22 and the fact that |G|/|Gµ| ≈ 2kH(µ¯)
for large k is subadditivity of Shannon entropy. More notable, however, is that this
analysis was carried out on a level of probability distributions, rather than entropies.
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2.3.4 Intermezzo
The starting point for the research presented in this section was Chan and Yeung’s paper
on the connection between Shannon entropy inequalities and group inequalities [CY02]
(see subsection 2.3.3). The initial goal was to find a quantum analogue of their fun-
damental classical result. It soon became clear that the sizes of group representations
should play the role of the sizes of the cosets in Chan and Yeung’s construction, but a
direct translation seemed difficult. A first link between quantum states and representa-
tions was provided by the estimation theorem, theorem 2.13 [RAS88, KW01]. This link,
however, worked on the level of spectra of quantum states rather than on the level of their
entropies; this shifted the topic of this work from entropies to the spectra themselves.
With focus on the bipartite case, Graeme Mitchison and I began a search for litera-
ture on the local symmetry groups SU(m) × SU(n) embedded in the global symmetry
group SU(mn) which led us into the literature of particle physics. Here, in the mid-
1960s Murray Gell-Mann’s and Yuval Ne’eman’s eightfold way [GM61, GM62, Ne’61]
had motivated a study of these groups by C. Richard Hagen and Alan MacFarlane as
well as Claude Itzykson and Michael Nauenberg [HM65a, IN66], which circled around
the decomposition
Uλ ↓SU(mn)SU(m)×SU(n)∼=
⊕
µν
gµνλUµ ⊠ Uν .
The plots presented in figure 2.3.2 contain the first data that supported our conjecture of
a connection between admissible spectral triple and nonvanishing Kronecker coefficients.
The results in this section have been obtained in the framework of quantum infor-
mation theory and have relied almost exclusively on standard textbook material from
the group theory of the unitary and symmetric groups. The connection that has been
established between problem 1 and problem 2 might be viewed as surprising. More as-
tonishing, however, is the basic nature of the proof of this connection. Klyachko’s results,
which parallel theorems 2.16 & 2.18 closely, have entirely different proofs. Furthermore,
these proofs are cast in the framework of geometric invariant theory and require ad-
vanced knowledge of the subject. Geometric invariant theory is a very powerful tool
and besides the stated results, it allowed Klyachko to come up with an algorithm to
calculate the inequalities which describe the polytope of solutions to problem 1.
In 1998, Klyachko used the same method to give a set of inequalities describing
the polytope of solutions to Horn’s problem, problem 3 [Kly98]. In this paper he also
gave a detailed account of the connection between spectra of sums of Hermitian oper-
ators and the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. This connection was first stated by
B. V. Lidskii [Lid82] (see also G. J. Heckman [Hec82]). The interested reader should
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Problems Groups Action
1 & 2 U(d) ⊂ U(d) ×U(d) diagonal: U 7→ U ⊗ U
3 & 4 SU(m)× SU(n) ⊂ SU(mn) inclusion: (UA, UB) 7→ UA ⊗ UB
Table 2.1: The problems, the groups and their actions.
consult Knutson’s excellent account Horn’s problem, in which he places the problem in
the wider context of symplectic geometry and geometric invariant theory [Knu00]. The
paper can therefore serve as a Leitfaden to the problem pair 1 and 2 as well, whereby one
‘replaces’ the groups that are involved (see table 2.3.4); i.e. one considers the inclusion
of SU(m) × SU(n) in SU(mn) rather than the diagonal action of U(d) in U(d) × U(d).
This will be done explicitly in subsection 2.3.6 in order to give an alternative proof of
the fact that the solution to problem 1 is a convex polytope. With this understanding
of the context in mind, let us return to quantum information theory and show how
straightforward a proof of the asymptotic equivalence of problems 3 and 4 can be.
2.3.5 Problem 3 vs. Problem 4
At the end of the previous section, a few words were said about the history of the con-
nection between Horn’s problem and the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients (problem 3
and 4). This section provides a novel and compact proof of this result and provides
an analogy to subsection 2.3.2 on Kronecker coefficients and the compatibility of lo-
cal spectra. As in subsection 2.3.2, the proofs here are also based on the estimation
theorem for spectra of quantum states (theorem 2.13). The presentation will start with
theorem 2.25 and its proof: the construction of a sequence of nonvanishing Littlewood-
Richardson coefficients whose normalised index triple converges to the spectra of two
operators and their weighted sum. A proof of the converse, theorem 2.26, follows. Start-
ing from a nonzero Littlewood-Richardson coefficient three density operators A, B and
C = pA+ (1− p)B will be constructed such that the normalised index triple equals the
spectral triple.
Theorem 2.25
For all density operators A, B and C = pA + (1 − p)B on Cd with spectra µ, ν and λ
and p ∈ [0, 1], there is a sequence µj, νj and λj , such that
c
λj
µjνj 6= 0
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and
lim
j→∞
µ¯j = Spec A
lim
j→∞
ν¯j = Spec B
lim
j→∞
λ¯j = Spec C.
Proof. Let rX = Spec X for X ∈ {A,B,C}. For all ǫ > 0, according to corollary
2.15, there is an n0 ≡ n0(ǫ) such that for all n ≥ n0 and all k with k/n ∈ Bǫ(p)
TrP kXA
⊗k ≥ 1− ǫ, P kX :=
∑
µ:µ¯∈Bǫ(rA)
TrP kµ (2.53)
TrPn−kY B
⊗(n−k) ≥ 1− ǫ, PnY :=
∑
ν:ν¯∈Bǫ(rB)
TrPn−kν (2.54)
TrPnZC
⊗n ≥ 1− ǫ, PnZ :=
∑
λ:λ¯∈Bǫ(rC)
TrPnλ (2.55)
hold simultaneously. Pnλ (and similarly for k, µ and n − k, ν) is the projector onto
Uλ⊗Vλ of the Schur-Weyl duality induced decomposition of (Cd)⊗n (see theorem 1.10).
The number of factors is indicated in the superscript to make it easier keep to track of
them. It is also convenient to choose n large enough, such that
(n + 1)e−n mink/n/∈Bǫ(p)D(k/n||p) ≤ ǫ (2.56)
also holds. This is possible, because Pinsker’s inequality D(k/n||p) ≥ 2ln 2δ(k/n, p)2
(lemma 0.5) implies
(n+ 1)e−nmink/n/∈Bǫ(p)D(k/n||p) ≤ (n+ 1)e−n 2ln 2 ǫ2 .
Denote the LHS of (2.55) by R and express it as
R = Tr (pA+ (1− p)B)⊗nPnZ .
The binomial expansion gives
R =
∑
k
(
n
k
)
Tr pk(1− p)n−k[A⊗k ⊗B⊗(n−k)]PnZ . (2.57)
Here, the A’s can be sorted to the left and the B’s to the right using the fact that Pnλ
is invariant under permutation since Uλ ⊗ Vλ is a representation of Sn. Then use the
relative entropy to bound the multinomial distribution
R ≤
∑
k
e−nD(k/n||p)Tr [A⊗k ⊗B⊗(n−k)]PnZ , (2.58)
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separate the untypical factors and apply inequality (2.56):
R ≤ (n+ 1)e−n mink:k/n/∈Bǫ(p)D(k/n||p)
+
∑
k:k/n∈Bǫ(p)
Tr [A⊗k ⊗B⊗(n−k)]PnZ
R ≤ ǫ+
∑
k:k/n∈Bǫ(p)
Tr [A⊗k ⊗B⊗(n−k)]PnZ . (2.59)
Let
∑
µ⊢(k,d) Pµ = 1 (Cd)⊗k be the decomposition of the first k factors according to Schur-
Weyl duality and observe that
∑
µ⊢(k,d) PµA
⊗kPµ = A⊗k (and likewise for B⊗(n−k)):
R ≤ ǫ+
∑
k:k/n∈Bǫ(p)
Tr
∑
µ⊢(k,d),
ν⊢(n−k,d)
[P kµ ⊗ Pn−kν ][A⊗k ⊗B⊗(n−k)][P kµ ⊗ Pn−kν ]PnZ . (2.60)
Divide the µ-summation into the ǫ-ball around Spec A and its complement and estimate
the complement with (2.53) (and likewise for the remaining n−k factors around Spec B
with (2.54)),
≤ 3ǫ+
∑
k:k/n∈Bǫ(p)
Tr [P kX ⊗ Pn−kY ][A⊗k ⊗B⊗(n−k)][P kX ⊗ Pn−kY ]PnZ . (2.61)
Keeping the estimate (2.55) in mind, the right term of (2.61) is bounded away from zero
for all ǫ < 14 . Hence for such ǫ, there is a triple (µ, ν, λ) with k = |µ| such that
k/n ∈ Bǫ(p), λ¯ ∈ Bǫ(rC), µ¯ ∈ Bǫ(rA) and ν¯ ∈ Bǫ(rB)
and
[P kµ ⊗ Pn−kν ]Pnλ 6= 0. (2.62)
The last step is to invoke decomposition (2.10)
Uµ ⊗ Uν ∼=
⊕
λ′
cλ
′
µνUλ′ ,
where we have dropped the superscript. This decomposition transforms (2.62) into
[PUµ ⊗ PUν ⊗ PVµ ⊗ PVν ] · [PUλ ⊗ PVλ ]
= [
(∑
λ′
cλ
′
µν∑
i=1
PU i
λ′
)⊗ PVµ ⊗ PVν ][PUλ ⊗ PVλ ]
= [
∑
λ′
(
PUλ′ ⊗
cλ
′
µν∑
i=1
(PV iµ ⊗ PV iν )
)
][PUλ ⊗ PVλ ]
= PUλ ⊗
( cλµν∑
i=1
PV iµ ⊗ PV iν
)
.
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Since this projector cannot vanish, cλµν 6= 0 must hold. This concludes the proof of the
theorem, because ǫ > 0 is arbitrary. 
The next theorem completes the asymptotic equivalence and proves the analogue to
theorem 2.18.
Theorem 2.26
If cλµν 6= 0, there exist quantum states A and B such that
Spec A = µ¯
Spec B = ν¯
Spec C = λ¯,
where p = |µ||λ| and C = pA+ (1− p)B.
Proof. Let d be the number of rows of λ. Theorem 2.7 asserts that cλµν 6= 0 implies
cNλNµNν 6= 0 for all N . For every N , a triple of density matrices AN , BN and CN will
be constructed and it will be shown that their limits, as N approaches infinity, defines
operators that satisfy the claim of the theorem.
Fix N and set n = N |λ| as well as k = pn = N |µ|. By the invariant-theoretic
characterisation of the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient, equation (2.15),
cλµν = dim(VNµ ⊗ VNν ⊗ VNλ)Sk×Sn−k ,
where Sk acts on VNµ, Sn−k on VNν and Sk × Sn−k ⊂ Sn on VNλ. Now pick a nonzero
|ΨN 〉 ∈ (VNµ ⊗ VNν ⊗ VNλ)Sk×Sn−k . Consider
H(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ H(k) ⊗H(k+1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ H(n)
⊗K(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ K(k) ⊗K(k+1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ K(n),
(2.63)
where H(i) and K(j) are isomorphic to Cd. Embed the representation VNµ in H(1)⊗· · ·⊗
H(k), VNν in H(k+1)⊗ · · · ⊗H(n) and VNλ in K(1)⊗ · · · ⊗K(n). The symmetric group Sn
permutes the pairs H(i) ⊗ K(i) ∼= Cd2 and its subgroup Sk × Sn−k permutes the first k
and the last n− k pairs separately.
As mentioned in the Preliminaries (page xxvi), an irreducible representation of the
group Sk×Sn−k is isomorphic to a tensor product of irreducible representations of Sk and
Sn−k. |ΨN 〉 is a trivial representation of Sk×Sn−k and can therefore only be isomorphic
to the tensor product Vk ⊗ Vn−k of the trivial representations Vk ≡ V(k,0,...,0) of Sk and
Vk ≡ V(n−k,0,...,0) of Sn−k. On the first k pairs the k-fold tensor product of U ∈ U(d2)
commutes with the action of Sk, and on the remaining pairs it is the n− k-fold tensor
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product of U ∈ U(d2) which commutes with Sn−k. Schur-Weyl duality decomposes the
space in (2.63) into ⊕
µ⊢(k,d2)
ν⊢(n−k,d2)
Ud
2
µ ⊗ Vµ ⊗ Ud
2
ν ⊗ Vν ,
so that
|ΨN 〉 ∈ Ud2k ⊗ Vk ⊗ Ud
2
n−k ⊗ Vn−k ∼= Ud
2
k ⊗ Ud
2
n−k.
The isomorphism stems from the triviality of Vk and Vn−k. By lemma 1.7, a basis for
Ud
2
k ⊗ Ud
2
n−k is given by |v〉⊗k ⊗ |w〉⊗(n−k). Now comes the key step, namely a proof of
existence for vectors |φN 〉 and |ψN 〉, both in Cd2 , which satisfy
|〈ΨN |
(
|φN 〉⊗k ⊗ |ψN 〉⊗(n−k)
)
|2 ≥ 1
dimUd
2
k dimU
d2
n−k
. (2.64)
This will be done by contradiction. Let P d
2
k ⊗ P d
2
n−k be the projector onto U
d2
k ⊗ Ud
2
n−k
and invoke Schur’s lemma to write this projector in integral form
P d
2
k ⊗ P d
2
n−k =dimU
d2
k dimU
d2
n−k
×
∫
U,V ∈U(d2)
dUdV [U |v〉〈v|U †]⊗k ⊗ [V |w〉〈w|U †]⊗(n−k),
where dU and dV are both Haar measures on U(d2) with normalisation
∫
U dU = 1 and∫
V dV = 1. Assume by contradiction that for all states |v〉, |w〉 ∈ Cd
2
, inequality (2.64)
is violated, i.e.
|〈ΨN |
(
|v〉⊗k ⊗ |w〉⊗(n−k)
)
|2 < 1
dimUd
2
k dimU
d2
n−k
.
and estimate
1 = Tr [P d
2
k ⊗ P d
2
n−k]|ΨN 〉〈ΨN |
= dimUd
2
k dimU
d2
n−k
×
∫
U,V ∈U(d)
dUdV Tr |ΨN 〉〈ΨN |[U |v〉〈v|U †]⊗k ⊗ [V |w〉〈w|V †]⊗(n−k)
< dimUd
2
k dimU
d2
n−k
∫
1
dimUd
2
k dimU
d2
n−k
= 1.
Since this estimation led to a contradiction there must exist vectors |φN 〉 and |ψN 〉
satisfying inequality (2.64). From these vectors, the operators AN , BN and CN will be
constructed.
From inequality (1.22) we have the following bound, which is polynomial in n:
dimUd
2
k dimU
d2
n−k ≤ (n+ 1)d
2(d2−1) =: p(n).
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This shows that
Tr [PNµ ⊗ PNν ⊗ PNλ][|φN 〉〈φN |⊗pn ⊗ |ψN 〉〈ψN |⊗(1−p)n]
≥ Tr |ΨN 〉〈ΨN |[|φN 〉〈φN |⊗pn ⊗ |ψN 〉〈ψN |⊗(1−p)n]
≥ 1
dimUk dimUn−k
≥ 1
p(n)
,
since |ψN 〉〈ψN | ⊂ PNµ ⊗ PNν ⊗ PNλ. Recall that |φN 〉 is a vector on one of the first k
pairs H(i) ⊗ K(i) and |ψN 〉 is a vector on one of the last n − k pairs. Tracing out over
one part of a pair defines a density operator on the other and leads to
TrPNµA
⊗pn
N ≥
1
p(n)
, AN = TrK(1) |φN 〉〈φN | (2.65)
TrPNνB
⊗(1−p)n
N ≥
1
p(n)
, BN = TrK(k+1) |ψN 〉〈ψN | (2.66)
TrPNλ C
⊗pn
AN ⊗ C⊗(1−p)nBN ≥
1
p(n)
, CAN = TrH(1) |φN 〉〈φN | (2.67)
CBN = TrH(k+1) |ψN 〉〈ψN |.
This concludes the construction of AN and BN and it remains to discuss CN = pAN +
(1 − p)BN . Binomial expansion, together with the fact that PNλ is invariant under
permutation, allows for the estimate
TrPNλC
⊗n
N =
∑
i
pi(1− p)n−i
(
n
i
)
TrPNλ[A
⊗i
N ⊗B⊗(n−i)N ]
≥ 1
n+ 1
TrPNλ[A
⊗k
N ⊗B⊗(n−k)N ] ≥
1
(n+ 1)p(n)
.
(2.68)
The first inequality arises because the binomial distribution takes a maximum at k = pn
and since there are only n + 1 different possibilities for k. The second inequality is a
simple insertion of the estimate (2.67). The remainder of the proof is now identical to
the proof of theorem 2.18: assume that the spectra of AN , BN and CN do not converge
to µ, ν and λ. Then the probabilities
TrPNµA
⊗k
N , TrPNνB
⊗(n−k)
N and TrPNλC
⊗n
N
decrease exponentially according to the estimation theorem, theorem 2.13. This, how-
ever, contradicts the bounds (2.65), (2.66) and (2.68), which say that the decay can be
at most polynomial. It has therefore been shown that the spectra of AN , BN and CN
converge to µ¯, ν¯ and λ¯ as desired. The limiting operators therefore satisfy the claim of
the theorem. 
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A different proof for theorem 2.25 and 2.26 can be obtained via the following character-
isation of the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient in terms of representations of SU(m)×
SU(n) embedded in SU(m+ n):
Um+nλ ↓SU(m+n)SU(m)×SU(n)∼=
⊕
k1+k2=|λ|
µ⊢(k1,m)
ν⊢(k2,n)
cλµνU
m
µ ⊠ U
n
ν . (2.69)
In contrast to the proof given, which regards the density matrices A, B and C as
operators on Cd, an argument using equation (2.69) makes more efficient use of the
dimensions. Here, A is embedded into Cm and B into Cn for m and n the rank of A
and B, respectively.
The fact that the coefficients in equation (2.69) are Littlewood-Richardson coeffi-
cients is a consequence of the groups G×G′ and K ×K ′, where
G = GL(d,C)×GL(d,C) G′ = GL(k,C)×GL(m,C)
K = GL(d,C) K ′ = GL(m+ n,C),
being a so-called seesaw pair. A detailed definition and clear exposition of seesaw pairs
can be found in [GW98, chapter 9.2].
The characterisation of cλµν in terms of equation (2.69) also relates back to the
physics literature and the work by Hagen and MacFarlane, who studied not only the
subgroup reduction SU(m)× SU(n) ⊂ SU(mn) [HM65a], but also in a second paper the
reduction SU(m)×SU(n) ⊂ SU(m+n), i.e. equation (2.69), however, without mentioning
the connection to Littlewood-Richardson coefficients [HM65b]. Proof of theorems 2.25
and 2.26 in terms of SU(m)× SU(n) ⊂ SU(m+ n) will be presented elsewhere.
Readers familiar with the way the connection between spectra and Littlewood-
Richardson coefficients is usually presented [Kly98, Knu00] will have observed two di-
vergences in this presentation. The first of these, which is similar to the one discussed
in the subsection on Kronecker coefficients and the compatibility of local spectra, can
be found in theorem 2.25. Previously, the mismatch was resolved by invoking the semi-
group property. Likewise, it is possible to prove that theorem 2.25 is equivalent to the
statement that a triple of states A,B and C = pA + (1 − p)B with rational spectra
(rA, rB, rC) and rational p leads to a nonzero cNr
C
NprA,N(1−p)rB for some integral N . The
second divergence occurs because this presentation focuses on quantum states and not
on the more general case of Hermitian operators A,B and C = A+B on Cd. There is
an easy two-step process to extend the result:
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i) the spectra are shifted to be positive, i.e.
A 7→ A′ := A− rAmin1 Cd
B 7→ B′ := B − rBmin1 Cd ,
(2.70)
for rAmin and r
B
min the smallest eigenvalues of A and B.
ii) positive operators are rescaled to quantum states, i.e.
A′ 7→ A′′ := A
′
TrA′
B′ 7→ B′′ := B
′
TrB′
C ′ 7→ C ′′ := C
′
TrC ′
and a weight p := TrA
′
TrC′ is defined such that
C ′′ = pA′′ + (1− p)B′′.
How do these steps translate into the language of Littlewood-Richardson coefficients?
i) the spectral shift corresponds to a shift of the Young diagrams explained in sec-
tion 1.3.3. It carries through to the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients as
cλµν 7→ cλ
′
µ′ν′ = c
λ
µν (2.71)
for
(µ′, ν ′, λ′) := (µ+Rτ, ν + Sτ, λ+ (S +R)τ), (2.72)
where τ = (1, . . . , 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
and S,R ∈ Z. Note that no positivity constraint of the type
µd, νd, λd ≥ 0, is imposed on the Young frames. This makes sense as the poly-
nomial representations constructed with Young symmetrisers lead to holomorphic
representations when multiplied by (detU)R for R ∈ Z (see section 2.2.4 as well
as [CSM95, chapter 14]).
ii) the rescaling absorbs the relative difference of the trace of A′ and B′ in p and will
only correspond to a relabeling on the level of Littlewood-Richardson coefficients.
The overall scaling factor TrA′ will turn out to be irrelevant, since we are only
concerned with the asymptotic nature of the representations.
The two steps and their analogues are sufficient to formulate theorem 2.26 in the usual
way:
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Corollary 2.27
If cλµν 6= 0, there exist Hermitian operators A and B such that
Spec A = µ
Spec B = ν
Spec A+B = λ.
Proof. Define (µ′, ν ′, λ′) as above with R = −µ′ and S = −νd. According to
theorem 2.26, there are density operators A′′, B′′ with
Spec A′′ = µ¯′
Spec B′′ = ν¯ ′
Spec pA′′ + (1− p)B′′ = λ¯′,
where p = |µ
′|
|λ′| . With the definitions A
′ = |µ′|A′′ and B′ = |ν ′|B′′ the previous equation
can be rewritten in the form
Spec A′ = µ′
Spec B′ = ν ′
Spec A′ +B′ = λ′,
and, finally, shifted back into the – possibly – negative with the transformations (2.70)
and (2.71):
Spec A = µ
Spec B = ν
Spec A+B = λ.
This completes the proof of the corollary. 
This concludes the discussion on the relation of Horn’s problem and the
Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. In contrast to the relation between the compati-
bility of local spectra and Kronecker coefficients, however, this story does not end here.
In 1999, Knutson and Tao proved the saturation conjecture for GL(n,C), i.e. they proved
that
cNλNµ,Nν 6= 0 for some N ∈ N implies cλµν 6= 0.
The proof appeared in [KT99] and introduces the honeycomb model. A more compact
version of this proof based on the hive model was given by [Buc00], and a more accessible
discussion can be found in [KT01].
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2.3.6 Convexity of Spectral Problems9
In subsection 2.2.4, the set of nonzero Kronecker coefficients, KRON, was proved to be a
finitely generated semigroup. This is a statement about the shape of KRON, which will
be taken up in this subsection to show that CLS, the set of admissible spectral triple, is
a convex polytope (theorem 2.30). This theorem is the major finding of this subsection
and, as will be shown later, falls into a general framework of convexity results in Lie
algebra theory, the simplest instance of which is the Schur-Horn theorem.
Theorem 2.28 (Schur-Horn)
Let A be a Hermitian operator on Cd with spectrum λ. The set of diagonals of the
matrices UAU † with U ∈ U(d) is a convex polytope whose extreme points are the
permutations of λ.
In Lie algebra theory a general understanding of convexity has been reached and the
result of interest here is a theorem by Kirwan (theorem 2.31). Knutson’s exposi-
tion [Knu00] shows how to apply Kirwan’s theorem to Horn’s problem: given two spectra
rA and rB , the set of possible spectra rC , such that there are Hermitian operators A
and B with
Spec A = rA
Spec B = rB
Spec A+B = rC ,
is a convex polytope.
The last part of this section follows Knutson’s paper closely, where the groups in-
volved in Horn’s problem will be carefully replaced with the ones occurring in problem 1
(see table 2.3.4). In this way it will become clear how to apply Kirwan’s theorem in
order to obtain an alternative proof for theorem 2.30. It should also be noted that Sumit
Daftuar and Patrick Hayden have observed that it is possible to apply Kirwan’s theorem
to the problem of the compatibility of a bipartite spectrum with the spectrum of one
margin [DH04].
Let us now start with the implications of theorem 2.16 and theorem 2.18: CLS denotes
the set of all admissible spectral triple (rA, rB, rAB), and Kron is the set of all (µ¯, ν¯, λ¯)
for which gµνλ 6= 0. As an immediate corollary of theorem 2.16 and 2.18 one finds that
Kron ⊂ CLS ⊂ Kron,
9Apart from the alternative proof of theorem 2.30 the results in this section have been obtained in
collaboration with Graeme Mitchison.
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where Kron denotes the closure of Kron. Since Kron only consists of rational triples,
and since by an easy example it can be shown that there exists an admissible irrational
spectral triple, it follows that Kron cannot equal Kron. Moreover, to every sequence in
Kron, by theorem 2.18, we can choose a corresponding sequence of density operators.
Since the set of density operators is a compact set it is possible to select a convergent
subsequence. The spectrum of the limiting density operator equals the limit of the
previously chosen sequence in Kron. The following theorem summarises this discussion.
Theorem 2.29
Kron ( CLS = CLS = Kron,
where CLS (Kron) denotes the closure of CLS (Kron).
But one can say more about the shape of the set CLS by turning to representation theory
once more. As it had been shown in theorem 2.7, KRON is a semigroup under addition,
i.e. if (µ, ν, λ), (µ′, ν ′, λ′) ∈ KRON and P,Q ∈ N, then (Pµ+Qµ′, Pν+Qν ′, Pλ+Qλ′) ∈
KRON. Hence the convex combination of (µ¯, ν¯, λ¯), (µ¯′, ν¯ ′, λ¯′) ∈ Kron with rational
weight p,
(pµ¯+ (1− p)µ¯′, pν¯ + (1− p)ν¯ ′, pλ¯+ (1− p)λ¯′)
is in Kron. This implies that Kron is convex. Furthermore it is true that KRON is
finitely generated (corollary 2.12); this means that there is a finite number of triples
(µi, νi, λi) ∈ KRON with the property that every other triple is of the form
(µ, ν, λ) =
∑
i
Pi(µi, νi, λi) = (
∑
i
Piµi,
∑
i
Piνi,
∑
i
Piλi),
where Pi ∈ N. Kron therefore equals the set of rational convex combinations of the
finite set of points {(µ¯i, ν¯i, λ¯i)}. Hence Kron (and thus CLS) is a convex polytope.
Theorem 2.30
CLS, the set of admissible spectral triple, is a convex polytope.
In the remaining part of this section I give an alternative proof for theorem 2.30 following
Knutson’s exposition for the convexity of Horn’s problem in [Knu00].
Some concepts and notation of Lie theory and symplectic geometry need to be in-
troduced (see [dS01]). Let G be a connected Lie group, g its Lie algebra and g⋆ the
dual of the Lie algebra, acting on a symplectic manifold M with symplectic form ω.
For A ∈ g let A# be the vector field on M generated by the one-parameter subgroup
{exp tA : t ∈ R} ⊂ G. For a function f onM let Xf ≡ Xf (m) be the symplectic gradient
of f defined by D~v(m)f = ω(~v(m),Xf (m)), where D~v(m)f is the directional derivative
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of f at m in direction ~v(m). Then Θ :M → g⋆ is a moment map for the action of G on
M , if the following two hold:
• Θ is G-equivariant, i.e. for all g ∈ G and m ∈M , Θ(g(m)) = gΘ(m)g−1.
• For all A ∈ g, the symplectic gradient XfA of fA(m) := 〈A,Θ(m)〉 is equal to the
vector field A#, where 〈 , 〉 is the natural pairing of g and g⋆.
The coadjoint representation given by m 7→ g(m) = gmg−1 is the natural action of
g ∈ G on m ∈ g⋆. Let M denote an orbit of this action, a coadjoint orbit. It is then
a general result that every coadjoint orbit has a unique symplectic structure such that
the inclusion map
Φ : M →֒ g⋆
is a moment map for the action of G on M [Bry91]. Next we will compose the coadjoint
action with a Lie group homomorphism, Ψ : H → G, so that now H also acts on M .
Let ψ : h → g be the corresponding map of Lie algebras and ψ⋆ : g⋆ → h⋆ be the dual
map. Another general result asserts that ψ⋆ ◦ Φ : M → h⋆ is a moment map for the
action of H on M . This suffices as precursor for Kirwan’s convexity theorem.
Theorem 2.31 (Kirwan)
Let M be a symplectic manifold with Lie group H acting on it. Let t+ be the positive
Weyl chamber of H and Θ a moment map for the action of H on M . The image of the
composition of Θ with the H-invariant map h⋆ → t⋆+ that maps an element of h⋆ to a
unique point in its H-orbit in t+, is a convex polytope.
To give an alternative proof of theorem 2.30, it therefore suffices to formulate problem 1
so that Kirwan’s theorem applies to it.
Proof. [Alternative proof of theorem 2.30] Let H = U(m) × U(n) and G = U(mn).
The corresponding Lie algebras are h = u(m) ⊕ u(n) and g = u(mn). u(mn) is the set
of skew-Hermitian matrices (see table 1.1). One can identify a Hermitian matrix ρ on
Cmn by ρ → Tr iρ · with an element in u⋆(mn), and conversely every linear form on
u(mn) can be brought into this form, thereby specifying a unique Hermitian matrix ρ.
A coadjoint orbit of the action of U(mn) on u⋆(mn) seen in this light is nothing but a
set of Hermitian matrices of a given spectrum, say λ, and denoted by Oλ.
The map for this correspondence is the moment map of the unitary group. It is
denoted by Φ : Oλ → u(d)⋆. Consider Ψ, the natural inclusion
Ψ : U(m)×U(n) → U(mn)
(U, V ) 7→ U ⊗ V
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and its derivative, the map of the corresponding Lie algebras
ψ : u(m)⊕ u(n) → u(mn) (2.73)
(A,B) 7→ A⊗ 1 n + 1m ⊗B. (2.74)
With respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, choose an orthonormal basis {σj}m2j=1
of u(m) such that σ1 = i1m and σj traceless for j > 1. Likewise, choose an orthonormal
basis {τk}n2k=1 for u(n) with τ1 = i1 n and τk traceless for k > 1. A basis for u(mn) is
given by {−iσj ⊗ τk}m
2,n2
j=1,k=1. In terms of the bases
{σ1, . . . , σm2 , τ1, . . . , τn2} for u(m)⊕ u(n)
and
{−iσ1 ⊗ τ1, . . . ,−iσm2 ⊗ τ1, . . . . . . ,−iσ1 ⊗ τn2 , . . . ,−iσm2 ⊗ τn2}
for u(mn), ψ can be expressed as the matrix (note that e.g. −iσj ⊗ τ1 = σj ⊗ 1 n):
ψ =


1 0 . . .
1 0 0 . . .
...
...
. . .
0 1 . . .
0 0 0 . . .
...
...
. . .
0
..
.
. . . 0 1
0 . . . 0 0
...
...


.
The dual map ψ⋆ : u(mn)⋆ → u(m)⋆ ⊕ u(n)⋆ is simply given by the transpose of the
above matrix and sends a Hermitian matrix ρAB on Cm ⊗ Cn to its partial traces:
ψ⋆ : ρAB 7→ (TrBρAB,TrAρAB).
From the discussion above it follows that the composition ψ⋆ ◦Φ : Oλ → u(m)⋆ ⊕ u(n)⋆
is a moment map. This sets the scene for the application of Kirwan’s theorem. It only
remains to figure out what the dual of the positive Weyl chamber of U(m) × U(n),
t⋆+(m) ⊕ t⋆+(n), is. The torus t(m) of u(m) can be taken to be the diagonal matrices
of u(m). The dual t⋆(m) then consists of all real diagonal matrices on Cm, and the
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positive Weyl chamber t⋆+(m) are the elements in t
⋆(m) whose entries decrease down the
diagonal. The set t⋆(m) therefore corresponds precisely to the spectra of u⋆(m). The
map Γ, taking an element of u⋆(m)⊕ u⋆(n) to its pair of spectra, is an H-invariant map
as H does not change the pair of spectra at all. The image of the map Γ◦ψ⋆ ◦Φ is then,
according to Kirwan’s theorem, a convex polytope. 
The discussion of general theorems and properties of the four problems has now come
to an end. The next and second last section of this chapter contains an application of
the previous work for the case of two qubits.
2.3.7 The Two-Qubit Inequalities10
In this subsection, I derive all spectral inequalities for two qubits, theorem 2.35, which
serve to illustrate of the work presented in this chapter. Recently, Sergei Bravyi found
these inequalities by a direct calculation [Bra04], and two more proofs of this result
can be found in the work of Klyachko. Both of Klyachko’s proofs emerge from the
wider context of geometric invariant theory: the first one uses the Schubert calculus,
whereas the second proof is related to the one I give below. This second proof employs
theorems 2.17 and 2.18 ([Kly04, theorem 5.3.1.]) in order to reduce the problem to
the calculation of the Kronecker coefficient. Known results on the Kronecker product
of two-row shaped diagrams [RW94, Ros01] are thereby transferred back and result in
spectral inequalities.
The proof I present below, employs theorem 2.16 to carry over the results by Klemm,
Dvir and Clausen and Maier [Kle77, Dvi93, CM93] on Kronecker coefficients to the
spectral realm.
Theorem 2.32 (Klemm, Dvir, Clausen and Maier)
For all µ, ν and λ with ν1 > |λ ∩ µ| it is true that gµνλ = 0. Conversely, there exists ν
with ν1 = |λ ∩ µ| s.th. gµνλ 6= 0.
For the sufficiency of the inequalities, a conceptually simplified version of Bravyi’s cal-
culation is given here. More precisely, instead of deriving a density operator for every
point inscribed by the inequalities, only the ones on the vertices are given. Convexity of
the solution (theorem 2.30) then extends this result to the whole polytope and completes
the proof of sufficiency.
The shifting and rescaling of the spectra of Hermitian operators have analogous
representation-theoretical transformations. This has been discussed in subsection 2.2.3
10This section contains collaborative work with Graeme Mitchison
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in the context of the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. Below, theorem 2.32 is applied
to a radically shifted triple of Young diagrams: contragredient Young diagrams. A
contragredient diagram λ′ of λ is constructed as follows:
Draw the rectangular Young diagram with d rows and λ1 columns and consider the
complement of λ in this rectangle. The diagram obtained after rotation around
180 degrees is λ′. Formally, λ′i := λ1 − λd−i+1.
Lemma 2.33
Let µ, ν and λ be diagrams of no more than m,n and mn rows and a total number of k
boxes with gµνλ 6= 0. The diagrams
µ′′i = nλ1 − µm−i+1 (2.75)
ν ′′i = mλ1 − νn−i+1 (2.76)
λ′′i = λ1 − λmn−i+1 (2.77)
are Young frames with gµ′′ν′′λ′′ 6= 0.
Proof. Notice that the diagrams µ′′ and ν ′′ have positive row length and are equivalent
to the contragredient diagrams µ′ and ν ′ since, as a consequence of theorem 2.32, µ1 ≤
nλ1 and ν1 ≤ mλ1. λ′′ equals the contragredient diagram λ′ of λ.
Given an irreducible representation U of SU(d) with highest weight τ , representing
every g ∈ SU(d) as
g → U(g),
the contragredient representation is given by the complex conjugate
g → U¯(g).
It is not difficult to see that U¯ is also an irreducible representation of the same dimension.
It can be shown that the highest weight of U¯ is given by the contragredient diagram
(defined above) as follows: let |v〉 be the highest weight vector of the representation U ,
then
U(g)v =
∏
j
u
τj
j |v〉,
for g = Diag (u1, . . . , ud) ∈ SU(d). Noting that
∏
j uj = 1 we have
U¯(g)|v〉 =
∏
j
u
n−kj
j |v〉
and therefore |v〉 is a weight vector with weight τ ′, where τ ′j = n−τj, for U¯ . Application
of the raising operators Eij shows that it must be the weight vector of highest weight
for U¯ and thus τ ′ is the highest weight for U¯ and therefore also the Young frame for U¯ .
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Taking the complex conjugate of
Uµ ⊗ Uν ⊂ Uλ ↓SU(mn)SU(m)×SU(n)
therefore gives
Uµ′ ⊗ Uν′ ⊂ Uλ′ ↓SU(mn)SU(m)×SU(n) .
Since µ′′ and ν ′′ are equivalent to µ′ and ν ′′:
Uµ′′ ⊗ Uν′′ ⊂ Uλ′ ↓SU(mn)SU(m)×SU(n) .

The following proposition contains the key group-theoretic inequalities, which later,
combined with theorem 2.16, lead to the two-qubit inequalities.
Proposition 2.34
Let µ and ν be two-row diagrams. For all four row diagrams λ with gµνλ 6= 0 the
following hold:
µ2 ≥ λ3 + λ4 (2.78)
ν2 ≥ λ3 + λ4 (2.79)
µ2 + ν2 ≥ λ2 + λ3 + 2λ4 (2.80)
|µ2 − ν2| ≤ min{λ1 − λ3, λ2 − λ4}. (2.81)
Proof. It suffices to restrict our attention to the case of three row diagrams λ,
i.e. λ4 = 0, since the mapping
µi → µ′′i = µi + 2λ′′4
νi → ν ′′i = νi + 2λ′′4
λi → λ′′i = λi + λ′′4
does not change the value of the Kronecker coefficient.
We start by applying theorem 2.32 to µ and ν, which are hook-shaped two-row
diagrams and λ, a three row diagram. All diagrams have n boxes. Unfortunately, it is
a tedious case-by-case study. Let us start with the first inequality.
Inequality (2.78): theorem 2.32 implies that µ1 ≤ min(λ1, ν1)+min{λ2, ν2} ≤ λ1+λ2,
which, invoking the equalities µ1 + µ2 = n and λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = n leads to µ2 ≥ λ3.
Inequality (2.79): follows from exchanging µ and ν in inequality (2.78).
Inequality (2.80): three cases are to be considered separately
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i) λ1 ≥ µ1 ⇒ µ2 ≥ λ2 + λ3 ⇒ µ2 + ν2 ≥ λ2 + λ3
ii) λ1 ≤ µ1 and λ2 ≤ µ2 ⇒ µ2 + ν2 ≥ λ2 + λ3
iii) λ1 ≤ µ1 and λ2 ≥ µ2:
ν1 ≤ λ1 + µ2
⇔ n− ν2 ≤ n− λ2 − λ3 + µ2
⇔ µ2 + ν2 ≥ λ2 + λ3
Inequality (2.81): we start with µ2 − ν2 ≤ λ2, which will be divided into three cases:
i) λ1 ≥ µ1:
ν1 ≤ µ1 + λ2
⇔ ν2 ≥ ν2 + λ2
ii) λ1 ≤ µ1 and µ2 ≤ λ2:
ν1 ≤ λ1 + µ2
⇔ ν2 ≥ λ2 + λ3 + µ2 ≥ λ2 + µ2
iii) λ1 ≤ µ1 and λ2 ≤ µ2:
ν1 ≤ λ1 + λ2 ≤ µ1 + λ2
⇔ n− ν2 ≤ n− µ2 + λ2
⇔ µ2 − ν2 ≤ λ2
and by swapping µ and ν:
ν2 − µ2 ≤ λ2. (2.82)
The inequality |µ2 − ν2| ≤ λ1 − λ3 can be proven by applying inequality (2.82) to the
diagrams µ′′, ν ′′ and λ′′, as defined in lemma 2.33. By lemma 2.33 gµνλ = gµ′′ν′′λ′′ and
since µ′′, ν ′′ and λ′′ are equivalent to the contragredient diagrams µc, νc and λc, we have
|µc2 − νc2| ≤ λc2. This can be rewritten as |µ2 − ν2| ≤ λ1 − λ3. 
This completes the representation-theoretic preparation. The inequalities in proposi-
tion 2.34 are now easily turned into the following two-qubit inequalities: by theorem 2.16
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for every ρAB there exists a sequence (µi, νi, λi) with gµiνiλi 6= 0 such that
lim
i→∞
µ¯i = Spec ρ
A
lim
i→∞
ν¯i = Spec ρ
B
lim
i→∞
λ¯i = Spec ρ
AB
The inequalities in proposition 2.34 thus imply the same inequalities for the admissible
spectra of ρAB.
Theorem 2.35 (Bravyi)
Let ρAB be a density operator with spectrum ri and local spectra (a, 1−a) and (b, 1−b),
where we take a, b ≤ 12 without loss of generality. Then
a ≥ r3 + r4 (2.83)
b ≥ r3 + r4 (2.84)
a+ b ≥ r2 + r3 + 2r4 (2.85)
|a− b| ≤ min{r1 − r3, r2 − r4}. (2.86)
Conversely, if these inequalities hold, there is a density operator of two qubits with
spectrum (r1, r2, r3, r4) and local spectra (a, 1− a) and (b, 1− b) (see figure 2.3.7).
Figure 2.2: The region defined by Bravyi’s inequalities. Clockwise starting from the top right corner:
ABCDEFG.
Let us now fix the spectrum of the joint density matrix to λ. To prove the second
claim of theorem 2.35, the sufficiency of the inequalities, Bravyi constructed a density
matrix to every possible set of spectra described by the inequalities. Since we already
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know that CLS is a convex polytope (theorem 2.30), it will suffice to construct a density
matrix for each point at which two inequalities intersect. This will be done in the
following.
The labeling of the edges is defined in the caption of figure 2.3.7. µ2 runs on the
horizontal axis and ν2 is on the vertical axis. By exchange of µ and ν it suffices to find
density matrices for the points A,B,C and D. We take the eigenbasis of a local basis
to be the computational basis {|0〉, |1〉} such that the smaller eigenvalue corresponds to
the state |1〉.
Point A: a = b = 12 : ρ
AB = 1dA ⊗ 1dB
Point B:
a =
1
2
and a− b = min(r2, r1 − r3) (2.87)
|ψ1〉 =α|00〉 +
√
1− α2|11〉
ρ =
3∑
i=1
ri|ψi〉〈ψi| |ψ2〉 =β|01〉 +
√
1− β2|10〉
|ψ3〉 =
√
1− α2|00〉 − α|11〉
with α, β ∈ [0, 1]. Equality (2.87) is then equivalent to
1
2
= a = r1α
2 + r2β
2 + r3(1− α2)
1
2
−min(r2, r1 − r3) = b = r1α2 + (1− β2)r2 + r3(1− α2).
There are two different cases to consider: r2 ≤ r1 − r3:
β2 = 1 α2 =
1
2 − r2 − r3
r1 − r3
and r2 ≥ r1 − r3:
α2 = 0 β2 =
1
2
+
r1 − r3
r2
Point C: a − b = min(r2, r1 − r3) and b = r3. Again we will first consider the case
r2 ≤ r1 − r3:
ρ = r1|00〉〈00| + r2|10〉〈10| + r3|11〉〈11|.
The second case is then r2 ≥ r1 − r3:
ρ = r1|10〉〈10| + r2|00〉〈00| + r3|01〉〈01|
Point D: b = r3 and a+ b = r2 + r3
ρ = r1|00〉〈00| + r2|10〉〈10| + r3|01〉〈01|.
This concludes the construction of the density operators that have spectra sitting at
the vertices. By the convexity of the spectral problem it also concludes the proof of
theorem 2.35 and hence this section.
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2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter I have proven a close connection between two fundamental problems in
physics and representation theory. The physical problem asks for the compatibility of
local quantum states ρA and ρB with an overall quantum state ρAB. The solution to
this problem only depends on the spectra of ρA and ρB as formulated in problem 1. This
question is the simplest nontrivial instance of the more general problem concerning the
compatibility of density matrices of more than two parties. Compatibility questions arise
from the study of entropy inequalities, such as the strong subadditivity of von Neumann
entropy [LR73a, LR73b] or the N -Representability problem [CY00], whose solution is
paramount for the efficient calculation of energies of nearest-neighbour Hamiltonians.
The main results of this chapter are theorems 2.16 and 2.18, in which I have shown
that problem 1 is equivalent – in an asymptotic sense – to problem 2, an unsolved
group-theoretic problem. Problem 2 raises the question of whether or not an irreducible
representation Vλ of the symmetric group is contained in the tensor product of two
irreducible representation Vµ and Vν of the same group – i.e. to decide whether or not
the Kronecker coefficient gµνλ in the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition
Vµ ⊗ Vν ∼=
⊕
λ
gµνλVλ (2.88)
is nonzero.
The proofs of both theorems 2.16 and 2.18 employ a connection between representa-
tions of the symmetric group and spectra of density operators (theorem 2.13). This was
discovered by Alicki, Rudnicki and Sadowski [RAS88] and independently, by Keyl and
Werner in the context of quantum information theory [KW01]. To keep the exposition
self-contained, I have given a short proof of this theorem based on the majorisation prop-
erty of Young symmetrisers. Apart from theorem 2.13, the proof of theorem 2.18 needs
a second, purely group-theoretic ingredient: the verification that the set of nonzero Kro-
necker coefficients forms a semigroup (theorem 2.7). From a representation-theoretical
viewpoint this is most sophisticated part of this chapter. It provides a positive resolu-
tion of a recent conjecture by Klyachko [Kly04, conjecture 7.1.4] and generalises a recent
announcement by A. N. Kirillov [Kir04, theorem 2.11]. This completes the asymptotic
equivalence of problem 1 and problem 2.
In the first application, the equivalence is used to show how the fact that the non-
zero Kronecker coefficients form a finitely generated semigroup (theorem 2.7 and corol-
lary 2.12) implies that the solution of the spectral problem forms a convex polytope
(theorem 2.30). An alternative proof of this theorem is given in a Lie algebra setting
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using a theorem by Kirwan. A second application of the equivalence shows how to derive
the inequalities of two qubits, previously established by Bravyi [Bra04], from a result on
the Kronecker coefficient by Klemm, Dvir and Clausen and Maier [Kle77, Dvi93, CM93].
The sufficiency of the construction is established by a direct construction of the vertices
and by invoking the convexity of the solution (theorem 2.30). This last application
concludes the chapter.
The chapter has one more facet to it, however: a novel and short proof of the con-
nection between Horn’s problem and the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients (problem 3
and 4). To illustrate problems 1 and 2, I have intertwined and contrasted the presenta-
tion with an analogue discussion of problems 3 and 4.
The ideas and results presented in this chapter show how methods and thinking
from quantum information theory can benefit both representation theory and quantum
information theory. A previously unknown relation has been established (problem 1
and 2), and it is shown how deep mathematical results (equality of symplectic and
GIT quotient) can be circumvented in achieving known results on Horn’s problem and
the Littlewood-Richardson problem. An immediate question that arises from this work
is how to generalise and understand the estimation theorem, theorem 2.13, but also
the proofs of theorems 2.16, 2.18, 2.25 and 2.26 in the general framework of Lie algebra
theory. This way further connections of representation-theoretic coefficients to problems
in quantum mechanics could be found and mutual benefits exploited.
The presented material gives a natural way of seeing typical subspaces of a ten-
sor product of density operators as irreducible representations of the symmetric and
unitary groups (Schur-Weyl duality, theorem 1.10). Previously, this point of view has
been taken up by a number of works in quantum information theory. It has been
shown how projections onto the symmetric subspace can be used to stabilise quantum
computation [BBD+97] and to achieve universal quantum data compression [JHHH98].
Hayashi and Matsumoto have significantly refined the analysis of data compression with
the help of Schur-Weyl duality [HM02a, HM02b]. Measurements on the total angu-
lar momentum have been used to purify qubits, i.e. to asymptotically transform mixed
qubits into pure qubits preserving the direction of the Bloch vector, [CEM99] and to
estimate quantum states [VLPT99]. Estimation schemes for d-dimensional quantum
systems and their spectra have been proposed in [KW01, Key04]. Further applica-
tions of representation theory to quantum information theory include entanglement
concentration [HM04] and the use of irreducible representations as decoherence free
subspaces [ZR97, KLV00, BRS03, BGL+04]. These developments have recently received
a complexity-theoretic component as the Schur transform, the unitary transformation
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from the standard basis into an orthonormal basis of the irreducible representations
appearing in the Schur-Weyl duality, has been shown to be efficiently implementable in
the number of subsystems k [BCH04]. A comprehensive account of this algorithm and
its applications is contained in Aram Harrow’s PhD thesis [Har05].
It is the contribution of this chapter to recognise that, in the same spirit, relations
of typical subspaces in multipartite density matrices can be studied via group-theoretic
decompositions. This was explicitly carried out for the typical subspaces of (ρAB)⊗k, the
reduced states (ρA)⊗k and (ρB)⊗k and the corresponding group-theoretic decomposition.
Part II
Insights from Cryptography
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Prologue
“The eavesdropper cannot elicit any information from the particles while in
transit from the source to the legitimate users, simply because there is no
information encoded there. The information “comes into being” after the le-
gitimate users perform measurements and communicate in public afterwards.
[...] [The eavesdropper’s] intervention will be equivalent to introducing ele-
ments of physical reality to the measurements of the spin components.”
Artur Ekert, in “Quantum Cryptography Based on Bell’s Theorem” [Eke91].
This quote illustrates the discovery of entanglement-based quantum key distribution.
The particles refer to the parts of a Bell pair, a pair of maximally entangled states of two
spin-12 particles, and will directly lead to secure bits. Bell pairs are also the fundamental
ingredient in teleportation, superdense coding and, more generally, the essential resource
for quantum communication. The question arises: how valuable are general bipartite
quantum states when compared to Bell states? The theory of entanglement measures
has been developed to answer this question.
This part of my PhD thesis addresses entanglement measures from a cryptographic
point of view and is divided into two chapters. Chapter 3 gives a review of entanglement
measures guided by the axiomatic approach, which focuses on the general properties such
as convexity, additivity and continuity. This chapter contributes a number of tables and
graphs that summarise properties of and relations among entanglement measures, as
well as three specific examples.
Chapter 4 proposes a new measure for entanglement called squashed entanglement,
which is motivated by the intrinsic information, a quantity arising in classical cryptogra-
phy. The new measure possesses a large number of properties discussed in the previous
chapter, most notably additivity. At the end of this chapter I will calculate squashed
entanglement for a class of quantum states and show how the tools used in this calcula-
tion can lead to a new information-gain disturbance tradeoff and the first cheat-sensitive
quantum string commitment scheme.
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Chapter 3
The Zoo of Entanglement
Measures
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is divided into four sections. After a historical introduction, subsec-
tion 3.1.1, I continue with a few remarks on correlations in bipartite quantum states
such as total correlations, entanglement and secret key, subsection 3.1.2. In subsec-
tion 3.1.3 I review the basic approaches for measuring these correlations, with focus on
the axiomatic approach to entanglement measures. Section 3.2 contains extensive tables
of established measures that summarise their properties and mutual relations. The focus
is put on measures that are connected to the resource-oriented approach highlighted in
the introduction. The work on the tables initiated the writing of section 3.3, in which
I will discuss properties of three specific measures. The chapter is rounded off with a
conclusion, section 3.4.
3.1.1 A Historical Note on Entanglement1
In December 1900, Max Planck proposed that the energy of a vibrational system cannot
change continuously but must jump by quanta of energy. He explained on a later occa-
sion that “it was only a formal assumption”, but his proposal was so radical and fruitful
that it influenced natural science throughout the 20th century. Inspired by this idea,
Albert Einstein was the first to explain the photoelectric effect, Niels Bohr developed
what is nowadays known as old quantum theory, and Louis de Broglie discovered the
wave nature of matter. But it was only through the joint effort of several theoretical
1Part of this subsection has appeared in [OC03].
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physicists, and particularly resting on the insights obtained by Wolfang Pauli, Werner
Heisenberg, Erwin Schro¨dinger and Paul Dirac, that quantum theory took its present
shape. Once the mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics were laid, it was
developed into a relativistic theory, which was thoroughly tested in experiments. More
than a hundred years after Planck’s creation of the quantum concept, quantum theory
is now known to be the most precisely tested theory in the history of natural science.
Quantum mechanics also entails several philosophical questions, which are issues of
ongoing discussion and which can be encountered in research disciplines such as founda-
tions of quantum mechanics, quantum information theory and quantum computation.
This chapter looks into the phenomenon known as entanglement, first described in 1935
by Albert Einstein, Boris Podolsky and Nathan Rosen in a publication in the Physical
Review [EPR35]. In this paper, the so-called EPR-paper with the provoking title “Can
Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical Reality Be Considered Complete?”, the
authors write “If, without in any way disturbing a system, we can predict with certainty
[. . . ] the values of a physical quantity, then there exists an element of physical reality
corresponding to this physical quantity.” and call such a theory ‘complete’. By con-
structing the famous EPR-Paradox they show that, in general, the initial assumption
was not veritable. The conclusion is striking: the description of reality by means of
quantum mechanical wave functions will never be complete. Einstein, Podolsky and
Rosen expressed their discontent as well as the belief that it is possible to find a theory
that satisfies their criteria. The paper gave rise to numerous debates among theoretical
physicists. Shortly after publication, Schro¨dinger wrote a letter to Einstein in which he
expressed sincere appreciation that Einstein had initiated this controversy. This letter
started an intense correspondence between the two, which culminated in two publications
by Schro¨dinger later that year. One was written in English and was published in the
Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society [Sch35b], while the second article,
the famous tripartite ‘Cat’-paper, was written in German and published in the journal
Naturwissenschaften [Sch35a]. In these publications he coined the term entanglement
or Verschra¨nkung, as he names it in German, in order to describe a phenomenon which
he regards to be not “[. . . ] one but rather the characteristic trait of quantum mechanics,
the one that enforces its entire departure from classical lines of thought.” [Sch35b] This
characteristic trait is the simple but intriguing fact that two physical systems, which are
described by their respective quantum mechanical wavefunctions and undergo a tempo-
rary physical interaction, can, in general, not be described by attributing to each system
a particular wavefunction. “By the interaction the two representatives (or ψ-functions)
have become entangled.” [Sch35b]
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This insight started a number of discussions concerning the possible existence of
‘more complete’ theories, which could describe nature in a local and deterministic man-
ner. These local theories would incorporate so called hidden variables that deterministi-
cally underlie the probabilistic nature of quantum mechanical description. However, all
these discussions were confined to a theoretical sphere until 1964, when John Bell derived
experimentally verifiable conditions that every local hidden variable theory must satisfy.
It was exactly these conditions, known as Bell’s inequalities, which quantum mechanics
was expected to violate [Bel64]. Bell’s inequalities are commonly used in the form of
CHSH-inequalities abbreviating the surnames of John F. Clauser, Michael A. Horne, Ab-
ner Shimony, and Richard A. Holt [CHSH69]. First experiments to test the nonlocal na-
ture of quantum mechanics were performed by Clauser and Shimony [Cla76, CS78], and
Alain Aspect, Jean Dalibard, Philippe Grangier and Ge´rard Roger [AGR82, ADR82],
and later refined by many researchers (see [Asp99] for a short review). The measurement
data clearly violated Bell’s inequalities and followed the predictions given by quantum
mechanics. Thus, the first experimental evidence for entanglement had been seen and
it was only a matter of time before its potential practical applications were proposed.
Some of the first people to realise its value as a resource were David Deutsch, one of
the fathers of quantum computation [Deu85], and Ekert, who proposed a cryptographic
scheme whose security was based on the violation of Bell’s inequalities [Eke91]. In recent
years much progress has been made, the most groundbreaking being Peter Shor’s fac-
torisation algorithm [Sho97], but also communication protocols such as teleportation of
quantum states [BBC+93] and superdense coding [BW92] showed how entangled states
can be seen as a valuable resource. Unfortunately, the process of decoherence [Zur81],
a term describing the loss of superposition due to the fact that the system interacts
with the environment, makes it difficult to implement these techniques. On a theoret-
ical level several techniques have been developed to protect against decoherence, such
as quantum error correction [Sho95, Ste98] and decoherence free subspaces [DALW98].
At the same time, progress has been made to overcome the fundamental problem of
controlling particles at an atomic level. While the advent of a quantum computer is
not expected in the near future, implementations of quantum cryptographic schemes
are already commercially available [iQ, Mag].
Entangled quantum states are the basic ingredients for all of the above presented
tasks. To make this statement precise, however, it is necessary to focus on the theoretical
aspects of this problem and develop a mathematical definition as answer to the questions:
when is a quantum system in an entangled state, and when does it exhibit this nonlocal
phenomenon? The most simple system allowing for such an effect consists of two subsys-
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tems which can be spatially separated, as it is the case in cryptography or teleportation.
We denote the state of the system by a vector |ψ〉, which is an element of a Hilbert space
H. H itself is the tensorial combination of its two parts HA and HB: H = HA⊗HB. |ψ〉
is a product state or separable if there exist vectors |φA〉 ∈ HA and |φB〉 ∈ HB, such that
|ψ〉 can be written in the product form |ψ〉 = |φA〉 ⊗ |φB〉. Otherwise |ψ〉 is said to be
entangled. An example of a state which cannot be written in product form is the famous
Bell state of two entangled spin-12 systems |ψ〉 = |↑〉 ⊗ |↓〉 − |↓〉 ⊗ |↑〉, where |↑〉 and
|↓〉 denote the wavefunctions corresponding to the state spin-up and spin-down. If only
part of a larger system is accessible, the description by pure states must be replaced
by statistical mixtures of pure states, the so-called mixed states or density operators
(Preliminaries, page xiii):
ρ =
∑
i
pi|ψi〉〈ψi|, (3.1)
where pi,
∑
i pi = 1 is the probability of finding the pure state |ψi〉. Every such mixture
is a positive operator on H with unit trace, and every positive operator with trace one
can be written in the form of an ensemble {pi, |ψi〉}. However, this ensemble is not
unique: in general, an infinite number of different ensembles will result in the same
density operator.
A state ρAB on HA⊗HB is a product state if it is of the form ρAB = ρA⊗ ρB . If the
underlying system is clear from the context, I will drop the superscript. The definition
of separability for pure states extends to a mixed state ρAB in the following way [Wer89]:
Definition 3.1
Let ρAB be a mixed quantum state on H = HA ⊗ HB. ρAB is called separable if there
exists an ensemble {pi, |ψi〉AB} with |ψi〉AB = |φAi 〉 ⊗ |φBi 〉 and
ρAB =
∑
i
pi|ψi〉〈ψi|AB =
∑
i
pi|φAi 〉〈φAi | ⊗ |φBi 〉〈φBi | (3.2)
otherwise ρAB is said to be entangled. The set of separable states, SSep, is a convex
set and by Carathe´odory’s theorem any separable state can be written as a convex
combination of no more than (dimH)2 product states [Hor97].
In the context of quantum information theory it is natural to extend this definition to
more than two parties by saying that ρ on H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn is separable if it is a convex
combination of projectors onto pure product states |φ1〉 ⊗ · · · |φn〉 and entangled oth-
erwise. Klyachko has reached a different understanding of entanglement in the context
of Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT) [MFK94], where he defines an entangled state as
a semistable vector. His definition coincides with the one given here in the case of a
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bipartite system, but differs for systems made up of more than two subsystems [Kly02].
This difference will be of no concern to us since this work only deals with bipartite
quantum systems. Consequently, whenever I speak of entanglement I only refer to bi-
partite entanglement.
There are two meaningful scenarios in which one can pose the question of separa-
bility. i) The mathematical scenario: given a description of a density matrix ρ decide
whether or not ρ is separable. ii) The physical scenario: given a quantum system in
state ρ decide whether of not ρ is separable. Much effort has been invested in try-
ing to answer these questions and significant progress has been made. Milestones in
the context of the mathematical scenario include the Peres-Horodecci separability crite-
rion [Per96, HHH96] and the result by Gurvits who showed the separability problem is
computationally intractable. More precisely, Gurvits showed that the weak membership
problem for separability is NP-hard [Gur02, Gur03]. Algorithms for the separability
problem have been proposed and studied in [ITCE04, EHGC04, Ioa05]. The physical
scenario can be reduced to the mathematical one with help of estimation of quantum
states, but also some clever direct ways to decide the problem have been proposed (see
e.g. [EH02, EAO+02, AHO+03]).
From the first recognition of the entanglement phenomenon until Bell’s experiments,
entanglement was of qualitative interest: does |ψ〉 violate local realism or does it not?
With the advent of quantum computation and quantum cryptography, however, entan-
glement was turned into a resource that can be used to perform real-life tasks such
as teleportation or secret communication. The question of deciding separability in the
mathematical setting therefore naturally extended to the quantitative question: how
much entanglement does ρ contain? [BBP+96, BDSW96] Since different tasks require
different measures, the answer to the above question cannot be unique. A striking
demonstration of this fact was given by Pawe l Horodecki, who proved the existence of
bound entangled states, i.e. states from which no Bell states can be extracted but which
nevertheless require Bell states for their construction [Hor97].
3.1.2 Correlations in Bipartite Quantum States
With the advent of quantum information theory, quantum systems were looked at
from an information-theoretical viewpoint. Schumacher was the first to consider the
quantum analogue of classical data compression and posed the following question: given
an i.i.d. quantum information source, i.e. a source with signal states drawn indepen-
dently and with identical distribution from a ρ-ensemble {pi, |ψi〉}, at what rate is it
possible to reliably compress this source? The answer turned out to be the von Neu-
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mann entropy of ρ, thus paralleling the Shannon entropy of a random variable in the
classical case [Sch95, JS94].
The scenario of quantum data compression is equivalent to the transmission of clas-
sical information through a noiseless quantum channel. In the same way that classical
information theory studies the conversion of noisy classical channels to noiseless classi-
cal channels via coding theorems, quantum information theory deals with questions of
resource conversion in the quantum realm [NC00].
In this chapter, I will explore the quantum analogue to classical correlation, focusing
on the interconversion of noisy correlations to noiseless ones as well as the converse task
of simulating noisy correlations with noiseless ones. The noiseless resource par excellence
is the maximally entangled state, a pure quantum state of the form
|ψ〉 = 1√
d
d∑
i=1
|i〉|i〉.
Frequently, local operations will be regarded as free of cost. The state |ψ〉 is there-
fore not unique, but just one representative of the set of maximally entangled states,
which is given by the orbit of |ψ〉 under local unitary operations {UA ⊗ UB |ψ〉 | UA ∈
U(HA) and UB ∈ U(HB)}.
Maximally entangled states play an important role in quantum information theory.
An example is Nielsen’s majorisation theorem, which exhibits the maximally entangled
state as the only state which can be perfectly interconverted to any other pure state.
In the context of entanglement-based quantum key distribution, maximally entangled
states lead directly to secure bits, and the teleportation of a qubit consumes exactly one
maximally entangled state of two qubits. Below, I introduce the primary scenarios that
guide us through the remainder of the chapter. Each scenario is specified by a set of
operations.
• Total Correlation (LOq) Alice and Bob are asked to approximately convert an
i.i.d. sequence of one resource into an i.i.d. sequence of another resource with help
of Local Operations and a sublinear amount of noiseless bidirectional classical
or quantum communication. The noiseless resource are Bell states (maximally
entangled states of two qubits) and the noisy resource are (mixed) quantum states.
• Entanglement (LOCC) Alice and Bob are asked to approximately convert an
i.i.d. sequence of one resource into an i.i.d. sequence of another resource with help
of Local Operations and an unlimited amount of noiseless bidirectional Classical
Communication. The noiseless resource is given by a Bell state and the noisy
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resources are (mixed) quantum states. Some authors denote LOCC by LQCC for
Local Quantum Operations and Classical Communication.
• Secret Key (LOPC) Alice and Bob are asked to approximately convert an
i.i.d. sequence of one resource into an i.i.d. sequence of another resource with
respect to a third part Eve. They are assisted by Local Operations and an un-
limited amount of noiseless bidirectional Public Classical Communication. The
public communication is also accessed by Eve. The noiseless resource is a secure
state, i.e. a state of the form
∑d
x=1
1
d |x〉〈x|A ⊗ |x〉〈x|B ⊗ ρE. Note that Eve’s
state is independent of x. Below I will explain how this scenario can be turned
into an LOCC scenario with respect to a different resource: the gamma states
(definition 3.2).
A number of other interesting scenarios have been considered in the literature. In order
to keep this review concise, I have decided to restrict my attention to the above three
and refer the reader to a few references for resource conversion under Positive-Partial-
Transpose (PPT) preserving operations (for a definition see page 102) [AEJ+01, Rai01,
APE03], distillation of randomness [DW04] and destruction of correlations [GPW04].
In all three scenarios it turns out that the rate of approximate interconversion of
an i.i.d. sequence of pure quantum states |ψ〉 to Bell states is given by the entropy of
entanglement S(A)ψ, which is denoted by E(|ψ〉). Curiously, the converse also holds and
the task of approximate generation of a sequence of |ψ〉’s from Bell states is given by
same rate. This shows that |ψ〉 and the Bell state can be asymptotically and reversibly
interconverted. This question was first considered and answered in the entanglement
scenario [BBPS96]; for the LOq and LOPC scenarios see [THLD02] and [DW04].
The interconversion of mixed quantum states in all three scenarios turns out to be
more involved and leads to the distinction between classical and quantum correlation.
The discussion will be carried out separately for the three scenarios, but before we
start, some general remarks on conversion protocols are necessary. ρ is said to be
interconvertible to σ at rate R with the class of operations C if for all ǫ > 0 there is an
m0 ≡ m0(ǫ) ∈ N such that for all m ≥ m0 there is a sequence n ≡ n(m) and operations
Λn ∈ C such that δ(Λn(ρ⊗n), σ⊗⌊Rn⌋) ≤ ǫ. The best rate is given by
Rmin = lim
ǫ→0
inf
Λn∈C
{⌊Rn⌋|δ(Λn(ρ⊗n), σ⊗⌊Rn⌋) ≤ ǫ}, (3.3)
where σ = P|ψ〉 is a Bell state and Λn ∈ C denotes the sequence {Λn(m)}∞m=m0(ǫ) with
Λn ∈ C (see table 3.1 for examples).
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Correlation Measures Acronym Definition
Entanglement Cost (LOq) [THLD02] ELOq limǫ→0 infΛ∈LOq
{m
n
|δ(Λ(P⊗n
ψ−
), (ρAB)⊗m) ≤ ǫ}
Entanglement Cost [HHT01] EC limǫ→0 infΛ∈LOCC
{m
n
|δ(Λ(P⊗n
ψ−
), (ρAB)⊗m) ≤ ǫ}
Distillable Entanglement [BDSW96] ED limǫ→0 infΛ∈LOCC
aka Entanglement of Distillation {m
n
|δ(P⊗n
ψ−
,Λ((ρAB)⊗m)) ≤ ǫ}
Distillable Key [DW04, HHHO05c] KD limǫ→0 infΛ∈LOCC
aka Secret Key Rate {m
n
|δ(Λ((ρAB)⊗n), γm) ≤ ǫ}
Table 3.1: Definitions of operationally defined entanglement measures. LOq are Local Operations
assisted by a sublinear amount of quantum communication. LOCC (LQCC) are Local (Quantum)
Operations and Classical Communication. LOPC are Local Operations and Public Communication.
Total Correlation
Let us start with an excursion to the classical case of two random variables X and Y .
Naturally, one would say that X and Y are uncorrelated if they are independent and
maximally correlated if they are identical. An operational measure that interpolates
between these two points is the mutual information I(X;Y ). The mutual information
is defined as H(X) − H(X|Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(XY ), where H(·) denotes the
Shannon entropy. Given an i.i.d. sequence of pairs of random variables XY , where Alice
has access to X and Bob to Y , H(X|Y ) equals the minimal rate of communication from
Alice to Bob in order for Bob to reconstruct X from Y and the communication. One
can therefore say that the mutual information quantifies the total correlations present
in the pair XY .
A similar result for the total correlation of a quantum state ρAB has recently been
achieved in a scenario where classical communication comes for free [HOW05]. The
total correlation is now measured by the quantum mutual information I(A;B) = S(A)−
S(A|B). S(A|B) is the conditional von Neumann entropy and corresponds to the amount
of quantum information which is needed to transfer the state of Alice’s system to Bob
while preserving the correlations with the environment. Note that S(A|B) could be
negative, in which case the transfer would result in a rate of S(A|B) Bell states that
could later be used for other transmissions. One may take this as justification that
the quantum mutual information I(A;B) is the correct way of quantifying the total
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correlations. Support for this view also comes from the fact that I(A;B) vanishes if and
only if ρAB is of the product form ρA ⊗ ρB. Recently, a destructive method has been
presented where it is shown that the amount of local randomness needed to destroy the
correlation equals I(A;B) [GPW04].
In this chapter, however, a different approach to quantify total correlation is in the
centre of attention. Namely, the conversion of Bell states to quantum states ρ under local
operations and a sublinear amount of quantum communication (LOq). This problem
had first been considered by Barbara Terhal, Micha l Horodecki, Debbie Leung and David
DiVincenzo [THLD02]. In this paper, the authors define
• entanglement cost under LOq as the rate of conversion of singlets to mixed states
in the total correlation scenario, which formally reads as
ELOq(ρ
AB) = lim
ǫ→0
inf
Λ∈LOq
{m
n
|δ(Λ(P⊗nψ− ), (ρAB)⊗m) ≤ ǫ}.
The goal of information theory is the calculation of such a rate in terms of a single-
letter formula. Here, such a formula has been found, unfortunately, still containing a
regularisation:
ELOq(ρ
AB) = lim
n→∞
1
n
EP
(
(ρAB)⊗n
)
.
EP is a correlation measure called the entanglement of purification and defined as
EP (ρ
AB) = minρABE∈SExt(ρAB)S(AE),
where the minimisation is performed over all extensions of ρAB, i.e. over all states ρABE
with TrEρ
ABE = ρAB . A priori this minimisation is very difficult as it extends over
an unbounded space. In the case of entanglement of purification, the concavity of the
conditional von Neumann entropy and a theorem by Choi on extremal maps help to
reduce the problem to system extensions of bounded dimension: dimHE ≤ dimHAB .
Still, however, a calculation seems elusive and only numerical upper bounds for a class
of Werner states [Wer89] have been given [THLD02]. In subsection 3.3.1 I present the
calculation of entanglement of purification for states with support on the symmetric and
antisymmetric subspace, the first nontrivial calculation of ELOq and EP . Entanglement
of purification also provides a formal connection to squashed entanglement, which is
introduced in chapter 4: squashed entanglement contains a minimisation similar to the
one in entanglement of purification (see table 3.3).
Entanglement
“When two systems, of which we know the states by their respective rep-
resentatives, enter into temporary physical interaction due to known forces
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between them, and when after a time of mutual influence the systems sepa-
rate again, then they can no longer be described in the same way as before,
viz. by endowing each of them with a representative of its own. I would
not call that one but rather the characteristic trait of quantum mechanics,
the one that enforces its entire departure from classical lines of thought. By
the interaction the two representatives [the quantum states] have become
entangled.”
Erwin Schro¨dinger, in “Die gegenwa¨rtige
Situation der Quantenmechanik” [Sch35a] (translation
in [WZ83]).
As explained above, Bell states play an important role in the basic quantum protocols
for the tasks of teleportation, key distribution and superdense coding. But what if the
given resource is not a tensor product of Bell states but a sequence of general quantum
states? How often can the desired task be executed per quantum state? The arising rates
have been studied for each task individually; here, however, I only focus on the universal
lower bound – the number of Bell states that can be extracted per quantum state – and
the universal upper bound – the rate of Bell states needed to construct a sequence of
states. As the above list of protocols excludes the use of quantum communication, the
appropriate class of operations are local operations assisted by classical communication
(LOCC). The rates are known as:
• distillable entanglement, the rate of conversion of mixed states to singlets in the
entanglement scenario.
• entanglement cost, the rate of conversion of singlets to mixed states in the entan-
glement scenario.
The formal definitions are given in table 3.1.
Secret Key
Ekert’s discovery of entanglement-based quantum key distribution marks the start of the
investigation of the connection between security and bipartite quantum states [Eke91].
It was soon realised that the earlier quantum key distribution protocol by Bennett and
Brassard [BB84] can be cast in this way [BBM92] and has led to an interesting proof-
technique based on entanglement distillation [DEJ+96, SP00, Ina00, LC99, TKI03],
which is the guiding principle when quantum key distribution is efficiently extended to
arbitrary lengths by means of quantum repeaters [DBCZ99].
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Here, we are not concerned with the full real-life scenario in which the eavesdropper
provides Alice and Bob with a quantum state of many particles from which they try to
extract a secret key. Rather, an information-theoretic scenario is considered in which
Alice and Bob receive an i.i.d. sequence of copies of a fixed ρ, whose mathematical de-
scription they know and from which they attempt to extract secret bits. It is immediate
that distillable entanglement is a lower bound to the
• distillable key, the rate of conversion of mixed states to secure states in the secret
key scenario.
A secure state (of length log d) is a state of the form
1
d
d∑
x
|x〉〈x|A ⊗ |x〉〈x|B ⊗ ρE,
where ρE is independent of x [DW04] (see definition 3.2). Secure states are the secrecy
resource analogue of a maximally entangled state in d× d dimensions. Note that secure
states are not pure and that a purification of the state is not accessible to either Alice,
Bob or Eve. The key distillation scenario is therefore a tripartite rather than a bipartite
scenario. The class of operations used to perform the distillation will be denoted by
LOPC, which stands for Local Operations assisted by Public classical Communication,
i.e. the classical communication of C from Alice to Bob, also reaches Eve:
ρCAABE =
∑
c
pc|c〉〈c|CA ⊗ ρABE
7−→ ρCACBCEABE =
∑
c
pc|ccc〉〈ccc|CACBCE ⊗ ρABE .
A recent result by Karol, Micha l and Pawe l Horodecki and Jonathan Oppenheim shows
that the key distillation rateKD can in fact be strictly larger than ED [HHHO05c]. More
precisely, they were able to present a bound entangled quantum state from which they
extracted a secret bit. To do so, they reformulated the tripartite secure state scenario
with LOPC transformations into an LOCC scenario. In this scenario they introduced
a new resource the γ-states or private states, which play the analogue of Bell pairs in
the secret key scenario. In contrast to the entanglement distillation scenario, where
distillation can be considered with respect to a single Bell state, the γ-states form a
whole class of states and lead to the rigorous definition of distillable key as given in
table 3.1. In the following I will review the definitions of the secrecy resources in the
LOCC and LOPC scenario and also discuss the equivalence between the scenarios. The
reader is referred to the detailed account of the results in [HHHO05c, HHHO05a], in
which the following definition and theorem are contained.
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Definition 3.2
Let |ψ〉 = 1√
2m
∑
i |i〉|i〉 be a maximally entangled state in dimension 2m. Then any
state of the form
γABA
′B′
m = U |ψ〉〈ψ|AB ⊗ ρA′B′U †
for arbitrary unitaries
U =
2m∑
ij
|ij〉〈ij| ⊗ UA′B′ij
is called a (private) gamma state of length m. Any state of the form
γABEm =
∑
x
1
2m
|xx〉〈xx| ⊗ γE
will be called a private ccq state of length m.
Theorem 3.3
Private gamma states and private ccq states are equivalent, i.e. for γABA
′B′ a private
gamma state, γABE is a private ccq state for any purification γABA
′B′E of γABA
′B′ .
Conversely, for any private ccq state γABE and any purification γABA
′B′E of it, ρABA
′B′
is a private gamma state.
The following security definition captures both uniformity and security of a key simul-
taneously (cf. [RK05, DW04]).
Definition 3.4
Let ρABA
′B′ be a quantum state. We say that ρABA
′B′ is an ǫ-private gamma state of
length m if δ(ρABA
′B′ , γABA
′B′
m ) ≤ ǫ for some private gamma state γABA′B′m .
Let ρABE be a ccq state. We say that ρABE is an ǫ-private ccq state of length m, if
δ(ρABE , γABEm ) ≤ ǫ for some private ccq state γABEm .
Below I show that the equivalence between private ccq states and private gamma state
(theorem 3.3) also holds in an approximate sense (see also [HHHO05a, theorem 7]).
Corollary 3.5
If ρABA
′B′ is an ǫ-private gamma state of length m, then Alice and Bob hold an
√
2ǫ-
private ccq state of length m. Conversely, if Alice and Bob hold an ǫ-private ccq state
of length m, then they hold an
√
2ǫ-private gamma state of length m.
Proof. The assumption implies that
√
F (ρABA′B′ , γABA′B′) ≥ 1 − ǫ. According to
Uhlmann’s theorem, eq. (10), there are purifications ρABA
′B′E and γABA
′B′E of ρABA
′B′
and γABA
′B′
m , respectively, obeying
√
F (ρABABE , γABA′B′E) ≥ 1−ǫ. Monotonicity under
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partial trace over A′B′ and under measurements on A and B in the computational basis
then imply √
F (ρ˜ABE , γ˜ABE) ≥ 1− ǫ.
Note that
γ˜ABE =
∑
x
1
2m
|xx〉〈xx| ⊗ γE
is a private ccq state by theorem 3.3. Finally (see Preliminaries, eq. (12))
δ(ρ˜ABE , γ˜ABE) ≤
√
1− F (ρ˜ABE , γ˜ABE) ≤
√
2ǫ,
which concludes the proof of the first part.
Conversely, if δ(ρABE , γABE) ≤ ǫ there exist purifications with√
F (ρABA′B′E, γABA′B′E) ≥ 1− ǫ
and monotonicity under the partial trace applied to system E results in√
F (ρABA′B′ , γABA′B′) ≥ 1− ǫ
and thus δ(ρABA
′B′ , γABA
′B′) ≤ √2ǫ. 
Definition 3.6
Define the gamma distillable key of a ρAB as the asymptotic ratio between m and n,
where n is the number of copies of ρAB that can be converted into a gamma state of
length m, with asymptotically vanishing error. Formally,
KγD(ρ
AB) = lim
ǫ→0
sup
Λ∈LOCC
{m
n
|δ(Λ((ρAB)⊗n), γABA′B′m ) ≤ ǫ}. (3.4)
Likewise define the ccq distillable key of a ρAB as the asymptotic ratio between m and
n, where n is the number of copies of ρAB that can be converted into private ccq states
state of length m by LOPC, with asymptotically vanishing error. Formally,
KccqD (ρ
AB) = lim
ǫ→0
sup
Λ∈LOPC
{m
n
|δ(Λ((ρAB)⊗n), γABEm ) ≤ ǫ}. (3.5)
It follows from corollary 3.5 that the key distillation rates in both scenarios are identical.
Corollary 3.7
KγD(ρ
AB) = KccqD (ρ
AB).
I therefore drop the superscript and write KD(ρ
AB).
This concludes the remarks on the secret key, which are mainly used in chapter 4 where
it is shown that squashed entanglement is an upper bound to KD.
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3.1.3 Measuring Entanglement
Apart from entanglement cost under LOq, all distillation rates introduced in the previ-
ous section are entanglement measures, i.e. they assign a nonnegative number to each
quantum state and vanish on separable states. I use the term entanglement measure in
this loose sense, as there is no commonly agreed definition in the literature. Entangle-
ment cost under LOq does not qualify as an entanglement measure, since it does not
vanish on all separable states but only on product states. Measures which behave this
way will be called correlation measures. Essential to the quantities introduced in the
previous section is monotonicity, i.e. they are nonincreasing under their respective class
of operations. Entanglement of purification is a LOq monotone as it can only decrease
under LOq, whereas entanglement cost, distillable entanglement and also distillable key
are entanglement monotones or LOCC monotones as they do not increase under LOCC.
In addition to being monotones, the discussed measures have been shown to obey
a variety of other properties. This led to a property-driven approach to entanglement
measures, which focused on the identification of good and bad properties as well as the
construction of numerous examples (see table 3.3). I refer to this approach as the ax-
iomatic approach to entanglement measures.2 The judgement of good and bad followed
the guidance of the operational measures, i.e. the measures that can be defined in terms
of a rate function and thus included the investigation of additivity, LOCC monotonicity
and continuity (for a complete list see table 3.2). This shows how the axiomatic approach
is rooted in but yet transcends the operational approach, which restricts its attention
to operationally defined entanglement measures. Taking a more pragmatic view, one
observes that most entanglement measures bound distillable entanglement from above.
Therefore, the study of distillable entanglement itself can serve as justification to delve
into the axiomatic approach.
The next section contains an extensive review of the axiomatic approach, with em-
phasis on the connection to operational measures. With a few exceptions the review
therefore excludes most distance measures, as their connection to the operational ap-
proach is weak or not present. A review of entanglement measures with more emphasis
on distance measures will be included in the forthcoming book by Ingemar Bengts-
son and Karol Z˙yczkowski on the geometry of quantum states [BZ˙06]. For a function
2Even though, strictly speaking, entanglement cost under LOq and entanglement of purification
are not entanglement measures, they can be studied within the axiomatic approach to entanglement
measures, acknowledging that LOCC monotonicity fails.
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d : S× S→ R+, the corresponding distance measure Ed is defined as
Ed(ρ) = inf
σ∈S′
d(ρ, σ),
where S′ ⊂ S. Note that it is not required that d is a distance in the mathematical
sense. The distance measures that have proved most useful in entanglement theory
are the ones based on the relative entropy S(ρ||σ) (see Preliminaries, page xix). They
are in multiple ways connected to the operational and the axiomatic approach and are
therefore included in the review below. The most extensively studied distance measure
not based on relative entropy is the robustness of entanglement [VT99]. S′ is taken to
be the set of separable states and the distance function of this measure is defined as the
minimal s such that 11+s(ρ+ sρs) is separable.
The next section will develop the axiomatic approach further, introduce the proper-
ties and discuss these in the context of the most important measures.
3.2 The Zoo of Entanglement Measures
3.2.1 Introduction
The aim of the axiomatic approach is to find, classify and study all functions that
capture our intuitive notion of what it means to measure entanglement. The approach
sets out axioms, i.e. properties, that an entanglement measure should or should not
satisfy. As discussed in the previous section, this intuitive notion may be based on
more practical grounds such as operational definitions. The most striking applications
of the axiomatic approach are upper and lower bounds on operational measures such as
distillable entanglement, entanglement cost and most recently distillable key.
First of all, however, the axiomatic approach has resulted in a whole lot of different
entanglement measures, each satisfying a certain subset of the large number of properties
listed in table 3.4. In analogy to Scott Aaronson’s complexity zoo [Aar] and the parti-
cle zoo [Eid04], I was therefore tempted to name this section the zoo of entanglement
measures. In its very first edition the beasts are being tamed with three parts
• List of definitions, table 3.2
• Property table, table 3.4
• Relations graph, figure 3.1 and 3.2.
Setting up this zoo serves in fact a double purpose: firstly, it gives a structure to
the many species of entanglement measures, and secondly, it compresses the historical
background for squashed entanglement, the topic of chapter 4.
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The outline of this section is as follows. In subsection 3.2.2 the main functional
properties that have been considered in the literature of entanglement measures are
presented. The main part of this section, subsection 3.2.3, contains a table with the data
of eighteen properties of eleven entanglement measures as well as a graph, which shows a
tree of relations between the different measures. The next subsection, subsection 3.2.4,
is devoted to explain patterns in the table, i.e. the less obvious relations among those
properties. Finally, the last part of this section, subsection 3.2.5, discusses the universal
property of entanglement cost and entanglement of distillation as well as the uniqueness
theorem for entanglement measures.
3.2.2 Properties
Virtually every paper that introduced a new entanglement measure has set out a number
of properties that can be regarded as natural. These were subsequently proved, disproved
or conjectured for the newly defined measure. Rather than judging whether or not a
property is natural or desirable, I have compiled a list of most properties that have been
discussed in the literature (table 3.2). I now briefly discuss a few of the entries in the
table, complementing and explaining the definitions in the table.
Property Norm requires a measure to be normalised on maximally entangled states,
thereby capturing the notion of entanglement in basic quantum protocols: teleportation,
quantum key distribution and superdense coding, which take as resource maximally
entangled states. Property Van Sep demands that the entanglement measure vanishes
on separable quantum states, thereby essentially discriminating between a measure of
entanglement and a correlation measure. Many authors demand in addition that there
should exist an entangled state on which the measure is strictly positive. The deeper
motivation might be similar to the one of invariant theory: to distinguish different –
possibly topologically different – objects. A more practical consequence is that one
excludes the trivial measure, i.e. the measures which are equal to zero on the whole
of state space, from the set of entanglement measures. All concrete functions under
consideration will satisfy Norm and are thus nonzero on maximally entangled states;
this subtlety in the definition of Van Sep will therefore make no difference to us.
Property Norm together with monotonicity connects the axiomatic approach with
the operational approach. Monotonicity under a class of operations has been informally
introduced in section 3.1.3. Formally, E is monotone under a class of operations O
(O Mon) if for any operations in O, which sends ρ to an ensemble {pi, ρi} (which is in
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general not a ρ-ensemble)
E(ρ) ≥
∑
i
piE(ρi).
The smallest class of operations relevant here is the class of Local operations (Loc). A
local operation is given by a local operation on Alice’s side and an independent local
operation on Bob’s side. A local operation on, for instance, Alice’s side is a quantum
instrument
ρ 7→ {pi, ρi}
where
ρi = Ai ⊗ 1B(ρ)/pi pi = TrAi ⊗ 1B(ρ)
and each Ai is a CP map such that
∑
iAi is a CPTP map. Local Operations and
Classical Communication (LOCC) consist of finite sequences of operations in Loc inter-
twined with classical communication, i.e. transfer of the index i from Alice to Bob
∑
i
pi|i〉〈i|A′ ⊗ ρABi 7−→
∑
i
pi|i〉〈i|A′ ⊗ |i〉〈i|B′ ⊗ ρABi
and vice versa (see [DHR02] for a parametrisation of an LOCC operation with n
rounds of classical communication). LOCC operations are contained in the (strictly
larger [BDF+99]) set SEP of SEParable operations. A separable operation transforms
ρ into an ensemble {pi, ρi}, where
ρi = Ai ⊗Bi(ρ)/pi pi = TrAi ⊗Bi(ρ)
for Ai ⊗ Bi a CP map such that
∑
iAi ⊗ Bi is a CPTP map. Experience shows that
explicit calculations involving minimisations over the classes LOCC or SEP are rather
difficult. In many cases a way out is provided by the class of Positive Partial Transpose
preserving (PPT) operations, which encompasses (but does not equal) SEP. The partial
transpose of a quantum state ρ is the transpose of the second system, given in terms
of the matrix elements ρij,kl of ρ, where ij are the indices for system A and kl are the
indices for system B by
ρ→ (ρΓ)ij,kl = ρij,lk.
A PPT operation is a quantum operation that transform states whose partial transpose
is a positive operator (PPT states) into other PPT states. Minimisations with respect to
PPT operations have led to excellent upper bounds on distillable entanglement [AEJ+01,
Rai01]. Furthermore, there is the hope that the theory of entanglement measures can
be significantly simplified if LOCC operations are replaced by PPT operations [EAP03].
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Acronym Property Definition
Norm normalised on For all |ψ〉 = 1√
dimA
∑
i |i〉
A|i〉B ,
max. ent. states E(|ψ〉〈ψ|) = log dimA with {|i〉A} o.n.
Van Sep vanishing on For all ρ ∈ SSep, E(ρ) = 0
separable states
PPT Mon PPT monotone For all PPT , ρ→ {pi, ρi}, E(ρ) ≥
∑
i piE(ρi).
SEP Mon SEP monotone For all SEP , ρ→ {pi, ρi}, E(ρ) ≥
∑
i piE(ρi).
LOCC Mon LOCC monotone For all LOCC, ρ→ {pi, ρi}, E(ρ) ≥
∑
i piE(ρi).
Loc Mon local monotone For all (strictly) local instruments3: ρ→ {pi, ρi}
E(ρ) ≥
∑
i piE(ρi).
LOq Mon LOq monotone For all LOq, ρ→ {pi, ρi}, E(ρ) ≥
∑
i piE(ρi).
As Cont asymptotic There is c, c′ ≥ 0 s.th. for all ρ, σ with δ(ρ, σ) ≤ ǫ,
continuous |E(ρ)− E(σ)| ≤ cǫ log d+ c′
As Cont Pure asympt. cont. There is c, c′ ≥ 0 s.th. for all ρ, σ = |ψ〉〈ψ|
near pure states with δ(ρ, σ) ≤ ǫ, |E(ρ)− E(σ)| ≤ cǫ log d+ c′
Conv convex For all ρ, σ and p ∈ [0, 1],
pE(ρ) + (1− p)E(σ) ≥ E(pρ+ (1− p)σ)
Conv Pure convex on For all {pi, |ψi〉} with pi ≥ 0 and
∑
i pi = 1,
pure states
∑
i piE(|ψi〉〈ψi|) ≥ E(ρ)
Strong Super superadditive For all ρAA
′BB′ , E(ρAA
′,BB′) ≥ E(ρAB) + E(ρA
′B′)
Add
Add additive For all ρ, σ, E(ρ⊗ σ) = E(ρ) + E(σ)
Ext (Add i.i.d.) extensive For all ρ and N , NE(ρ) = E(ρ⊗N)
Sub Add subadditive For all ρ, σ, E(ρ⊗ σ) ≤ E(ρ) + E(σ)
Sub Add i.i.d. subadditive i.i.d. For all ρ and m,n, E(ρ⊗(m+n)) ≤ E(ρ⊗m) + E(ρ⊗n)
Regu regularisable For all ρ, the limit E∞(ρ) = limn→∞
E(ρ⊗n)
n
exists
Non Lock not lockable There is c ≥ 0 s.th. for all ρAA
′B,
E(ρAA
′B) ≤ E(ρAB) + c log RankρA
′
Table 3.2: Definitions of Properties. In each separate group, the truth of one property implies the
truth of the property below. Additional straightforward connections between the properties are listed
in proposition 3.8 followed by more advanced connections.
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LOq is not contained in any of the above; LOq monotonicity will, however, be equivalent
to Loc monotonicity for measures satisfying asymptotic continuity (As Cont).
On the topic of continuity, let ρ and σ be two states that are close in trace distance,
δ(ρ, σ) ≤ ǫ. ρ will behave like σ with probability 1 − ǫ, in the sense that the bias
of guessing ρ and σ correctly is smaller than δ(ρ, σ)/2. Fannes’ inequality passes this
difference in trace distance on to von Neumann entropies (lemma 0.6),
|S(ρ)− S(σ)| ≤ 2ǫ log d+ µ(ǫ).
Asymptotic continuity is therefore a strong continuity requirement expected to be sat-
isfied by an entanglement measure.
The next property in table 3.2 is convexity (Conv), and is probably the most con-
troversial. Motivated by the physical intuition that loss of knowledge about a quantum
state should decrease the entanglement, it can be written as
E(ρ) ≤
∑
i
piE(ρi),
where {pi, ρi} is a ρ-ensemble. Convexity, together with local monotonicity, implies
LOCC monotonicity (proposition 3.9); it therefore is an important proof tool in en-
tanglement theory. The converse, however, is true only in connection with additional
continuity requirements. This will be discussed in the context of logarithmic negativity
(proposition 3.10). There is also evidence for the nonconvexity of distillable entangle-
ment [SST01], which would follow from superactivation: ED(ρ⊗σ) > 0 for a PPT-bound
entangled states ρ and a bound entangled state σ with non-positive partial transpose
(NPT). The existence of NPT-bound entangled states has not yet been settled, but can-
didates for NPT-bound entangled states that would lead to superactivation have been
conjectured [DCLB00, DSS+00].
Additivity questions are much talked about in quantum information theory, last but
not least because of Shor’s proof of equivalence of four major additivity questions: the
additivity of the classical capacity of a quantum channel, the additivity of the minimum
output entropy, the strong superadditivity (Strong Super Add) of entanglement of for-
mation and the additivity (Add) of entanglement of formation [Sho03]. This is has been
recently extended by two more conjectures [Mat05].
The question of additivity of entanglement measures, such as entanglement of forma-
tion is concerned with the behaviour of the measure when several systems are tensored
together. By definition operationally defined measures are extensive (Ext), i.e. they are
additive on tensor products as is indicated here for entanglement cost:
EC(ρ
⊗n) = nEC(ρ) for all n ∈ N and ρ.
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But already the truth of the additivity in general (Add)
EC(ρ⊗ σ) ?= EC(ρ) + EC(σ) for all ρ and σ
is an open question. In chapter 4 additivity questions will be taken up again, as the
importance of squashed entanglement stems from its exceptional additivity properties.
Squashed entanglement satisfies strong superadditivity (Strong Super Add) as well as
additivity (Add), two properties that are not known to hold simultaneously for any other
measure.
Most non-operationally defined entanglement measures are given by minimisations
over certain sets of states (cf. table 3.3) and are thus subadditive. Let E be such a
measure, then it can easily be turned into the extensive measure
E∞(ρ) = lim
n→∞E(ρ
⊗n)/n,
the regularisation of E. The role of regularisations in entanglement measures is two-fold.
Firstly, the operational measures EC and ELOq can be expressed as the regularisation
of EF and EP , respectively. Secondly, if E is a subadditive measure, which provides
an upper bound to distillable entanglement, E∞ will improve this bound. Unfortu-
nately, regularisations are difficult to handle and only few nontrivial calculations are
known [AEJ+01]. For subadditive measures the existence of the regularisation is guar-
anteed.
The youngest addition to the property table arose through the observation that
certain entanglement measures can be locked, i.e. that there exist quantum states which,
under loss of a single qubit, can change their value by an arbitrary amount [HHHO05b]
(see corollary 4.23 for a related effect occurring for the accessible information). This
property has entered the tables in the form of a converse, the non-lockability of an
entanglement measure (Non Lock). It can be seen as a type of continuity with respect
to tensor products.
3.2.3 The Measures, their Properties and their Relations
In addition to the operationally defined measures from table 3.1, a number of ad hoc
definitions for entanglement measures will be considered (see table 3.3). I briefly go
through the list to make clear the connection among the different measures, and to
highlight the individual measure’s significance. The first on the list is entanglement of
purification EP ,
EP (ρ
AB) = min|ψ〉AA′BB′ :TrA′B′ |ψ〉〈ψ|AA′BB′=ρABS(AA
′),
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Correlation Measures Acronym Definition
Entanglement of Purification [THLD02] EP minρABE∈SExtS(AE)
Entanglement of Formation [BDSW96] EF min{pi,ρi}∈SEns
∑
i piS(A)i
Relative Entropy of Ent. C [VPRK97] ECR minσ∈SCS(ρ||σ)
Regularised Relative Entropy of Ent. C EC∞R limn→∞ E
C
R (ρ
⊗n)/n
Reverse Relative Entropy C [EAP03] ECRR minσ∈SCS(σ||ρ)
Logarithmic Negativity [VW02] EN log |ρ
Γ|
Rains’ Bound [Rai01] ERains minσ∈S
(
S(ρ||σ) + log |σΓ|
)
Squashed Entanglement [CW04] Esq infρABE∈SExt
1
2
I(A;B|E)
Table 3.3: Definitions of non-operationally defined entanglement measures. SExt is the set of extensions
of ρ, SEns is the set of ensembles of ρ (Preliminaries, page ). C is the index of a set of states SC . The
superscript will be dropped if SC is the set of separable states SSep. ρ
Γ denotes the partial transpose of
ρ.
the minimum entropy of entanglement of the purifications of ρAB . This definition is
easily seen to be equivalent to the definition in table 3.3. Since the conversion of Bell
states into such a purification can be done with a sublinear amount of classical com-
munication,4 and since the rate of Bell states is given by the entropy of entanglement,
it becomes clear that EP is an upper bound to ELOq. Moreover, its regularisation E
∞
P
equals ELOq. No counter example is known to the conjecture that the regularisation can
be removed and EP equals ELOq (see also subsection 3.1.2).
In the same way that entanglement of purification arises from a protocol for state
construction from Bell states with LOq, entanglement of formation arises from a protocol
for state construction from Bell states under LOCC. Let ρ⊗n be the approximate state
to be constructed. Then any ensemble {pi, |ψi〉} of ρ will lead to an LOCC protocol
in the following way. Firstly, for each i, construct a fraction of piN + o(N) states
4The entire protocol can be performed in a number of steps, which is polynomial in the number of
constructed states and uses the Schur transform [HM04, BCH04].
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|ψi〉 from E(|ψi〉)piN + o(N) Bell states. Secondly, permute the systems, disregard
the label i and trace out over o(N) of the systems. For large N , these two steps will
construct a state arbitrarily close to ρ⊗N . Note that it is the last step, which requires
communication proportional toN . The rate of consumed Bell states equals
∑
i piE(|ψi〉).
The best protocol has a rate given by EF (ρ), and it has been shown in [HHT01] that
the regularised entanglement of formation equals entanglement cost
E∞F (ρ) = EC(ρ).
As discussed in subsection 3.2.2 no counter example to the conjecture EF (ρ) = EC(ρ) is
known to date. A corollary to this conjecture is that EC(ρ) > 0 for all entangled states,
a fact which has recently been verified by a direct argument [YHHSR05].
I do not present a comprehensive account of the instances in which entanglement
of formation has been calculated, but before continuing, let me mention one milestone:
the two-qubit formula by Scott Hill and William K. Wootters [HW97, Woo98]. For a
state ρ on C2 ⊗ C2,
EF (ρ) = h
(
1 +
√
1− C2
2
)
(3.6)
where h(·) is the binary entropy function and C(ρ) is the concurrence5 of ρ. The
concurrence is defined in terms of the eigenvalues λi of the ‘spin flipped’ matrix
√
ρ
√
ρ˜
√
ρ
as
C(ρ) = max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4}.
A natural interpretation of this formula has been obtained in an invariant-theoretic
context by Frank Verstraete, Jeroen Dehaene and Bart De Moor [VDM02].
A whole collection of measures is based on the relative entropy. Since these are
distance measures, they are taken relative to a set of quantum states SC . Depending on
the choice of this set, they provide good upper bounds to key as well as entanglement
distillation rates (see figure 3.1). In [APE03] a subset of SSep and SPPT is considered.
The authors define the set of states with margins equal to the margins of ρ, SM(ρ) =
{σ |σA = ρA and σB = ρB}, and focus their attention on the intersections of this set
with SSep or SPPT. Note that the set SM (ρ) is characterised precisely by the spectral
relations that have been the topic of chapter 2 and problem 1 in particular. The resulting
variants of ECR remain interesting in their own right. The audacious idea of reversing
the entries of the relative entropy results in the additive measure
ECRR(ρ) = minσ∈SC∩SM (ρ)S(σ||ρ),
5The concurrence C(ρ) should not be confused with the index C labeling a set of quantum states SC .
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for C ∈ {PPT, SEP}. Unfortunately, this measure is not continuous and diverges on
pure states. In table 3.4, I have restricted the attention to the measures ER ≡ ESEPR
and E∞R ≡ ESEP∞R as well as to ERR ≡ ESEPRR ; the other cases are similar.
The next measure in the list, the logarithmic negativity, was introduced as a ‘com-
putable measure of entanglement’ [VW02], and remains the only such measure which is
normalised on pure states and defined for states of all dimensions6. The logarithmic neg-
ativity does not connect very well to the approximate resource conversion scenario, which
we have taken here. This is indicated by the failing of convexity and asymptotic conti-
nuity, and expresses itself clearly in the fact that it does not coincide with the entropy
of entanglement on pure states. Rather than to approximate resource conversion, the
logarithmic negativity connects to an exact resource conversion scenario: EN is directly
connected to the cost of exactly prepare states with PPT operations [APE03, Ish04].
Combining both relative entropies and the logarithmic negativity, Rains’ bound
ERains(ρ) = minσ∈S
(
S(ρ||σ) + log |σΓ|) ,
is probably the best known upper bound for distillable entanglement. Curiously, on
Werner states it coincides with EPPT∞R , but no firm connection has been derived between
the two measures – although one might consider the two-qubit inequality by Ishizaka as
biased evidence [Ish04]:
E∞R (ρ) ≤ ERains(ρ) for ρ ∈ S(C2 ⊗ C2).
This inequality is incorporated in figure 3.2. Note also that the minimisation is per-
formed over the whole state space with the logarithmic negativity as penalty; hence it
cannot be larger than both EPPTR and EN .
The last measure in the list is squashed entanglement
Esq(ρ) = inf
ρABE∈SExt
1
2
I(A;B|E).
As mentioned previously, squashed entanglement has good additivity properties. The
proof of additivity along with squashed entanglement’s other properties will be given in
chapter 4.
This concludes the presentation of the entanglement measures. A few comments
on the structure of the table of properties of entanglement measures, table 3.4, and the
graph of relations, figure 3.1, are still needed. The table lists the status of the properties
6The logarithmic negativity also has a close cousin, the negativity N (ρ) = |ρ
Γ|−1
2
[VW02]. It is an
LOCC monotone [Eis01, VW02, Ple05], though not normalised to log d on maximally entangled states
in d× d dimensions.
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Measure ELOq EP EC EF ED ER E
∞
R ERR EN Esq KD
Main Ref. [THLD02] [THLD02] [BDSW96] [BDSW96] [BDSW96] [VPRK97] [EAP03] [VW01] [CW04] [HHHO05c]
[HHT01] [Rai99] [DW04]
Norm y y y y y y y n y y y
Van Sep n n y y y y y y y y y
PPT Mon n n n n ? n n ? y [Ple05] n n
SEP Mon n n ? ? ? ? ? ? y [Ple05] ? ?
LOCC Mon n n y y y y y y y [Ple05] y y
Loc Mon y y y y y y y y y y y
As Cont ? y ? y ? y y Prop. 3.23 n n Cor. 3.20 y [AF04] ?
As Cont Pure y y y y y Prop. 3.16 y y Prop. 3.16 n n Cor. 3.22 y y Prop. 3.16
Conv n n y [DHR02] y ? y y [DHR02] y n [VW02] y ?
Conv Pure n n y y y [DHR02] y y [DHR02] y ? y y Prop. 3.17
Strong Super ? ? ? ?, ⇔ Add y n [VW01] ? ? ? y y
Add [Sho03]
Add ? ? ? ? ? n [VW01] ? y y y ?
Ext (Add i.i.d.) y ? y ? y n [VW01] y y y y y
Sub Add y y y y ? y y [DHR02] y y y ?
Sub Add i.i.d. y y y y y y y [DHR02] y y y y
Regu y y y y y y y [DHR02] y y y y
Non Lock n [CW04] n [CW04] n [HHHO05c] n [HHHO05c] ? y [HHHO05c] y [HHHO05c] ? n [HHHO05c] n [CW05a] ?
Table 3.4: Properties of Entanglement Measures. If no citation is given, the property either follows directly from the definition or was derived by the authors
of the main reference.
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Figure 3.1: Relations graph of entanglement measures. EA → EB indicates that EA(ρ) ≥ EB(ρ) for all
ρ. Conjectures and strict inequalities are marked out as well.
in table 3.2 for the measures listed in tables 3.1 and 3.3: ‘y’ stands for ‘yes’ the measure
satisfies the property, ‘n’ stands for ‘no, it does not’ and ‘?’ indicates that the status
is unknown. References are given next to the properties, and in the case where there
is no reference the property either follows from the definition or is proven in the main
reference.
The relations among the entanglement measures are displayed in figure 3.1. An
arrow from E1 to E2, E1 // E2 , stands for
E1(ρ) ≥ E2(ρ) for all ρ.
If in addition
E1(ρ) 6= E2(ρ) for some ρ,
the table will show E1
6=
// E2 , and no relation between two measures, i.e. E1(ρ) >
E2(ρ) for some ρ as well as E2(σ) > E1(σ) for some σ, is written as E1
6≶
E2 . By
a careful look one will also notice that measures based on relative entropy as well as
the distillation rates (lower left of the diagram) are separated from the top right part.
This separation indicates that the value of the measures on the lower left can differ by
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a large amount (on particular quantum states) when compared to its respective value
in the top right corner. This effect is related to the locking of entanglement measures.
3.2.4 Relations among the Properties
In this subsection, I discuss general connections among the properties. The items listed
in table 3.2 have been grouped so that in each group the truth of a property implies
the truth of the property below. A number of other obvious relations are stated in
proposition 3.8. For simplicity, the notation A =⇒ B should be interpreted as ‘the
truth of A implies the truth of B’. Likewise, A Y=⇒ B means ‘the truth of A alone
does not imply the truth of B’.
Proposition 3.8
For any entanglement measure E,
• LOq =⇒ Loc
• Add =⇒ Sub Add
• Ext =⇒ Sub Add i.i.d.
• Sub Add i.i.d. =⇒ Regu
• Strong Super Add and Sub Add =⇒ Add
• Strong Super Add and Sub Add i.i.d. =⇒ Ext
• LOCC Mon and Norm =⇒ Van Sep.
Vidal has given an argument in [Vid00] that a function E satisfies LOCC Mon if and
only if it satisfies Loc Mon and Conv. Recently, however, it has been shown that the
logarithmic negativity EN is a counterexample to this claim of equivalence: EN satisfies
LOCCMon [Ple05] but fails to obey property Conv [VW02]. This example seems to have
become possible due to EN ’s lacking of As Cont. Prior to the results on logarithmic
negativity, evidence for the non-convexity of distillable entanglement have been put
forward [SST01].
Below I prove that Loc Mon and Conv together imply LOCC Mon. Conversely, I
show how LOCC Mon, together with As Cont and Ext, leads to Conv.
Proposition 3.9 (Vidal [Vid00])
Conv and Loc Mon =⇒ LOCC Mon.
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Proof. Since E is Loc Mon and every LOCC protocol can be written as an alternating
sequence of local operations and classical communication, it remains to show that E is
non-increasing under classical communication. Classical communication can be modeled
as
ρCAQAQB :=
∑
c
pc|c〉〈c|CA ⊗ ρQAQBc
7−→ ρCACBQAQB :=
∑
c
pc|c〉〈c|CA ⊗ |c〉〈c|CB ⊗ ρQAQBc ,
in analogy to the copying of a random variable C,
C → CC.
It will now be shown that the conditions of the proposition imply that E(ρCAQAQB) =
E(ρCACBQAQB). One direction is easily seen by Loc Mon
E(ρCAQAQB) ≤ E(ρCACBQAQB).
The relevant direction, however, is the opposite one. Loc Mon implies
E(ρCAQAQB) ≥
∑
c
pcE(ρ
QAQB
c ).
Both parties now append ancillas in the pure state |c〉 to their system. Since appending
and removing of a pure ancilla is a local operation it holds that
E(ρQAQBc ) = E(ρ
QAQB
c ⊗ |c〉〈c|CA ⊗ |c〉〈c|CB ).
Finally, convexity gives
∑
c
pcE(ρ
QAQB
c ⊗ |c〉〈c|CA ⊗ |c〉〈c|CB ) ≥ E(
∑
c
pcρ
QAQB
c ⊗ |c〉〈c|CA ⊗ |c〉〈c|CB ),
which concludes the proof of
E(ρCAQAQB) ≥ E(ρCACBQAQB).

Since LOCC Mon implies Loc Mon, it suffices to find the necessary continuity require-
ments to also imply Conv. The proposition below shows that asymptotic continuity,
together with extensitivity and subadditivity, is sufficient. In contrast, additivity re-
quirements alone cannot suffice. The question remains open to determine whether or
not additivity requirements are strictly necessary.
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Proposition 3.10
For any entanglement measure E,
• Sub Add, Ext, As Cont and LOCC Mon =⇒ Conv
• Sub Add, Ext and LOCC Mon Y=⇒ Conv.
Proof. Let ρ and σ be two density matrices on Cd. It will be shown that the
assumptions imply convexity, i.e. for all p ∈ [0, 1],
pE(ρ) + (1− p)E(σ) ≥ E(γ) where γ = pρ+ (1− p)σ.
Start by expanding n copies of γ binomially:
γ⊗n =
∑
k
pk(1− p)n−k
(
n
k
)
ρnp
=
∑
k:k/n∈Bǫ(p)
pk(1− p)n−k
(
n
k
)
ρnp
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Γn
+
∑
k:k/n 6∈Bǫ(p)
pk(1− p)n−k
(
n
k
)
ρnp ,
where ρnp =
1
n!
∑
π∈Sn π(ρ
⊗(n−k)⊗σk) and π(·) denotes the permutation of the n factors
with π. Note that for all ǫ > 0 and large enough n ≡ n(ǫ)
δn := Tr
∑
k:k/n 6∈Bǫ(p)
pk(1− p)n−k
(
n
k
)
ρnp ≤
∑
k:k/n 6∈Bǫ(p)
e−n mink:k/n6∈Bǫ(p)D(k/n||p)
≤ (n+ 1)e−n 2ln 2 ǫ2
≤ ǫ,
where the second line is Pinsker’s inequality (lemma 0.5). Hence γn := 11−δnΓ
n obeys
||γn − γ⊗n||1 ≤ 3ǫ
for ǫ ≤ 12 and asymptotic continuity implies
|E(γ⊗n)− E(γn)| ≤ δ(ǫ)n log d
for some δ(ǫ) → 0 for ǫ → 0. Note that it is possible to construct γn with classical
communication, and at most ⌈(p + ǫ)n⌉ copies of σ and ⌈(1 − p + ǫ)n⌉ copies of ρ.
Property Ext, LOCC Mon and Sub Add therefore show
nE(γ)
Ext
= E(γ⊗n)
As Cont≤ E(γn) + δ(ǫ)n log d
LOCC Mon≤ E(ρ⊗⌈(p+ǫ)n⌉ ⊗ σ⊗⌈(1−p+ǫ)n⌉) + δ(ǫ)n log d
Sub Add≤ ⌈(p + ǫ)n⌉E(ρ)
+⌈(1− p+ ǫ)n⌉E(σ) + δ(ǫ)n log d.
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Since ǫ was arbitrary, this implies E(γ) ≤ pE(ρ) + (1 − p)E(σ). Conversely, Sub Add,
Ext and LOCC Mon do not suffice to imply Conv. This can be seen in the example
of logarithmic negativity, which satisfies all of the assumptions but is not convex (see
subsection 3.3.2). 
If a measure does not satisfy Ext, proposition 3.10 is not applicable. As stated in the
proposition below, one can at least assert that the regularisation of E is convex. The
proof of this fact follows from inspection of the proof of proposition 3.10.
Proposition 3.11
If E is Sub Add, As Cont and LOCC Mon, then E∞ is Conv, whereas only Sub Add
and LOCC Mon are not sufficient to conclude that E∞ is Conv.
This concludes the general remarks about the relations among the properties. The next
section deals with the exceptional role of entanglement cost and distillable entanglement.
3.2.5 Between Distillable Entanglement and Entanglement Cost
This section starts with the uniqueness of the entropy of entanglement. For mixed
states there is no such simple behaviour, but the special role of distillation and cost
rates remains in the form of a betweenness theorem.
The entropy of entanglement E(|ψ〉) = S(A)ψ equals the minimal rate of Bell states
required to construct a sequence of |ψ〉. E(|ψ〉) also equals the rate of Bell states that
can be extracted from a sequence of states |ψ〉. But what is the role of the entropy
of entanglement when pure state entanglement is regarded in the axiomatic approach?
The answer is that E(|ψ〉) is the unique measure as long as only Norm, LOCC Mon, As
Cont Pure and Ext are imposed [DHR02, theorem 23].
Theorem 3.12 (Uniqueness theorem for entanglement measures)
If E is defined on pure states the following two statements are equivalent
i) Norm, LOCC Mon, As Cont Pure and Ext
ii) E(|ψ〉) = S(A)ψ ,
where all properties are only demanded on pure states and an LOCC operation takes
pure states to pure states. Furthermore,
iii) Norm, LOCC Mon and Ext
is not equivalent to i) and ii).
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This uniqueness theorem does not hold for entanglement measures of mixed quantum
states, a fact which I explained earlier in this text by referring to the difference between
distillable entanglement and entanglement cost. However, if Norm, LOCC Mon, Ext
and As Cont hold for all mixed states, then
ED(ρ) ≤ E(ρ) ≤ EC(ρ) for all ρ. (3.7)
Unfortunately, Ext is quite a strong requirement, which is often either false or uncertain.
It therefore turns out that squashed entanglement is the only non-regularised, non-
operationally defined measure known to satisfy the assumptions and thus eq. (3.7). In
the following, more details relating to the sequence of inequalities (3.7) will be discussed,
starting with the lower bound. Propositions 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 can be found in the
papers [HHH00] and [DHR02].
Proposition 3.13
If E satisfies Norm, LOCC Mon and As Cont Pure, then
ED ≤ E.
If in addition Regu is valid, then
ED ≤ E∞.
All known ways to make entanglement cost an upper bound need in addition extensitivity
and at least to some degree of continuity.
Proposition 3.14
Let
i) Norm, LOCC Mon, Ext and As Cont
ii) Norm, LOCC Mon, Ext, As Cont Pure and Conv Pure
If E satisfies i) or ii) then
E ≤ EC
is true. Conversely, Norm, LOCCMon and Ext are not sufficient to draw this conclusion.
If E does not satisfy property Ext, at least a statement about the relation of E∞ and
EC is possible.
Proposition 3.15
Let
i) Norm, LOCC Mon and As Cont and Regu
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ii) Norm, LOCC Mon, As Cont Pure, Sub Add and Conv Pure.
If E satisfies i) or ii)
E∞ ≤ EC
holds. Conversely, Norm, LOCC Mon and Regu are not sufficient to draw this conclu-
sion.
The negative statements in propositions 3.14 and 3.15 is a consequence of the failing
of As Cont for the logarithmic negativity (see subsection 3.3.2). Opposite to the pre-
vious propositions, one can also infer continuity properties starting from a betweenness
requirement; Fannes’ inequality and the hashing inequality make it possible.
Proposition 3.16
Every measure E with ED(ρ) ≤ E(ρ) ≤ S(A)ρ is As Cont Pure (and likewise when
interchanging A and B).
Proof. Let ǫ > 0 and ||ρ − |ψ〉〈ψ|||1 ≤ ǫ for some |ψ〉. By assumption we have
−S(B|A)ρ ≤ ED(ρ) ≤ E(ρ) ≤ S(A)ρ, where the first inequality is the hashing in-
equality proven in [DW04]. Since ED(ψ) = S(A)ψ one can now use Fannes’ inequality
(lemma 0.6) to conclude
|ED(ψ) − ED(ρ)| ≤ δ log dA + δ log dAdB
for some δ ≡ δ(ǫ)→ 0 as ǫ→ 0. 
Note that this proposition is not a consequence of theorem 3.12, which only shows that
E must be asymptotically continuous on pure states and not necessarily in the mixed
neighbourhood. A similar statement, now for the property Conv Pure, has been derived
in [DHR02, Lemma 25].
Proposition 3.17
Any quantity satisfying E ≤ EC and E(ψ) = S(A)ψ satisfies Conv Pure.
Proof.
E(
∑
i
pi|φi〉〈φi|) ≤ EC(
∑
i
pi|φi〉〈φi|) ≤
∑
i
piEC |φi〉〈φi|) =
∑
i
piE(|φi〉〈φi|)

Taken together, on the one hand propositions 3.16 and 3.17 portray very accurately
the connection of asymptotic continuity, and on the other hand they also portray the
uniqueness theorem and the extremal positions of distillable entanglement and entangle-
ment cost. This concludes the subsection on the role of entanglement cost and distillable
entanglement, as well as their restriction to pure states (the entropy of entanglement).
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3.3 Three Specific Correlation Measures
Here, I discuss recent progress on three selected correlation measures. The first subsec-
tion presents a calculation of entanglement of purification for a class of quantum states.
It is the first nontrivial calculation of its kind and also proves the additivity of EP on the
considered states. The second and third subsections deal with continuity properties of
the logarithmic negativity and the regularised relative entropy of entanglement. Loga-
rithmic negativity can be used to illustrate both the importance of asymptotic continuity
in the uniqueness theorem for entanglement measures and the betweenness property of
entanglement measures. The third subsection gives a proof of the asymptotic continuity
of the regularised entropy of entanglement with respect to PPT as well as separable
states.
3.3.1 Entanglement of Purification7
In the following, I calculate entanglement of purification for symmetric and antisym-
metric states. As the simplest instance of Schur-Weyl duality (theorem 1.10), the space
HAB = (Cd)⊗ (Cd) of system AB falls into two parts, the symmetric and the antisym-
metric space,
Cd ⊗ Cd ∼= Hsym ⊕Hanti.
Proposition 3.18
For all states ρAB with support entirely within the symmetric or the antisymmetric
subspace,
ELOq(ρ
AB) = E∞P (ρ
AB) = EP (ρ
AB) = S(ρA).
In fact, for another such state ρ′AB ,
EP (ρ
AB ⊗ ρ′AB) = EP (ρAB) + EP (ρ′AB).
Proof. To every quantum state that is entirely supported on the symmetric subspace
we can find a purification of the form |Ψ〉 =∑i√pi|ζi〉AB |ψi〉C , with F |ζi〉 = |ζi〉, where
F is the flip operator F swapping the two systems. A similar form exists for states on
the antisymmetric subspace, |Ψ〉 =∑i√pi|αi〉|ψi〉 with F |αi〉 = −|αi〉. Any other state
extension of ρAB can be obtained by the application of a CPTP map Λ : C −→ E, i.e.
ρABE = (1 ⊗ Λ)ΨABC .
From the symmetry of ρAE and ρBE , it immediately follows that S(A|E) = S(B|E) and
by weak monotonicity of the von Neumann entropy: 2S(A|E) = S(A|E) +S(B|E) ≥ 0.
7The result presented in this subsection has appeared in [CW05a, CW05b].
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Hence for every extension ρABE , S(AE) ≥ S(A) holds with equality for the trivial
extension.
Another way of arriving at this conclusion is via the no-cloning principle. Assume
that ρAE is one-way distillable from Eve to Alice, i.e. distillable via local operations
and one-way classical communication sent from Eve to Alice. Then, by symmetry, ρBE
is also one-way distillable from Eve to Bob, whereby Eve uses the same instrument and
qubits for both directions. Hence, Eve would share the same maximally entangled state
with both Alice and Bob, which is impossible by the monogamy of entanglement. By
the hashing inequality [DW04] vanishing one-way distillability implies S(A|E) ≥ 0 and
S(B|E) ≥ 0 and the conclusion on EP follows.
The same reasoning applies to a tensor product of a state ρ supported on the (anti-)-
symmetric subspace with a state σ supported on the (anti-)symmetric subspace. Addi-
tivity follows and therefore
ELOq(ρ) = E
∞
P (ρ) = EP (ρ)
for such states. 
The above proof using monogamy and the hashing inequality has the advantage of
giving a slightly more general result: assume that for a purification |ψ〉ABC of ρAB ,
ρAC is not one-way distillable (from C to A). Then for every channel Λ : C −→ E,
ρAE = (1 ⊗Λ)ρAC is still one-way nondistillable, hence S(ρAE) ≥ S(ρA), by the hashing
inequality.
The local monotonicity of entanglement of purification will lead to a neat consequence
of proposition 3.18, namely to the fact that entanglement of purification can be locked.
Corollary 3.19
Let
ρA
′AB = p|0〉〈0|A′ ⊗ σAB + (1− p)|1〉〈1|A′ ⊗ αAB ,
with states σ and α supported on the symmetric and antisymmetric subspace, respec-
tively. Then,
ELOq(ρ
A′AB) = E∞P (ρ
A′AB) = EP (ρ
A′AB) ≥ pS(σA) + (1− p)S(αA).
In particular, we have
ELOq(ω
A′AB) = EP (ω
A′AB) = log d and ELOq(ω
AB) = EP (ω
AB) = 0
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for
ωA
′AB =
d+ 1
2d
|0〉〈0|A′ ⊗ 2
d(d + 1)
PABsym
+
d− 1
2d
|1〉〈1|A′ ⊗ 2
d(d− 1)P
AB
anti,
with the projectors Psym and Panti onto the symmetric and antisymmetric subspace,
respectively. This shows that both entanglement of purification as well as entanglement
cost under LOq do not satisfy Non Lock.
Proof. Local monotonicity, a fact which can be easily verified, together with proposi-
tion 3.18 implies that EP (ρ
A′AB) ≥ pS(σAB) + (1− p)S(αAB), and the same for E∞P .
The dimensions of the symmetric and antisymmetric subspace are given by d(d+1)2
and d(d−1)2 , respectively. The state ω
A′AB is constructed such that ωAB is maximally
mixed on AB, with evidently zero entanglement of purification. On the other hand, by
the above,
E∞P (ω
A′AB) ≥ d+ 1
2d
EP
(
2
d(d+ 1)
Psym
)
+
d− 1
2d
EP
(
2
d(d− 1)Panti
)
= log d.
This bound is attained since EP (ω
A′AB) ≤ S(ωB) = log d. 
This concludes the first nontrivial analytical calculation of entanglement of purification
and entanglement cost under LOq. It thereby also provides the first proof of nontrivial
additivity result for entanglement of purification and confirms the numerical calculation
of the totally symmetric state on two-qubits [THLD02].
3.3.2 Logarithmic Negativity
The logarithmic negativity [VW02]
EN (ρ) = log |ρΓ|
is a quantity satisfying a large number of the properties in table 3.4. Most interestingly,
however, is the failing of asymptotic continuity (As Cont), even near pure states (As
Cont Pure) and on pure states. This behaviour arises from the non convexity of EN
and will be used to illustrate subsection 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.
Notice that by definition EN satisfies property Add and is thus also Ext and Sub
Add. By the work of Plenio we know further that EN is LOCC Mon [Ple05]. So, if EN
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satisfied As Cont, then one could apply proposition 3.10 and conclude that EN is Conv.
This, however, is not true as was already pointed out in [VW02] and one is led to the
conclusion that EN cannot be asymptotically continuous.
Corollary 3.20
EN is not As Cont.
In [VW02], EN has been calculated for pure states and does not coincide with the
entropy of entanglement on pure states.
Proposition 3.21
EN (|ψ〉〈ψ|) ≥ S(A)ρ with equality if and only if |ψ〉 is a maximally entangled state.
Therefore, as a corollary to proposition 3.14 and theorem 3.12 one finds the following
stronger statement.
Corollary 3.22
EN is not asymptotically continuous near pure states (As Cont Pure) nor on pure states.
In the view of proposition 3.13 one may wonder how Vidal and Werner could prove that
the logarithmic negativity is an upper bound to distillable entanglement. The answer is
in fact hidden in the precise formulation of proposition 3.21: it is sufficient to demand
‘good’ behaviour of a measure close to maximally entangled states to ensure that it is
an upper bound for distillable entanglement. In contrast, this is not sufficient to imply
a lower bound to entanglement cost or an upper bound on distillable key.
As discussed, logarithmic negativity has good monotonicity and additivity proper-
ties, whereas it fails to satisfy even the weakest continuity bounds. This had already
been used to show that it is lockable [HHHO05b]. It follows from this analysis that
the logarithmic negativity demonstrates the necessity of the continuity assumption in
propositions 3.10, 3.11, 3.14, 3.15 and theorem 3.12.
3.3.3 Regularised Relative Entropy of Entanglement
In this section, I will show that the regularised relative entropy is asymptotically con-
tinuous with respect to either the set of separable states or the set of PPT states. It is
the first proof of asymptotic continuity for the regularisation of a measure, which is not
known to be extensive.
Proposition 3.23
The relative entropy of entanglement EC∞R with respect to a convex set C that includes
the maximally mixed state, satisfies property As Cont. I.e. there is a function δ(ǫ) with
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δ(ǫ)→ 0 for ǫ→ 0 such that for all ||ρ− σ||1 ≤ ǫ
|E∞R (ρ)− E∞R (σ)| ≤ δ(ǫ) log d,
where d is the dimension of the system supporting ρ and σ. In particular this proves
that EPPT∞R as well as E
∞
R are asymptotically continuous.
Proof. Let ||ρ − σ||1 = ǫ > 0, where ρ and σ are d-dimensional states. According to
Alicki and Fannes [AF04], there are states γ, ρ˜ and σ˜ with γ = (1−ǫ)ρ+ǫρ˜ = (1−ǫ)σ+ǫσ˜.
If we succeed to prove asymptotic continuity on mixtures, i.e.
|E∞R (ρ)− E∞R (γ)| ≤ δ(ǫ) log d, (3.8)
then continuity for ρ and σ follows by use of the triangle inequality:
|E∞R (ρ)− E∞R (σ)| ≤ |E∞R (ρ)− E∞R (γ)|+ |E∞R (γ)− E∞R (σ)| ≤ 2δ(ǫ) log d.
The main step in the proof of the estimate (3.8) is the following inequality for an
ensemble {pi, τi},∑
i
piER(τi)− ER(
∑
i
piτi) ≤ S(
∑
i
piτi)−
∑
i
piS(τi) ≤ H(X) (3.9)
where the random variable X has distribution pi. Inequality (3.9) has first been proven
for the relative entropy with respect to the set of separable states [LPSW99] (see also
[EFP+00]). Very recently this result has been extended to hold for any convex set that
includes the maximally mixed state [SRH05]. Here, it implies the following estimate
ER(γ
⊗N ) ≥
∑
k
ǫk(1− ǫ)N−k
(
N
k
)
ER(ρ
⊗(N−k) ⊗ ρ˜⊗k)−Nh(ǫ),
where h(ǫ) is the Shannon entropy of the distribution (ǫ, 1 − ǫ). I will now replace all
ρ˜’s on the RHS by ρ’s. This is done in two steps: i) remove the states of the form ρ˜
on the RHS, since the partial trace operations is an LOCC operation the RHS can only
decrease, ii) append the states ρ and apply the inequality
ER(ρ
⊗N ) ≤ ER(ρ⊗(N−k)) + kER(ρ),
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which holds by subadditivity of ER. This gives
ER(γ
⊗N ) ≥
∑
k
ǫk(1− ǫ)N−k
(
N
k
)
ER(ρ
⊗(N−k) ⊗ ρ˜⊗k)−Nh(ǫ)
i)
≥
∑
k
ǫk(1− ǫ)N−k
(
N
k
)
ER(ρ
⊗(N−k))−Nh(ǫ)
ii)
≥
∑
k
ǫk(1− ǫ)N−k
(
N
k
)
(ER(ρ
⊗N )− kER(ρ)) −Nh(ǫ)
= ER(ρ
⊗N )−
∑
k
kǫk(1− ǫ)N−k
(
N
k
)
ER(ρ)−Nh(ǫ)
= ER(ρ
⊗N )−NǫER(ρ)−Nh(ǫ)
≥ ER(ρ⊗N )−N(ǫ log d+ h(ǫ))
≥ ER(ρ⊗N )−N(ǫ+ h(ǫ)) log d.
The last equality sign is the evaluation of the mean value of the binomial distribution.
Since the above calculation holds for all N , this shows
E∞R (γ) ≥ E∞R (ρ)− δ(ǫ) log d
for δ(ǫ) := ǫ+ h(ǫ). Conversely, the convexity of E∞R [DHR02] implies
E∞R (γ) ≤ (1− ǫ)E∞R (ρ) + ǫE∞R (ρ˜) ≤ E∞R (ρ) + ǫ log d.
This concludes the proof of the estimate (3.8) and the proposition. 
A vital ingredient in the proof was inequality (3.9), which bounds the strength of the
convexity of the relative entropy. Prior to this work, the same inequality has been used
in [HHHO05b] to prove property Non Lock for the relative entropy. As both entangle-
ment of purification and formation are lockable, a simple translation of inequality (3.9) to
these measures is not possible. Other ways to verify property As Cont for entanglement
cost under LOCC and LOq will have to be found – if As Cont holds.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter I have given a review of the axiomatic approach to entanglement mea-
sures. The bulk of the work is contained in several tables and a graph, which are meant
to tame the beasts in this zoo of measures. Tables 3.1 and 3.3 contain definitions of
measures, and table 3.2 introduces the properties of entanglement measures. The main
table, table 3.4, contrasts measures with properties and is to my knowledge the most
comprehensive summary of its kind.
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Figure 3.2: Relations between entanglement measures when only considered on states of two qubits. An
arrow EA → EB indicates that EA(ρ) ≥ EB(ρ) for all ρ on C
2 ⊗ C2. Through the restrictions to states
of two qubits the following simplifications arise when compared to figure 3.1. Since SSep = SPPT holds
for qubits, ER = E
PPT
R as well as E
∞
R = E
∞PPT
R . Furthermore one has the formula for EF by Hill and
Wootters (see page 107) and the relation E∞R (ρ) ≤ ERains(ρ) by Ishizaka [Ish04]. Many examples that
show the inequality of two measures are constructions for higher dimensional systems. Here, these are
not applicable, which results in less “6=” signs when compared to figure 3.1.
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Many of the measures are connected to another in one way or the other; a graph
displaying the hierarchy in the zoo is contained in figure 3.1. As a bonus, I have included
a graph with the relations of measures two-qubits (figure 3.2).
Compiling table 3.4 has unavoidably led to contemplation about some of its question
marks. As a result, I have been able to prove the asymptotic continuity of the regu-
larised relative entropy of entanglement with respect to both PPT and separable states
(subsection 3.3.3). Alerted by a recent paper by Plenio [Ple05], I have also decided to
add subsection 3.3.2 discussing the continuity and convexity properties of logarithmic
negativity, which also illustrates the theorems in subsection 3.2.4. Last but not least,
this chapter featured the first calculation of entanglement of purification for a class of
symmetric and antisymmetric states.
Chapter 4
Squashed Entanglement
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter provided a review of the theory of entanglement and a number
of existing entanglement measures. In this chapter I will propose a new measure of
entanglement called squashed entanglement. The focus will be put on the cryptographic
motivation of squashed entanglement, its properties and the consequences for quantum
information theory.
The chapter is structured as follows. In the introduction, I will highlight the open
questions that arose during the review of entanglement measures in chapter 3 and that
spurred the need for further research. Subsequently, I will introduce a scenario from clas-
sical cryptography that inspired the proposal of squashed entanglement. In section 4.2,
I will define squashed entanglement and give proof for its properties. In section 4.3
squashed entanglement will be evaluated on a class of quantum states and the tools
used in this calculation will find application in two other quantum cryptographic con-
texts. In section 4.4 I will round off the discussion and provide an outlook into future
research.
4.1.1 Entanglement Measures
In chapter 3 I have motivated the study of entanglement measures and reviewed a large
number of examples within the axiomatic, or property-driven, approach. Remarkably,
most proposed measures satisfy only (or are only known to satisfy) a small number of
properties. Additivity for instance is only known to hold for the logarithmic negativ-
ity (EN ) and the reverse relative entropy of entanglement (ERR), whereas asymptotic
continuity may only be true for entanglement of formation (EF ), the relative entropy of
entanglement (ER) and its regularised version (E
∞
R , see proposition 3.23). In particular,
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asymptotic continuity fails for EN and ERR. This discussion shows that from the outset
it is not clear whether asymptotic continuity and additivity can go hand in hand. It also
shows that the result on entanglement cost as an extremal measure, proposition 3.14, is
currently only applicable to distillation rates (and of course entanglement cost itself).
Furthermore, we do not know of any other strongly superadditive entanglement measure
apart from distillable entanglement and distillable key.
One result of this chapter is an answer to the above questions by proving that
squashed entanglement is strongly superadditive, additive and asymptotically continu-
ous. This not only provides a new insight into the axiomatic approach, but also gives
a new tool to quantum information theory in form of an upper bound to distillable
entanglement and a lower bound to entanglement cost.
4.1.2 Secret Key Agreement
Cryptography, originally only the art of secret writing, is nowadays a subject encom-
passing all aspects of communication which contain elements of secrecy and mistrust. As
electronic communication pervades our daily life and increasingly replaces mail, visits to
banks, libraries and casinos, the need for secure communication is no longer restricted
to secret services, but is of direct concern to the individuum in society.
A cryptographic system consists of a number of players who wish to execute a com-
munication protocol in order to solve a cryptographic task. The oldest and certainly
most well-known cryptographic task is secure communication. Here, two honest parties,
usually known as Alice and Bob, wish to communicate in secrecy via a communication
line to which an eavesdropper, Eve, has access. This scenario has been analysed under
computational and physical limitations imposed on the players.
The most widely used systems are public key cryptosystems, where the security is
based on computational assumptions. Here, the sender Alice encrypts a message with
Bob’s public key and sends the cryptogram (or cipher) to him. Bob receives the cipher
and uses his own private key to decrypt the cipher and retrieve the message. A well-
known public key cryptosystem is the RSA cryptosystem [RSA78], which is based on the
assumption that the factoring of large integers is classically intractable. A large number
of other public key cryptosystems have been designed. Oded Regev has presented one
recently which, if broken, would result in an efficient quantum algorithm to solve a
certain lattice problem [Reg05].
If a cryptosystem can be shown to be secure without any computational assumptions,
it is said to be information-theoretically or unconditionally secure. In 1949, Shannon
investigated such a scenario (see figure 4.1). The sender and receiver, Alice and Bob,
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a general secrecy system [Sha49].
are supplied with an independently and uniformly distributed key K. Alice uses K to
encipher the messageM and obtains a cipher E. E is sent via a classical channel1 to Bob
who deciphers the message using the same K. Shannon said that the cryptosystem is
perfectly secure if the message equivocation H(M |E) equals the entropy of the message,
H(M |E) = H(M). Of course, Bob should also be able to reconstruct the message from
E and K, H(M |EK) = 0. A secure system must therefore obey H(K) ≥ H(M), in
other words, the key must be longer than the message itself (Shannon’s theorem), while
equality can be achieved with Vernam’s one-time pad [Ver26]. The validity of Shannon’s
negative result on the key length has been extended by Ueli Maurer to allow for a two-
way communications channel between Alice and Bob [Mau93].
The essential question that remains from Shannon’s work is how to distribute a long
key without making any computational assumptions. One approach to this question is to
impose reasonable physical constraints. Here, I will focus on work sparked off by Aaron
D. Wyner in 1975. Wyner proposed to give Eve a degraded version of the signal sent
from Alice to Bob; he called this degrading a wiretap channel [Wyn75]. Wyner’s scenario
has been developed further by Imre Csisza´r and Janos G. Ko¨rner [CK78] and has been
generalised by Ueli Maurer, and Rudolf Ahlswede and Imre Csisa´r to a scenario known
as secret key agreement from common randomness by public discussion [Mau93, AC93].
Alice, Bob and Eve have access to an i.i.d. sequence of correlated triples of random
variables: X is accessible for Alice, Y for Bob and Z for Eve. The ranges of all three
random variables is assumed to be finite. Alice and Bob have at their disposal an
unlimited amount of public classical two-way communication and wish to convert the
1Here and in the following it is assumed that all communication is authenticated.
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Figure 4.2: The Satellite broadcasts bits to Alice, Bob and Eve. The individual channels flip the
bits independently with probability α, β and ε, respectively. The wavy double arrow indicates two-way
communication between Alice and Bob which is intercepted by Eve (dotted arrow). Secret key agreement
is possible whenever α, β 6= 1
2
and ǫ > 0 [Mau93].
noisy correlation contained in X and Y into a secret key K that is virtually unknown to
Eve. The maximal yield of secret key bits per realisation of XY Z is called the secret key
rate or distillable key KD(X;Y |Z). For a precise definition of the secret key rate, which
is frequently denoted by S(X;Y ||Z), see [MW00]. Figure 4.2 illustrates the scenario
with the ‘satellite scenario’.
In analogy to bound entangled states in quantum theory, Nicolas Gisin and Stefan
Wolf conjectured that there are triples XY Z from which no secret key can be distilled,
but which nevertheless require secret key bits for their formation; such distributions are
said to contain bound information [GW00]. A solution to this conjecture remains to
be found. A formal definition of the key cost rate KC(X;Y |Z) of secret bits needed in
order to establish a sequence of XY Z by public discussion is given in [RW03]2. Recently,
Andreas Winter discovered the formula
KC(X;Y |Z) = minXY→Z→Z¯
X→WZ¯→Y
I(XY ;W |Z¯),
where A → B → C indicates a Markov chain [Win05]. This solves the formation
problem. In contrast, the distillation problem remains largely unsolved. An upper bound
on the secret key rate is given by the mutual information I(X;Y ) and can be seen as a
generalisation of Shannon’s theorem. The mutual information, conditioned on Z or any
random variable Z¯ that can be obtained from Z, remains an upper bound to the secret
key rate; this means that KD(X;Y |Z) ≤ I(X;Y |Z¯) for all Z → Z¯ [AC93, MW99]. Alike
the relations graph of entanglement measures (figure 3.1) one can order the measures of
2In [RW03] the key cost is called information of formation and denoted by Iform(X; Y |Z).
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secret correlations:
KD(X;Y |Z) ≤ I(X;Y ↓↓ Z) ≤ I(X;Y ↓ Z) ≤ KC(X;Y |Z).
As discussed
I(X;Y ↓ Z) = inf
XY→Z→Z¯
I(X;Y |Z¯),
the intrinsic information of X and Y with respect to Z, is an upper bound to the
distillable key and, as has been shown in [RW03], a lower bound to the key cost. The
reduced intrinsic information
I(X;Y ↓↓ Z) = inf
XY Z→U
I(X;Y ↓ ZU)
improves the previous bound on KD(X;Y |Z). This fact follows from a continuity prop-
erty of the secret key rate which is not possessed by the intrinsic information. The
absence of this type continuity related to the locking effect, which has been discussed
earlier in this thesis in the context of entanglement measures (see table 3.2 and subsec-
tion 3.3.1) [RW03].
The conjecture of bound information has highlighted a parallel between secret key
agreement and entanglement theory, which has proven very beneficial in recent years.
In fact, it is natural to extend both the secret key agreement from random variables
and the key distillation from bipartite quantum states (subsection 3.1.2, page 95) to
a unified secret key agreement/key distillation scenario from tripartite quantum states
ρABE . Such a scenario has been considered in [DW04, CR04, CHH+05].
In the next section, I define a quantum analogue to intrinsic information, which is
called squashed entanglement. But before I do so, let me mention that the invention
of quantum key distribution [BBE92] has offered an alternative way out of Shannon’s
pessimistic theorem: the classical communication line between Alice and Bob is sim-
ply replaced with a quantum communication line. No additional assumptions need
to be made, since the natural restrictions imposed on the eavesdropper by the valid-
ity of quantum mechanics suffice to imply the security of the proposed protocols (see
e.g. [May96b, LC99, SP00, CRE04])
4.2 Proposal for a New Measure3
This section forms the main part of this chapter. Up to now I have reviewed and
illustrated the role of entanglement measures in quantum information theory and argued
3With exception of proposition 4.19, the results in this section have been obtained in collaboration
with Andreas Winter and have appeared in [CW04].
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that they bear a resemblance to a scenario in classical cryptography: the secret key
agreement. Here I propose a new entanglement measure called squashed entanglement,
which is motivated by the intrinsic information, a quantity that arises in secret key
agreement.
The section is divided into three subsections. In subsection 4.2.1 I define squashed
entanglement and clarify the origin of this definition. Subsequently, in section 4.2.2, I
prove that squashed entanglement possesses a number of the properties that have been
introduced in the context of entanglement measures. The topic of subsection 4.2.3, the
last part of this section, is the relation of squashed entanglement to other measures,
such as distillable key, distillable entanglement and entanglement cost.
4.2.1 Definition and Motivation
Intrinsic information emerges in the context of secret key agreement and measures the
correlations between random variables [MW99]: The intrinsic (conditional mutual) in-
formation between two discrete random variablesX and Y , given a third discrete random
variable Z, is defined as
I(X;Y ↓ Z) = inf
XY→Z→Z¯
I(X;Y |Z¯),
where the infimum extends over all Z¯, such that XY → Z → Z¯ is a Markov chain
(see figure 4.3). In other words, a minimisation is performed over all discrete chan-
nels mapping Z to Z¯ that are specified by a conditional probability distribution PZ¯|Z .
In [CRW03] it is shown that the range of Z¯ can be taken to be equal to the range of Z;
hence if Z’s range is finite the minimum will be achieved4.
A first idea to utilise intrinsic information for measuring quantum correlations was
mentioned in [GW00]. This inspired the proposal of a quantum analog to intrinsic
information [Chr02]. Here, part E of a purification |ψ〉ABE of a quantum state ρAB is
given to Eve. The conditional mutual information is then maximised over measurements
by Alice and Bob, followed by a minimisation over Eve’s measurements. This proposal
possesses certain beneficial properties demanded of an entanglement measure, and it
opened the discussion that has resulted in the current work.
Instead of using the classical conditional mutual information and connecting it via
measurement to quantum states, I propose to use quantum information directly. The
quantum conditional mutual information of a tripartite quantum state ρABE is given by
I(A;B|E) := S(AE) + S(BE)− S(ABE)− S(E),
4Similarly, the minimum in Winter’s formula for KC(X;Y |Z) is achieved [Win05].
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Figure 4.3: Visualisation of the Intrinisic Information [Wol99].
and has first been considered in [CA97]. S(·) denotes the von Neumann entropy and by
virtue of the strong subadditivity of von Neumann entropy, S(AE)+S(BE) ≥ S(ABE)+
S(E), the quantum conditional mutual information is nonnegative. Strong subadditivity
of von Neumann entropy is a result of high importance to theoretical physics and was first
proven by Lieb and Ruskai in 1973 [LR73a, LR73b] (see also Preliminaries, page xix).
This leads us to the following definition:
Definition 4.1
The squashed entanglement of a quantum state ρAB on HA ⊗HB is given by
Esq(ρ
AB) := inf
ρABE∈SExt(ρAB)
1
2
I(A;B|E),
where the infimum is taken over the set SExt(ρ
AB) of all extensions of ρAB , i.e. over
all quantum states ρABE on HA ⊗HB ⊗HE with ρAB = TrEρABE . The dimension of
system E is a priori unbounded.
Since every extension ρABE can be generated by some CPTP map Λ applied on a
purifying system C of ρAB, i.e.
ρABE = 1 ⊗ Λ(|ψABC 〉〈ψABC |) (4.1)
where ρAB = TrE |ψABC〉〈ψABC | and conversely every CPTP map gives rise to a state
ρABE , one obtains the following equivalent formulation of definition 4.1.
Definition 4.2
The squashed entanglement of a quantum state ρAB is given by
Esq(ρ
AB) := inf
Λ
1
2
I(A;B|E),
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where the infimum is taken over all CPTP maps Λ : C → E acting on the purifying part
C of a purification |ψABC 〉 of ρAB. Since all purifications are identical up to a unitary
operation acting on C, this definition is independent of the choice of the purification.
The dimension of E is a priori unbounded.
Related work on the relation between entanglement measures and the quantum mutual
information has been conducted by Robert R. Tucci [Tuc99, Tuc00, Tuc02]. In the con-
text of key distillation from tripartite mixed quantum states, a definition encompassing
both the intrinsic information and squashed entanglement (in the sense of definition 4.2
and without the prefactor) has been used [CR04, CHH+05]. The normalisation factor
1/2 is chosen so that squashed entanglement assumes the value log d on maximally en-
tangled states in dimension d × d (see property Norm, table 3.2). This points to the
next section, where I start by evaluating squashed entanglement on pure states.
4.2.2 Properties
I go through the properties roughly in the order in which they appear in table 3.2.
Proposition 4.3
Let |ψ〉AB be a pure quantum states. Then
Esq(|ψ〉〈ψ|AB) = S(A)|ψ〉,
i.e. squashed entanglement equals the entropy of entanglement for pure states. In par-
ticular Esq satisfies Norm (see table 3.2).
Proof. Let ρAB = |ψ〉〈ψ|AB be a pure state. All extensions of ρAB are of the form
ρABE = ρAB ⊗ ρE ; therefore
1
2
I(A;B|E) = S(ρA) = E(|ψ〉AB),
which implies Esq(|ψ〉〈ψ|AB) = E(|ψ〉AB). 
Proposition 4.4
Let ρAB be a separable quantum state. Then
Esq(ρ
AB) = 0,
i.e. Esq satisfies Van Sep (see table 3.2).
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Proof. Every separable ρAB can be written as a convex combination of separable pure
states
ρAB =
∑
i
pi|ψi〉〈ψi|A ⊗ |φi〉〈φi|B .
The quantum conditional mutual information of the extension
ρABE :=
∑
i
pi|ψi〉〈ψi|A ⊗ |φi〉〈φi|B ⊗ |i〉〈i|E ,
with orthonormal states {|i〉E}, is zero. Squashed entanglement thus vanishes on the
set of separable states. 
The opposite, namely that every entangled quantum state has strictly positive squashed
entanglement, has yet defied any proof.
Conjecture 4.5
Esq(ρ) > 0 for all entangled states.
The following proposition may be seen as support for this conjecture:
Proposition 4.6
For all entangled states ρ and all extensions ρABE with dimE <∞
I(A;B|E)ρ > 0.
Proof. Recently, the structure of states that satisfy equality in the strong subaddi-
tivity of von Neumann entropy has been investigated [HJPW04]: it was shown that if
I(A;B|E) = 0 and dimE <∞, then, with a suitable basis transformation E → EE′E′′,
ρABE can be rewritten in the form
ρABE =
∑
i
piρ
AE′
i ⊗ ρE
′′B
i ⊗ |i〉〈i|E .
Clearly ρAB =
∑
i pi(Tr E′ρ
AE′
i )⊗ (TrE′′ρE
′′B
i ) is separable. 
The minimisation in squashed entanglement ranges over extensions of ρAB with a priori
unbounded size. Esq(ρ) = 0 may therefore be possible, even if any finite extension has
strictly positive quantum conditional mutual information. Therefore, without a bound
on the dimension of the extending system, proposition 4.6 does not suffice to conclude
that Esq(ρ
AB) implies separability of ρAB. A different approach to this question could
be provided by a possible approximate version of the main result of [HJPW04]: if there
is an extension ρABE with small quantum conditional mutual information, then ρAB is
close to a separable state.
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The interest in answering this conjecture lies in its implications for entanglement
cost, which are discussed later. The next property on the list is monotonicity.
Proposition 4.7
Squashed entanglement is nonincreasing under local operations (Loc Mon).
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the instrument {Λk} acts locally on A,
i.e.
ρABE → σAA′BE :=
∑
k
(Λk ⊗ 1BE)(ρABE)⊗ |k〉〈k|A′ ,
with {|k〉A′}k being an orthonormal basis on A′. It will be convenient to define pk :=
TrΛk ⊗ 1BE(ρABE) and σk := Λk ⊗ 1BE(ρABE)/pk. In order to unitarily implement
the quantum operation one can perform the following steps: (i) Attach two ancilla
systems A′ and A′′ in states |0〉A′ and |0〉A′′ to the system ABE. (ii) Perform a unitary
transformation U on AA′A′′ followed by (iii) a partial trace operation over system A′′.
For any extension of ρAB this leads to
I(A;B|E)ρ (i)= I(AA′A′′;B|E)ρ
(ii)
= I(AA′A′′;B|E)σ
(iii)
≥ I(AA′;BE)σ
(iv)
= I(A′;B|E)σ + I(A;B|EA′)σ
(v)
≥
∑
k
pkI(A;B|E)σk
(vi)
≥
∑
k
2pkEsq(σk).
The steps are justified as follows: attaching auxiliary pure systems does not change the
entropy of a system, step (i). The unitary evolution affects only the systems AA′A′′ and
therefore does not affect the quantum conditional mutual information in step (ii). To
show that discarding quantum systems cannot increase the quantum conditional mutual
information, step (iii), expand
I(AA′;B|E)σ ≤ I(AA′A′′;B|E)σ
into
S(AA′E) + S(BE)− S(AA′BE)− S(E)
≤ S(AA′A′′E) + S(BE)− S(AA′A′′BE)− S(E),
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which is equivalent to
S(AA′E)− S(AA′BE) ≤ S(AA′A′′E)− S(AA′A′′BE),
by strong subadditivity of von Neumann entropy. Step (iv) is known as the chain rule
and can be seen by expanding both sides of the equation. In order to verify step (v), note
that I(A′;B|E) is nonnegative and that I(A;B|EA′) can be written as the expectation
value
∑
k pkI(A;B|E)σk , since system A′ is classical. The inequality in step (vi) holds
since σABEk is a valid extension of σk. This concludes the proof of the proposition as the
original extension of ρAB is arbitrary. 
Monotonicity under local operations and classical information is implied by convexity
combined with local monotonicity.
Proposition 4.8
Squashed entanglement is convex (Conv), i.e. for all quantum states ρAB, σAB and
p ∈ [0, 1]
Esq(γ
AB) ≤ pEsq(ρAB) + (1− p)Esq(σAB)
for γAB := pρAB + (1− p)σAB .
Proof. Consider any extensions ρABE and σABE of the states ρAB and σAB , respec-
tively. Without loss of generality, the extensions are defined on identical systems E.
Combined, ρABE and σABE form an extension
γABEE
′
:= pρABE ⊗ |0〉〈0|E′ + (1− p)σABE ⊗ |1〉〈1|E′
of γAB . The convexity of squashed entanglement then follows from the observation
pI(A;B|E)ρ + (1− p)I(A;B|E)σ = I(A;B|EE′)γ ≥ 2Esq(γAB).

Corollary 4.9
Squashed entanglement is nonincreasing under LOCC operations (LOCC Mon).
Proof. Proposition 3.9 says that a quantity which is Conv and Loc Mon must neces-
sarily be LOCC Mon, a result which first appeared in [Vid00]. 
This concludes the proof of the monotonicity properties. The next set of properties con-
cerns the additivity of squashed entanglement, starting with superadditivity. Apart from
distillable entanglement and distillable key, which are both superadditive by definition,
no other entanglement measure is known to satisfy this property.
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Proposition 4.10
Squashed entanglement is strongly superadditive (Strong Super Add), i.e.
Esq(ρ
AA′BB′) ≥ Esq(ρAB) + Esq(ρA′B′)
is true for every density operator ρAA
′BB′ , ρAB = TrA′B′ρ
AA′BB′ ,
Proof. Let ρAA
′BB′E be an extension of ρAA
′BB′ , i.e. ρAA
′BB′ = TrEρ
AA′BB′E. Then
I(AA′;BB′|E) = I(A;BB′|E) + I(A′;BB′|EA)
= I(A;B|E) + I(A;B′|EB)
+ I(A′;B′|EA) + I(A′;B|EAB′)
≥ I(A;B|E) + I(A′;B′|EA)
≥ 2Esq(ρAB) + 2Esq(ρA′B′).
The first inequality is due to strong subadditivity of the von Neumann entropy. Note
that E is an extension for system AB and that EA extends system A′B′. Hence, the
last inequality holds since squashed entanglement is defined as a minimisation over all
extensions of the respective states. The claim follows because the calculation was inde-
pendent of the choice of the extension. 
Proposition 4.11
Squashed entanglement is subadditive (Sub Add), i.e.
Esq(ρ
AB ⊗ ρA′B′) ≤ Esq(ρAB) + Esq(ρA′B′),
for all ρAB and ρA
′B′ .
Proof. Let ρABE be an extension of ρAB and let ρA
′B′E′ be an extension for ρA
′B′ . It
is evident that ρABE ⊗ ρA′B′E′ is a valid extension for ρAA′BB′ ≡ ρAB ⊗ ρA′B′ , hence
2Esq(ρ
AA′BB′) ≤ I(AA′;BB′|EE′)
= I(A;B|EE′) + I(A;B′|EE′B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ I(A′;B′|EE′A) + I(A′;B|EE′AB′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= I(A;B|E) + I(A′;B′|E′).
This inequality holds for arbitrary extensions of ρAB and ρA
′B′ and brings the argument
to a close. 
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Additivity on tensor products follows now directly from superadditivity and subaddi-
tivity.
Corollary 4.12
Squashed entanglement is additive (Add), i.e.
Esq(ρ
AB ⊗ σA′B′) = Esq(ρAB) + Esq(σA′B′),
extensive (Ext), i.e. for all n
Esq(ρ
AB) =
Esq(ρ
⊗n)
n
and therefore it coincides with its regularisation
E∞sq (ρ
AB) = lim
n→∞
Esq(ρ
AB⊗n)
n
= Esq(ρ
AB).
This shows that, apart from the logarithmic negativity (EN ) and the reverse relative
entropy of entanglement (ERR), squashed entanglement is the only entanglement mea-
sure known to be additive. Since ERR and EN are not asymptotically continuous – not
even on pure states – the question arises whether or not additivity and continuity may
contradict each other. This is not so as propositions 4.13 and corollary 4.16 show.
Proposition 4.13
Squashed entanglement is asymptotically continuous near pure states (As Cont Pure).
Proof. Let |ψ〉 be a purification of ρAB and ρABE = 1AB ⊗ Λ(|ψ〉〈ψ|). Taking
a quick look at the Venn diagram in figure 4.3 shows that I(A;B)ρ ≥ 2Esq(ρAB) ≥
I(A;B)ρ − I(A;E)ρ. The RHS of this inequality is lower bounded by I(A;B)|ψ〉 −
I(A;E)|ψ〉 = I(A;B)ρ − 2S(AB)ρ, a fact that follows from the monotonicity of the mu-
tual information. For ρ ǫ-close in trace distance to a pure state, by Fannes’ inequality:
S(AB)ρ ≤ δ log d, for some δ ≡ δ(ǫ). This which concludes the proof of asymptotic
continuity near pure states. 
In order to prove full asymptotic continuity, a general Fannes-type inequality for the
conditional von Neumann entropy is needed (lemma 0.6). This inequality was conjec-
tured in [CW04] and proven for the special case where system AB is in a qc-state. A full
proof of the inequality has been obtained by Robert Alicki and Mark Fannes [AF04].
I will now give their argument starting with a lemma for mixtures of quantum states,
which was discovered independently from Alicki and Fannes.
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Lemma 4.14
Let ρAB = (1− ǫ)σAB + ǫσ′AB . Then
|S(A|B)ρ − S(A|B)σ | ≤ 2ǫ log d+ h(ǫ),
where d is the dimension of system A and h(·) the binary entropy, holds.
Note that this inequality is not a consequence of Fannes’ inequality (lemma 0.6).
Bounding conditional entropies with Fannes’ inequality would result in a bound depen-
dent on the dimension of AB rather than on A alone.
Proof. Since
ρAB = (1− ǫ)σAB + ǫσ′AB
one can estimate
S(A|B)σ − S(A|B)ρ = S(ρAB ||1 A
d
⊗ ρB)− S(σAB ||1A
d
⊗ σB)
≤ (1− ǫ)S(σAB ||1A
d
⊗ σB) + ǫS(σ′AB ||1A
d
⊗ σ′B)
−S(σAB ||1A
d
⊗ σB)
= ǫ
(
S(σ′AB ||1 A
d
⊗ σ′B)− S(σAB ||1 A
d
⊗ σB))
= ǫ
(
S(A|B)σ − S(A|B)σ′
)
≤ ǫ(S(A)σ + S(A)σ′)
≤ 2ǫ log d
The first line follows from the identity S(ρ||1 Ad ⊗ρB) = −S(A|B)ρ+log d. Joint convexity
of the relative entropy (lemma 0.2) implies the first inequality. The remaining two
inequalities follow by inserting the estimates −S(A) ≤ S(A|B) ≤ S(A) and S(A) ≤
log d. Conversely,
S(A)ρ ≥ (1− ǫ)S(A)σ + ǫS(A)σ′
and
S(AB)ρ ≤ (1− ǫ)S(AB)σ + ǫS(AB)σ′ + h(ǫ)
can be combined to give
S(A|B)ρ − S(A|B)σ ≤ ǫ(S(A|B)σ′ − S(A|B)σ) + h(ǫ) ≤ 2ǫ log d+ h(ǫ).

With a nice trick, Alicki and Fannes extended this lemma to two arbitrary quantum
states ρ and σ.
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Lemma 4.15 (Conditional Fannes’ inequality [AF04])
Let ρAB and σAB be quantum states with ||ρAB − σAB||1 ≤ ǫ and d be the dimension
of system A only. Then
|S(A|B)ρ − S(A|B)σ| ≤ 4ǫ log d+ 2h(ǫ) (4.2)
where h(·) is the binary entropy function.
Proof. Let ||ρ− σ||1 = ǫ > 0 and define
γ = (1− ǫ)ρ+ |ρ− σ|
ρ˜ = |ρ− σ|1
ǫ
σ˜ =
1− ǫ
ǫ
(ρ− σ) + 1
ǫ
|ρ− σ|
in order to write γ in the form
γ = (1− ǫ)ρ+ ǫρ˜ = (1− ǫ) + ǫσ˜,
analogous to the theorem by Thales of Milete. The claim follows directly from
lemma 4.14:
|S(A|B)ρ − S(A|B)σ | ≤ |S(A|B)ρ − S(A|B)γ |+ |S(A|B)γ − S(A|B)σ|
≤ 4ǫ log d+ 2h(ǫ).

A straightforward calculation shows that this lemma implies the asymptotic continuity
of squashed entanglement.
Corollary 4.16
Esq satisfies As Cont, more precisely: for all ρ, σ with δ(ρ, σ) ≤ ǫ, |Esq(ρ) − Esq(σ)| ≤
16
√
2ǫ log d+ 4h(2
√
2ǫ)
Proof. It suffices to show that for all extensions ρABE of ρAB there is an extension
σABE of σAB with |I(A;B|E)ρ−I(A;B|E)σ | ≤ ǫ′ log d for some ǫ′(ǫ)→ 0 as ǫ→ 0. Since
δ(ρ, σ) ≤ ǫ, for every purification |ψ〉ABC of ρAB , there is a purification |φ〉ABC of σAB
such that |〈φ|ABC |ψ〉ABC |2 = F (ρ, σ). Apply monotonicity of the fidelity for a channel
Λ : C → E: F (ρABE , σABE) ≥ |〈φ|ψ〉ABC |2 and combine it with the inequalities (13):
δ(ρABE , σABE) ≤
√
1− F (ρABE , σABE)
≤
√
1− F (ρAB , σAB)
≤
√
1− (1− δ(ρ, σ))2
≤
√
2δ(ρ, σ).
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Write I(A;B|E) = S(A|E) − S(A|BE) and estimate
|I(A;B|E)ρ − I(A;B|E)σ | ≤ |S(A|E)ρ − S(A|E)σ |
+|S(A|BE)ρ − S(A|BE)σ|
≤ 16
√
2ǫ log d+ 4h(2
√
2ǫ).

This concludes the proof of the monotonicity, additivity and continuity properties of
squashed entanglement. Please see table 3.4 for a summary. In the next subsection I
discuss the relation between squashed entanglement and other measures of entanglement.
4.2.3 Relations to other Entanglement Measures
Instead of invoking the abstract results from proposition 3.13 and 3.14, a direct calcu-
lation is carried out in order to show the betweenness relation
ED ≤ Esq ≤ EC ,
or in fact the longer chain of inequalities
ED ≤ KD ≤ Esq ≤ EC ≤ EF . (4.3)
Let us start by showing that squashed entanglement is a lower bound to entanglement
of formation.
Proposition 4.17
Esq is upper bounded by entanglement of formation:
Esq(ρ
AB) ≤ EF (ρAB).
Proof. Let {pk, |ψk〉} be an ensemble for ρAB:∑
k
pk|ψk〉〈ψk|AB = ρAB.
The purity of the states implies∑
k
pkS(A)Ψk =
1
2
∑
k
pkI(A;B)Ψk .
Consider the following extension ρABE of ρAB :
ρABE :=
∑
k
pk|ψk〉〈ψk|AB ⊗ |k〉〈k|E
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for which
1
2
I(A;B|E) = 1
2
∑
k
pkI(A;B)Ψk =
∑
k
pkS(A)Ψk .
Thus, it is clear that entanglement of formation can be regarded as an infimum over a
certain class of extensions of ρAB. Squashed entanglement is an infimum over all exten-
sions of ρAB , evaluated on the same quantity 12I(A;B|E) and therefore smaller or equal
to entanglement of formation. 
This result extends to entanglement cost by virtue of the additivity of squashed entan-
glement.
Corollary 4.18
Esq is upper bounded by entanglement cost:
Esq(ρ
AB) ≤ EC(ρAB).
Proof. Entanglement cost is equal to the regularised entanglement of formation
[HHT01],
EC(ρ
AB) = lim
n→∞
1
n
EF
(
(ρAB)⊗n
)
.
This, together with proposition 4.17, and the additivity of the squashed entanglement
(proposition 4.10) implies
EC(ρ
AB) = lim
n→∞
1
n
EF
(
(ρAB)⊗n
)
≥ lim
n→∞
1
n
Esq
(
(ρAB)⊗n
)
= Esq(ρ
AB).

It is worth noting that in general Esq is strictly smaller than EF and EC : consider the
totally antisymmetric state σAB of a two-qutrit system
σAB =
1
3
(|I〉〈I|+ |II〉〈II| + |III〉〈III|),
with
|I〉 = 1√
2
(|2〉A|3〉B − |3〉A|2〉B) ,
|II〉 = 1√
2
(|3〉A|1〉B − |1〉A|3〉B) ,
|III〉 = 1√
2
(|1〉A|2〉B − |2〉A|1〉B) .
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On the one hand, it is known from [Yur03] that EF (σ
AB) = EC(σ
AB) = 1, though, on
the other hand, one may consider the trivial extension in squashed entanglement and
find
Esq(σ
AB) ≤ 1
2
I(A;B) =
1
2
log 3 ≈ 0.792.
The best known upper bounds on ED for this state, the Rains bound (ERains) and the
regularised relative entropy of entanglement (EPPT∞R ), give the only slightly smaller
value log 53 ≈ 0.737. It remains open if there exist states for which squashed entangle-
ment is smaller than ERains or E
PPT∞
R .
The strict positivity of squashed entanglement for entangled states would, via corol-
lary 4.18, imply strict positivity of entanglement cost for all entangled states. This has
first recently been proven in [YHHSR05].
Below I will show that squashed entanglement is an upper bound to the distillable
key. The relative entropy of entanglement with respect to separable states is the only
other known bound for this quantity.
Proposition 4.19
Esq(ρ
AB) ≥ KD(ρAB) (4.4)
Proof. By the definition of KD(ρ
AB), for every ǫ > 0 there is a number n such that
there exists an LOCC protocol given by a CPTP map Λn with
δ(Λn(ρ
⊗n), γm) ≤ ǫ.
The gamma states γm have been defined in definition 3.2. Since squashed entanglement
is a monotone under LOCC and asymptotically continuous (corollaries 4.9 and 4.16)
Esq(ρ
⊗n) ≥ Esq(Λ(ρ⊗n) ≥ Esq(γm)− 16
√
2ǫn log d− 4h(2
√
2ǫ).
Fix m and consider the state γ ≡ γm in its natural representation γ = UρAA′BB′U † with
U =
∑
i |ii〉〈ii|AB ⊗UA
′B′
i and ρ
AA′BB′ = |ψ〉〈ψ|AB ⊗ρA′B′ , where |ψ〉 = 1√
m
∑m
i=1 |i〉|i〉,
and ρA
′B′ is an arbitrary state on A′B′. In order to show that Esq(γ) ≥ m, con-
sider an extension ρAA
′BB′E of ρAA
′BB′ and the induced extension γAA
′BB′E = U ⊗
1Eρ
AA′BB′EU † ⊗ 1E. Clearly,
S(AA′BB′E)γ = S(AA′BB′E)ρ = S(A′B′E)ρ = S(A′B′E)γi ,
with γA
′B′E
i := Ui ⊗ 1EρA
′B′EU †i ⊗ 1E . Furthermore
S(E)γi = S(E)ρ and S(AA
′E)γ = S(A)γ +
∑
i
piS(A
′E)γi
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and similarly for S(BB′E)γ . Altogether this gives
I(AA′;BB′|E)γ ≥ S(A)γ + S(B)γ +
∑
i
piI(A
′;B′|E)γi ≥ 2m,
where the non-negativity of the quantum mutual information was used in the last in-
equality. This shows that Esq(γm) ≥ m and therefore Esq(ρ) ≥ mn − 16
√
2ǫ log d −
4
nh(2
√
2ǫ), with the RHS converging to KD(ρ
AB). 
Since maximally entangled states are a special class of γ states, namely those with ρA
′B′
trivial, squashed entanglement is also an upper bound on distillable entanglement.
Corollary 4.20
Esq(ρ
AB) ≥ ED(ρAB) (4.5)
The direct proof of this fact only needs continuity near pure states, proposition 3.16,
and is given in [CW04]. Hence all distillable states have strictly positive squashed
entanglement.
It has recently been shown that there exist bound entangled states which have pos-
itive key rate [HHHO05c], which implies:
Corollary 4.21
There exist bound entangled states ρAB with Esq(ρ
AB) > 0. In particular, squashed
entanglement is not a PPT monotone.
The results in this section are summarised in the relations graph of in chapter 3 (fig-
ure 3.1). We see that squashed entanglement is arranged in a chain of operationally
defined measures (ineqs. (4.3)), whereas the relation to other entanglement measures
remains unknown. It is a challenge raised in this chapter to discover these relations, in
particular the relation to the relative entropy of entanglement.
4.3 Evaluating, Committing and Gaining Information
In the following, three specific topics related to squashed entanglement are discussed.
In subsection 4.3.1, squashed entanglement is evaluated on a class of quantum states,
known as flower states, and follows that squashed entanglement can be locked. The
tool used to perform this calculation is a new type of entropic uncertainty relation for
quantum channels. In subsection 4.3.2 I show how to use this uncertainty relation to
obtain an information-gain disturbance tradeoff. In subsection 4.3.3 the uncertainty
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relation is used to prove for the first time the cheat sensitivity of a quantum string
commitment scheme.
4.3.1 The Squashed Entanglement of Flower States5
Consider a uniform ensemble E0 = {1d , |i〉}di=1 of basis states of a Hilbert space H and
the rotated ensemble E1 = {1d , U |i〉}di=1 with a unitary U . Application of the CPTP map
Λ (with output in a potentially different Hilbert space) results in the two ensembles
Λ(E0) =
{
1
d
,Λ(|i〉〈i|)
}
Λ(E1) =
{
1
d
,Λ(U |i〉〈i|U †)
}
with Holevo information for E0 given by
χ(Λ(E0)) = S
(
1
d
∑
i
Λ(|i〉〈i|)
)
− 1
d
∑
i
S
(
Λ(|i〉〈i|))
and similarly for E1. Consider also the quantum mutual information of Λ relative to the
maximally mixed state τ = 1d1 , which is the average state of either E0 or E1:
I(τ ; Λ) = S
(
τ
)
+ S
(
Λ(τ)
) − S((1 ⊗ Λ)(|ψd〉〈ψd|)),
where |ψd〉 is a maximally entangled state in dimension d purifying τ .
Lemma 4.22 (Channel Uncertainty Relation)
Let U be the Fourier transform of dimension d, i.e. of the Abelian group Zd of integers
modulo d. More generally, U can be a Fourier transform of any finite Abelian group
labeling the ensemble E0, e.g. for d = 2ℓ, and the group Zℓ2, U = H⊗ℓ with the Hadamard
transform H of a qubit. Then for all CPTP maps Λ,
χ
(
Λ(E0)
)
+ χ
(
Λ(E1)
) ≤ I(τ ; Λ). (4.6)
Proof. Define ρSC = (1 ⊗ Λ)|ψd〉〈ψd|, and let M0 be the projection onto the basis
{|i〉} and M1 the projection onto the conjugate basis {U |i〉},
M0(σ) =
d∑
i=1
|i〉〈i|σ|i〉〈i|,
M1(σ) =
d∑
i=1
U |i〉〈i|U †σU |i〉〈i|U †.
5The results presented in this subsection have appeared in [CW05a, CW05b].
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Let X be the cyclic shift operator of the basis {|i〉}, and Z = UXU † the cyclic shift of
the conjugate basis {U |i〉}. The significance of taking U as the Fourier transform lies in
the fact that {|i〉} is the eigenbasis of Z and {U |i〉} is the eigenbasis of X. Hence,
M0(σ) =
1
d
d∑
l=1
Z lσZ−l,
M1(σ) =
1
d
d∑
k=1
XkσX−k.
A central role will be played by the correlated state
ΩS0S1SC :=
1
d2
d∑
k,l=1
|k〉〈k|S0 ⊗ |l〉〈l|S1 ⊗ ρSCkl ,
where
ρSCkl := (X
kZ l ⊗ 1 )ρSC(Z−lX−k ⊗ 1 ).
With these definitions it is straightforward to check that
I(S0S;C) = χ
(
Λ(E0)
)
I(S1S;C) = χ
(
Λ(E1)
)
I(S0S1S;C) = I(τ ; Λ)
and the assertion is the consequence of a short calculation:
I(S0S1S;C) = I(S0S;C) + I(S1S;C|S0)
= I(S0S;C) + I(S1S;S0C)
≥ I(S0S;C) + I(S1S;C),
where I have used only standard identities and strong subadditivity, and in the second
line the independence of S0 and S1, expressing itself as
I(S1S;C|S0) = I(S1S;S0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+I(S1S;C|S0) = I(S1S;S0C).
In the general case of an Abelian group, one has to replace the operators X and Z by
the regular representation of the group and its conjugate via the Fourier transform. 
This proof as well as a related argument involving dense coding capacities can be found
in [CW05a, CW05b].
This lemma results in the following corollary, which is an instance of locking of
classical information in quantum states. The accessible information of the ensembles E0
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and E1 are each equal to log d. If, however, the identity of the ensemble is lost, i.e. if one
is presented with states from the ensemble E = 12E0 + 12E1, then Iacc = 12 log d. Losing
a single bit of information can therefore result in an arbitrary decrease of the accessible
information. This result has been proven in [DHL+04] using the entropic uncertainty
relation of [MU88]. Here, it emerges as a consequence of the channel uncertainty relation
(lemma 4.22).
Corollary 4.23
For the Fourier transform U and the ensemble E = 12E0+ 12E1, defined as in lemma 4.22,
the following equality holds:
Iacc(E) = 1
2
log d.
Proof. Let X denote a random variable uniformly distributed over the labels ij
(i = 1, . . . , d, j = 0, 1) of the ensemble E . The left hand side of inequality (4.6) equals
2I(X;Y ) in the special case where the CPTP map Λ is a measurement with outcome Y .
Measuring the system B of |ψ〉AB = 1√
2d
∑
i,j |ij〉AUj|i〉B gives 2I(X;Y ) ≤ I(τ ; Λ) ≤
log d. Clearly, a measurement performed in one of the two bases will achieve this bound.

The tools are now prepared to tackle the calculation of squashed entanglement for a
class of states considered in [HHHO04].
Proposition 4.24
For flower states [HHHO04] ρAA
′BB′ defined via their purification
|Ψ〉AA′BB′C = 1√
2d
∑
i=1...d
j=0,1
|i〉A|j〉A′ |i〉B |j〉B′Uj|i〉C , (4.7)
where U0 = 1 and U1 is a Fourier transform, it is true that
Esq(ρ
AA′BB′) = 1 +
1
2
log d and Esq(ρ
ABB′) = 0.
This shows that squashed entanglement can be locked, i.e. does not possess property
Non Lock (see table 3.2)
Proof. According to definition 4.2, squashed entanglement can be regarded as a
minimisation over CPTP channels Λ : C −→ E acting on the purifying system C for
ρAA
′BB′ :
ρAA
′BB′E = (1AA′BB′ ⊗ Λ)|ψ〉AA′BB′C .
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The reduced state of |ψ〉 on C is maximally mixed: TrAA′BB′ |ψ〉〈ψ| = τ = 1d1 , hence
S(ρE) = S(Λ(τ)), (4.8)
S(ρAA
′BB′E) = S
(
(1 ⊗ Λ)Φd
)
. (4.9)
Since ρ is maximally correlated the reduced states of ρ on ZZ ′E, for ZZ ′ ∈ {AA′, BB′}
read
ρZZ
′E =
1
2d
∑
i,j
|i〉〈i|Z ⊗ |j〉〈j|Z′ ⊗ Λ(Uj |i〉〈i|U †j )E .
The remaining two entropy terms of the conditional mutual information are of the form:
S
(
ρAA
′E) = S(ρBB′E)
= log d+ 1 +
1
2d
∑
i,j
S
(
Λ(Uj |i〉〈i|U †j )
)
= 1 + S(τ) + S(Λ(τ))
− 1
2
χ
(
Λ(E0)
)− 1
2
χ
(
Λ(E1)
)
. (4.10)
Combining equations (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) it follows
I(AA′;BB′|E) = S(AA′E) + S(BB′E)
− S(AA′BB′E)− S(E)
= 2 + log d+ S(τ) + S(Λ(τ))
− χ(Λ(E0))− χ(Λ(E1))− S((1 ⊗ Λ)Φd)
= 2 + log d+ I(τ ; Λ)
− χ(Λ(E0))− χ(Λ(E1))
≥ 2 + log d,
where the last inequality is an application of lemma 4.22. The bound is achieved for triv-
ial E, since I(A;B) = 2+log d. This concludes the calculation of squashed entanglement
for ρAA
′BB′ . ρABB
′
is evidently separable, and thus has zero squashed entanglement. 
It is an open question whether or not the minimisation in squashed entanglement can
be taken over POVMs only. If so, the simpler argument I(AA′;B′|E) ≥ I(AA′;BB′)−
I(A;E) = 2 log d+ 2− log d, only using corollary 4.23, proves proposition 4.24.
In [HHHO04] EC
(
ρAA
′BB′) was not explicitly calculated, but it was observed that
it is larger than 12 log d. Notice that the argument in [HHHO04] actually proves
EC
(
ρAA
′BB′) = EF (ρAA′BB′) = 1 + 1
2
log d
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as a consequence of corollary 4.23 and the relation
EF
(
ρAA
′BB′) = S(ρA)−max
M
χ.
The maximisation ranges over all measurementsM on BB′ and χ is the Holevo quantity
of the induced ensemble on AA′. In fact, this result is a direct consequence of propo-
sition 4.24 by observing that EC(ρ) ≥ Esq(ρ) (proposition 4.18). Equality is achieved
– even for EF – for Λ being a complete measurement in one of the mutually conjugate
bases.
The gap between entanglement of formation and squashed entanglement as well
as between squashed entanglement and distillable entanglement can be made simul-
taneously large. This was pointed out by Patrick Hayden, Karol, Micha l and Pawe l
Horodecki, Debbie Leung and Jonathan Oppenheim and mentioned with their kind
permission in [CW05a, CW05b]. As I show below even the gap between squashed en-
tanglement and distillable key can be made arbitrarily large.
Proposition 4.25
Let ρAA
′BB′ be defined by the purification
|ψ〉 = 1√
2dm
∑
i=1...d
j=0,1,k=1...m
|i〉A|jk〉A′ |i〉B |jk〉B′VkUj |i〉C ,
where U0 = 1 and U1 is a Fourier transform. For all ǫ > 0 and large enough d, there
exists a set of m = (log d)3 unitaries Vk such that
EC
(
ρAA
′BB′) ≥ (1− ǫ) log d+ 3 log log d− 3,
Esq
(
ρAA
′BB′) = 1
2
log d+ 3 log log d+ 1,
KD
(
ρAA
′BB′) ≤ 6 log log d+ 2.
Hence, KD ≪ Esq ≪ EC is possible.
Proof. Define ensembles E = { 12md , VkUj |i〉}ijk and E˜ = { 1md , Vk|i〉}ik . As observed
before, for the states under consideration,
EF
(
ρAA
′BB′) = S(ρA)−max
M
χ
= log d+ logm+ 1− Iacc(E),
and since Iacc(E) is additive [Hol73a] (see also [DLT02]),
EC
(
ρAA
′BB′) = log d+ logm+ 1− Iacc(E).
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It was shown in [HLSW04] that for all ǫ > 0 and large enough d, there exists a set of
m = (log d)3 unitaries Vk such that Iacc(E˜) ≤ ǫ log d + 3 (This behaviour is also known
as the strong locking effect). Clearly the mixing of two such ensembles cannot increase
the accessible information by more than 1. This can be seen operationally, since even if
the bit identifying the ensemble was known, a measurement would still face an ensemble
isomorphic to E : Iacc(E) ≤ Iacc(E˜) + 1. Therefore,
EC
(
ρAA
′BB′) ≥ (1− ǫ) log d+ 3 log log d− 3.
Essentially the same calculation as in the proof of proposition 4.24 shows that
Esq
(
ρAA
′BB′) = 1
2
log d+ logm+ 1,
where one has to use lemma 4.22 for each of the pairs of ensembles
{1
d
, Vk|i〉}i and {1
d
, VkU1|i〉}i, for k = 1, . . . ,m.
Finally, the process of discarding the 1+ logm qubits of register A′ (which leaves a sep-
arable state ρABB
′
) cannot decrease the relative entropy of entanglement by more than
2(1 + logm) [HHHO04], and since the latter is a bound on distillable key [HHHO05c]:
KD(ρ) ≤ 2(3 log log d+ 1). 
Interestingly, the flower states (eq. (4.7)) can be understood as quantum analogues of
the distributions analysed in [RW03]. The latter have been constructed for a similar
purpose, namely to show that the gap between intrinsic information and the secret key
rate can be arbitrarily large.
4.3.2 An Information-Gain versus Disturbance Tradeoff 6
In this subsection I make use of the channel uncertainty relation (lemma 4.22) in order
to derive a novel information-gain versus disturbance tradeoff. The task is the following:
Given a set of non-orthogonal quantum states, derive the tradeoff between information-
gain from a measurement on the set of states and the disturbance caused by this mea-
surement. To make the task precise, an information and a disturbance measure must be
chosen. Usual candidates include the accessible information and the trace distance. The
latter measures the disturbance, i.e. the distance, between pre- and post-measurement
states. Tradeoffs of this type have been considered by Christopher A. Fuchs and Asher
6Part of the results presented in this section have been presented at QIP 2005 in Boston (MA) in the
context of [BCH+05].
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Peres [FP96, Fuc95, Fuc98], and are motivated by the study of ‘prepare and measure
quantum key distribution’ [BB84, Ben92]. Here, Alice is the sender of a set of non-
orthogonal signal states which are intercepted by Eve and then forwarded to Bob. The
tradeoff in this scenario is between Eve’s information-gain from a measurement on the
intercepted states and the disturbance observed by Alice and Bob when they check the
integrity of the communication line.
The described scenario, however, has a conceptual problem: there is no way to ensure
that Eve has actually performed a measurement. She could simply branch off some of
the quantum information that she receives and forward only the remaining part. The
following analysis avoids this problem by getting rid of measurements by Eve altogether.
Her information-gain is quantified in terms of quantum information, i.e. either in terms
of quantum mutual information or Holevo χ information. By Holevo’s theorem the
presented result will also lead to a tradeoff for the accessible information.
The following lemma is a technical consequence of Fannes’ inequality and is needed
in the proof of the tradeoff.
Lemma 4.26
Let E = {pi, ρi = |ψi〉〈ψi|} be an ensemble of pure states and E˜ = {pi, σi} be an ensemble
of mixed states, both on Cd. If
∑
i〈ψi|σi|ψi〉 ≥ 1− ǫ, then
|χ(E˜)− χ(E)| ≤ 4√ǫ log d+ 2µ(2√ǫ),
where µ(x) := min{−x log x, 1e}.
Proof. The justification of the estimate
ǫ ≥
∑
i
pi(1− Tr ρiσi) ≥
∑
i
piδ
2
i ≥
(∑
i
piδi
)2
,
where δi := δ(ρi, σi) is as follows: the second inequality is identical to inequality (13)
(Preliminaries, page xviii), whereas the third follows from the convexity of the square
function. Strong convexity of the trace distance implies δ(ρ, σ) ≤ √ǫ. Fannes’ inequality
(lemma 0.6) will be applied to the overall state
|S(ρ)− S(σ)| ≤ 2√ǫ log d+min{η(2√ǫ), 1
e
}
where η(x) := −x log x, and to the individual ones
∑
i
pi|S(σi)− S(ρi)| ≤
(∑
i
piδi
)
2 log d+
∑
i
pimin{η(2δi), 1
e
}
≤ √ǫ2 log d+min{η(2√ǫ), 1
e
}
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A
S
U
S˜
E
Figure 4.4: The states of the ensemble E (E˜) are in system S (S˜) and system A purifies system S. Eve’s
quantum operation is modeled by a unitary U ; she keeps system E and forwards system S˜.
where the last inequality is true by the concavity of η(x). Inserting these estimates in
the Holevo χ quantities χ(E) = S(ρ) and χ(E˜) = S(σ)−∑i piS(σi) concludes the proof.

Let E0 = {1d , |i〉}di=1 be an ensemble of orthogonal states in Cd and E1 = {1d , U |i〉}di=1 the
ensemble rotated with the Fourier transform U of dimension d. More generally, U can
be the Fourier transform of any finite Abelian group labeling the states in E0. Further,
let E = 12E0 + 12E1 = { 12d , U r|i〉}i=1...d,r=0,1 be the combined ensemble (U0 = 1 and
U1 = U).
Theorem 4.27
Let d be the dimension. Assume that Alice sends quantum states drawn from the
ensemble E to Eve and that she keeps a purifying reference system A at her place. Eve
performs a quantum operation on the received states, keeps a system E and forwards
the ensemble E˜ = { 12d , σi} to Bob (see figure 4.4). If a disturbance of the ensemble of at
most ǫ is detected, i.e. if
∑
i
1
2d〈ψi|σi|ψi〉 ≥ 1− ǫ, then the quantum mutual information
gain of an eavesdropper Eve with respect to Alice’s reference system obeys the bound:
I(A;E) ≤ 8√ǫ log d+ 4µ(2√ǫ),
where µ(x) := min{−x log x, 1e}.
Proof. Let |ψ〉AS be the state of the system before Alice sends S to Eve. Eve’s
interaction is modeled by a unitary U which splits system S, the carrier of the ensemble
E , into S˜ and E:
U : |ψ〉AS |0〉E 7→ |ψ˜〉AS˜E := USE ⊗ 1A|ψ〉AS |0〉E .
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This induces a CPTP map from S to S˜, the systems carrying E and E˜ , respectively.
From lemma 4.26 and 4.22 follow the estimates
χ(E˜) ≥ (1− 4√ǫ) log d− 2µ(2√ǫ)
and
I(A;S) ≥ 2χ(E˜).
Since ASE is a pure state, this leads to
I(A;E) = 2S(A) − I(A;S)
≤ 2 log d− 2(1− 4√ǫ) log d+ 4µ(2√ǫ)
= 4µ(2
√
ǫ) + 8
√
ǫ log d,
which is the claim that was set out to prove. 
Corollary 4.28
For a setup that is identical to the one in theorem 4.27, the Holevo information gain of
an eavesdropper Eve is bounded by
χ(E˜E) ≤ 4
√
ǫ log d+ 2µ(2
√
ǫ)
and so is the accessible information gain:
Iacc(E˜E) ≤ 4
√
ǫ log d+ 2µ(2
√
ǫ).
E˜E denotes the ensemble on Eve’s system E.
Proof. Let Γ be the channel from S to E. Then EE = Γ(E) and by lemma 4.22
2χ(EE) ≤ I(A;E).
Inserting this estimate in theorem 4.27 concludes the proof of the first bound. The
second bound follows from the first one by Holevo’s bound, theorem 0.4. 
Recently, P. Oscar Boykin and Vwani P. Roychowdhury discovered a slightly better
tradeoff for the accessible information [BR04]. They proved
Iacc(E˜E) ≤ 4
√
ǫ log d
via a direct analysis of Eve’s measurements. In contrast, the calculation that led to
corollary 4.28 has emerged from a novel uncertainty relation which is not restricted
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to measurements but deals with general quantum channels. In the view of the results
on locking of classical information in quantum states [DHL+04], which show that the
accessible information can be significantly smaller than the Holevo information, one
can therefore regard theorem 4.27 and the first part of corollary 4.28 as a significant
strengthening of the behaviour found by Boykin and Roychowdhury.
4.3.3 Cheat Sensitive Quantum String Commitment7
An important building block in modern cryptography is bit commitment. Here, two
mutually mistrustful parties wish to execute the following two-phase procedure: in the
commit phase, Alice chooses a bit x, jots it down on a piece of paper, puts it in a safe,
locks the safe and hands the locked safe over to Bob. Bob, in possession of the safe, is
certain that Alice cannot change the value of the bit, whereas Alice is pleased to see
that Bob cannot read the value as she owns the only copy of the key to the safe. At a
later point in time, the reveal phase, Alice gives Bob the key. He can then open the safe
and retrieve the value which is written on the paper.
A direct application of bit commitment is a sealed-bit auction. Each bidder commits
to the amount of money he is willing to pay for the item at stake. Once the auction is
closed, the auctioneer opens the commitments and determines the winner. There are a
number of more sophisticated applications of bit commitment such as zero-knowledge
proofs [Gol01] and quantum oblivious transfer [Yao95, Cre´94]. A more straightforward
application is coin tossing [Blu83]. Here, Alice commits to a randomly chosen bit value
x, then Bob announces a random bit y. Subsequently, Alice reveals her value and the
outcome of the coin toss is defined to be x⊕ y. The coin toss is fair as long as one party
is honest and the commitment is secure.
Unfortunately, unconditionally secure classical bit commitment is impossible. In the
quantum realm, where Alice and Bob use quantum computers and are connected via
a quantum channel, no secure scheme can be designed either [May96a, LC97, LC96,
May97, BCMS97]. Alternative routes to bit commitment have been suggested: one
example is Adrian Kent’s protocol for bit commitment in a relativistic setting [Ken06].
Bit commitment is also possible in a setting in which correlations are stronger than
quantum correlations (but nevertheless in accordance with the no-signalling principle),
and where they are provided in the form of trusted non-local boxes [BCU+05]. As
a third example I would like to mention Louis Salvail’s construction. He works in a
quantum mechanical scenario and has designed a scheme based on the assumption that
7Part of the results presented in this section have been obtained in collaboration with Harry Buhrman,
Hoi-Kwong Lo, Patrick Hayden and Stephanie Wehner.
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the number of particles that can be measured coherently is limited [Sal98].
Suggestions to weaken the security demand of quantum bit commitment have also
been made. Adrian Kent and Lucien Hardy, as well as Dorit Aharonov, Amnon Ta-
Shma, Umesh Vazirani and Andrew Yao have introduced cheat sensitive quantum bit
commitment schemes where cheating is allowed but will be detected with nonvanish-
ing probability [HK04, ATSVY00]. Recently, I have pursued a different direction in
collaboration with Harry Buhrman, Patrick Hayden, Hoi-Kwong Lo and Stephanie
Wehner [BCH+05]. We investigated commitments to n bits simultaneously, but al-
low a small amount of cheating by Alice and Bob. Our results are two-fold: if the
Holevo information is used to quantify the cheating, we show that no meaningful pro-
tocol is possible, thereby extending the Mayers-Lo-Chau no-go theorem. If instead the
accessible information is used, we prove that locking of classical information in quantum
states can lead to a class of protocols that significantly restrict the cheating of both
parties. Quantum commitments to strings have also been considered by Kent [Ken03].
His scenario, however, differs significantly from ours as he assumes that Alice does not
commit to a superposition of strings.
In this subsection I introduce the framework for quantum string commitment as
introduced in [BCH+05] and prove that the protocol LOCKCOM(log d, {1 , U}) from
this paper, where U is the quantum Fourier transform or – for d = 2n – the Hadamard
transform H⊗n, is cheat sensitive against Bob. As in the proof of the information-gain
versus disturbance tradeoff in the previous subsection, this proof is based on the channel
uncertainty relation (lemma 4.22) that has been discovered in connection with squashed
entanglement.
The work presented in this section uses the multi-party quantum communication
model by Yao [Yao95] and simplified by Lo and Chau [LC97]. Let Alice and Bob each
have a quantum computer. In a two-party quantum communication protocol the two
computers (initially in pure states) interact a finite number of rounds via a quantum
channel: Let A denote Alice’s system, B Bob’s system and C the channel, i.e. a system
that Alice and Bob have in turn access to. The total system is initialised in state
|0〉A|0〉B |0〉C . When it is Alice’s (Bob’s) turn, she (he) performs a unitary UAC (UBC),
chosen from a set of possible unitary transformations known to both parties beforehand.
As the initial state is pure and the operations are unitary, the state of the total system
is pure at any time. Since every measurement can be modeled by a unitary operation
followed by tracing out part of the system, without loss of generality, the total protocol
can be regarded as a sequence of unitary transformations with a partial trace operation
spared until the end.
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The classical outcome of a measurement is saved in a designated part of the system,
which can be read off at the end of the protocol.
A quantum string commitment (QSC) protocol is a quantum communication protocol
between two parties, Alice (the committer) and Bob (the receiver), which consists of
three phases:
• (Commit Phase) If both parties are honest Alice chooses a string x ∈ {0, 1}n. Alice
and Bob communicate and in the end Bob holds evidence state ρ =
∑
x pxρx. (px
is the probability of x for Bob, ρx the state corresponding to a commitment of x)
• (Reveal Phase) If both parties are honest Alice sends information to Bob which is
sufficient to reveal x.
• (Confirmation Phase) If both parties are honest they ‘accept’.
Let K denote the quantity which measures the amount of quantum information (in bits)
of the ensemble E = {px, ρx}. Since we use the standard model for two-party quantum
protocols, there is such an ensemble E for any QSC protocol. Later, K will be the
accessible information Iacc(E) = maxY I(X;Y ). The maximum is taken over all random
variables which are outcomes of a measurement on E .
In the following, the definitions have been altered slightly in order to accommodate
for cheat sensitivity against Bob. Disregarding the remarks on cheat sensitivity, the
results in [BCH+05] remain valid for this definition.
A quantum string commitment protocol is an (n, a, b)-K-cheat sensitive quantum
string commitment protocol against Alice (Bob) if
• (Concealing) Bob’s information at the end of the commit phase measured in terms
of K is no larger than b: K(E) ≤ b.
• (Binding) ∑x∈{0,1}n p˜x ≤ 2a where p˜x is the probability that Alice is able to
successfully reveal x ∈ {0, 1}n at the reveal stage.
• (Cheat sensitivity against Alice (Bob)) If Alice (Bob) does not follow the protocol,
there is a nonzero probability that she (he) will be detected by Bob (Alice).
In [BCH+05] a class of protocols, based on locking of classical information in quantum
states [DHL+04], has been introduced. The protocols are defined in terms of a set of
unitaries U acting on a d-dimensional space. The following presentation incorporates
cheat sensitivity against Bob.
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Protocol 1: CS-Bob-LOCKCOM(n,U)
1: Commit phase: Alice randomly chooses the string x ∈ {0, 1}n and a unitary
Ur from a set of unitaries U known to both Alice and Bob. She sends the state
Ur|x〉.
2: Reveal phase: Alice sends r to Bob, he applies (Ur)
† to the state that he received
from Alice and measures in the computational basis. His outcome is denoted
by y.
3: Confirmation phase: Bob sends y to Alice. If Alice is honest, and if x = y she
declares ‘accept’ otherwise ‘abort’.
In [BCH+05] it has been proven that CS-Bob-LOCKCOM(log d, {1 , U}), where U is
the quantum Fourier transform or – for d = 2n – the Hadamard transform H⊗n is a
(log d, 1, log d2 )-Iacc-quantum string commitment protocol. Here, I prove that a dishonest
Bob is detected whenever he has obtained a non-zero amount of classical information
about x before the reveal stage. More precisely, I give a tradeoff for cheat detection
versus accessible information gain against a dishonest Bob, with the property that every
nonzero classical information gain leads to a nonzero detection probability of Bob. This
means that the scheme is cheat sensitive against Bob.
The following is a description of the sequence of events if Alice is honest and if Bob
applies a general cheating strategy (see also figure 4.5).
• The commit phase of the protocol LOCKCOM(log d, {1 , U}) is equivalent to the
following procedure: Alice prepares the state
|ψ〉 := 1√
2d
∑
x,r
|x〉X |r〉R|r〉R′U r|x〉Y
on the system XRY R′ and sends system Y (over a noiseless quantum channel)
to Bob. It is understood that U0 = 1 and U1 = U . Note that R′ contains an
identical copy of R and corresponds to the reveal information.
• Bob’s most general cheating operation is given by a unitary matrix Vcheat that
splits the system Y into a classical part C and a quantum part Q. The classical
part contains by definition the information gathered during cheating. I will assume
that Q contains a copy of C. This does not restrict the claim for generality of the
attack, since C is assumed to be classical.
Vcheat : Y → CQ
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The map Vcheat followed by the partial trace over Q is denoted by Λ
C and likewise
Vcheat followed by the partial trace over C is denoted by Λ
Q.
• Alice sends the reveal information R′ to Bob.
• Bob applies a preparation unitary Vprepare to his system. Since Q contains a copy
of C, the most general operation can be taken to act only on R′Q:
Vprepare : R
′Q→ R′ST.
Bob then sends S to Alice and keeps T .
• Alice measures S in the computational basis and compares the outcome to her
value in X. If the values do not agree, we say that Alice has detected Bob cheating.
The probability for this happening is given by
1
d
d∑
x=1
(
1− Tr |x〉〈x|ρSx
)
,
where ρSx := TrXRR′T |x〉〈x||ψ〉〈ψ|XRR
′ST , where |ψ〉XRR′ST is the pure state of
the total system after Bob’s application of Vprepare.
Note that Alice measures in the computational basis since for honest Bob Vprepare =∑
r′∈{0,1} |r′〉〈r′| ⊗ (U r)†, in which case his outcome agrees with the committed value of
an honest Alice.
Before continuing let me define ensembles in dependence of the classical information
contained in XR, i.e. for Z ∈ {C,Q}, define
EZr := {px, ρZxr} with ρZxr :=
1
pxpr
TrXRR′CQ\Z |xr〉〈xr||ψ〉〈ψ|XRR
′CQ
and for Z ∈ {S, T} let
EZr := {px, ρZxr} with ρZxr := TrXRR′CST\Z |xr〉〈xr||ψ〉〈ψ|XRR
′CST .
Sometimes we are only interested in the ensemble averaged over the values of r: for
Z ∈ {C,Q, S, T}
EZ := {px, ρZx } where ρZx =
1
2
(
ρZx0 + ρ
Z
x1
)
. (4.11)
Theorem 4.29
If Bob is detected cheating with probability less than ǫ, then his classical information
gain obeys
χ(EC) ≤ 4√ǫ log d+ 2µ(2√ǫ)
.
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Figure 4.5: Execution of LOCKCOM with honest Alice on the left and cheating Bob on the right. Time
flows downwards.
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Proof. Let E0 and E1 be defined as in lemma 4.22. In the commit phase of the protocol,
Alice chooses one of the ensembles (each with probability 12), and one of the states in
the ensemble (each with probability 1d). The justifications for the following estimate are
given in a list below.
χ(EC0 ) + χ(EC1 ) = χ(ΛC(E0)) + χ(ΛC(E1)) (4.12)
≤ I(XRR′;C) (4.13)
= 2S(XRR′)− I(XRR′;Q) (4.14)
≤ 2S(XRR′)− χ(ΛQ(E0))− χ(ΛQ(E1)) (4.15)
= 2S(XR) − χ(EQ0 )− χ(EQ1 ) (4.16)
≤ 2S(XR) − χ(ΛS0 (EQ0 ))− χ(ΛS1 (EQ1 )) (4.17)
= 2S(XR) − χ(ES0 )− χ(ES1 ) (4.18)
≤ 2S(XR) − 2χ(ES). (4.19)
The justifications:
• Equality (4.12): By definition of the string commitment scheme and the map ΛC :
ECr = {px, ρCxr} = {px,ΛC(U r|x〉〈x|(U †)r)} =: ΛC(Er).
• Inequality (4.13): Application of lemma 4.22 for the map ΛC . Note that system
XRR′ is a reference system for the completely mixed state on system Y on which
the channel ΛC is applied. Hence I(τ ; ΛC) = I(XRR′;C).
• Equality (4.14): Simple rewriting of the entropy terms making use of the definition
of quantum mutual information and the purity of XRR′CQ.
• Inequality (4.15): Application of lemma 4.22 for the map ΛQ. Note that system
XRR′ is a reference system for the completely mixed state on system Y on which
the channel ΛQ is applied. Hence I(τ ; ΛQ) = I(XRR′;Q).
• Equality (4.16): R′ is a copy of R: S(XRR′) = S(XR). By definition of the string
commitment scheme and the map ΛQ: EQr = {px, ρQxr} = {px,ΛQ(U r|x〉〈x|(U †)r)}.
• Inequality (4.17) and equality (4.18): follow from the data processing inequality
χ(ΛS(EQr )) ≤ χ(EQr ) and from the definition ΛS(EQr ) = ESr .
• Inequality (4.19): Finally ES := {px, ρSx := 12
(
ρSx0 + ρ
S
x1
)}, which by the concavity
of von Neumann entropy implies χ(ES) ≤ 12
(
χ(ES0 ) + χ(ES1 )
)
.
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If Bob is detected cheating with probability less than ǫ, then by lemma 4.26 the Holevo
quantity χ(ES) of the ensemble given in S that Bob sends to Alice obeys
χ(ES) ≥ (1− 4
√
ǫ) log d− 2µ(2√ǫ). (4.20)
Inserting inequality (4.20) into inequality (4.19) and noting that S(XR) = S(Y ) = log d
proves the claim. 
This proves cheat sensitivity against Bob of the simplest protocol in the family LOCK-
COM. It has been shown in [HLSW04] that a higher number of bases can lead to a
stronger locking effect (see proof of proposition 4.25). I expect strong locking to lead
to novel information-gain versus disturbance tradeoffs and – concerning the quantum
string commitment protocols based on this effect [BCH+05] – to allow for improved
cheat sensitivity.
4.4 Conclusion
In chapter 3 I have reviewed the literature on entanglement measures with the aim to
consolidate the knowledge in this field. This has been done with help of tables and
graphs, and led to the identification of specific open problems (see table 3.4) – some of
which were resolved later on (section 3.3). Furthermore, I have carried out an investi-
gation of more general connections among the properties with focus on continuity and
convexity properties (subsection 3.2.4). The introduction of squashed entanglement in
chapter 4 also contributes to this discussion: it shows that superadditivity, additivity
and asymptotic continuity are compatible properties of entanglement monotones. This
puts the main feature of squashed entanglement, its additivity properties, in the centre
of the attention. Here, the simplicity of the proofs is remarkable – proofs that are mostly
based on strong subadditivity of von Neumann entropy combined with the unbound-
edness of the minimisation (see e.g. proposition 4.10). An open question that emerges
from this work is whether or not this minimisation can – without loss of generality – be
restricted to finite-size extensions. Support for this conjecture comes from the intrinsic
information (the classical counterpart to squashed entanglement), because the minimi-
sation in the intrinsic information can – as a consequence to Carathe´odory’s theorem –
be restricted to channels whose output dimension equals the input dimension [CRW03].
It is therefore natural to conjecture that taking dimHE ≤ (dimHAB)2 is always suf-
ficient in the minimisation of squashed entanglement. If this is true, then squashed
entanglement is strictly positive on all entangled states. This has implications for the
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study of entanglement cost and the separability of quantum states. The monogamy
of entanglement in a three party scenario has been examined by Masato Koashi and
Andreas Winter who used the fact that squashed entanglement obeys
Esq(ρ
AB) + Esq(ρ
AC) ≤ Esq(ρA,BC)
in order to conclude that
ED(ρ
AB) + ED(ρ
AC) ≤ EC(ρA,BC)
holds for any state ρABC [KW04].
Squashed entanglement – and in particular the observation that it is bounded by
1
2I(A;B) – has also emerged as a useful tool in proving separations among channel ca-
pacities [BDSS04] and generic properties of bipartite quantum states [HLW04]. Propo-
sition 4.25 gives an example for the behaviour found by Patrick Hayden, Debbie Leung
and Andreas Winter that randomly chosen states typically have a large gap between
distillable entanglement and entanglement cost. In terms of upper and lower bounds,
the chain of inequalities
ED ≤ KD ≤ Esq ≤ EC ≤ EF
places squashed entanglement in an even better position (figure 3.1), which implies that
not only ED << EC but even KD << EC happens generically.
Motivation for the presented study was the relation between entanglement distillation
and secret key agreement that emerged from Gisin and Wolf’s conjecture of bound in-
formation [GW00]. More generally, this work aims at improving the understanding of
the relation between bipartite quantum states and secrecy, which was sparked off by the
invention of entanglement-based key distribution [Eke91]. I see the last part of chapter 4
as return of value from the study of entanglement measures to cryptography. Here, a
calculation of squashed entanglement on a set of quantum states motivated the search
for an entropic uncertainty relation for quantum channels (lemma 4.22). In subsec-
tion 4.3.3 this relation was shown to imply a novel information-gain versus disturbance
tradeoff which removes an obstacle in the application of such tradeoffs to prepare and
measure quantum key distribution schemes: it removes the unrealistic assumption that
Eve actually performs a measurement and considers general quantum instruments in-
stead. A second application of the channel uncertainty relation resulted in a proof of
the cheat sensitivity of a class of string commitment protocols proposed in [BCH+05]
(subsection 4.3.2), and a conjecture predicting this behaviour for much wider class of
protocols.
Concluding Remarks
In this PhD thesis I have presented a study of the structure of bipartite quantum states.
The results have been obtained in the context of quantum information theory, a theory
that unifies quantum mechanics with classical information theory. The research pre-
sented in both parts of this thesis is motivated by recent developments in classical
information theory, and brought to quantum mechanical grounds with tools from rep-
resentation, estimation and entanglement theory.
Part I of this thesis is inspired by the way Shannon entropy inequalities reveal the
structure of a set of correlated random variables; a concrete starting point being Chan
and Yeung’s recent discovery that entropy inequalities stand in a one-to-one relation to
inequalities among the sizes of finite groups and subgroups (see subsection 2.3.3). Part II
has its origin in unconditionally-secure classical cryptography and the quantification of
the amount of secret correlations in a triple of random variables with help of the intrinsic
information, a function of Shannon entropies (see subsection 4.1.2 and 4.2.1).
Thus, both parts originate in the classical concept of Shannon entropy and quickly
develop into independent entities, each following the mandate of their respective topics:
group theory and cryptography. The unifying element is the von Neumann entropy,
the quantum analogue to Shannon entropy. Part I shows how subadditivity of von
Neumann entropy arises from relations among representations of the symmetric group
(corollary 2.19). This extends to a new approach in the study of entropy inequali-
ties with the immediate challenge to discover a representation-theoretic proof of strong
subadditivity (of von Neumann entropy),
S(AE) + S(BE) ≥ S(ABE) + S(E).
In part II the strong subadditivity of von Neumann entropy is omnipresent: the new
entanglement measure is defined as (one half times) the difference of the inequality from
equality and almost all proofs of its properties are directly based on strong subaddi-
tivity. A challenge that arises from this work is to analyse the set of states that are
close to achieving equality. Such a result would generalise the known exact equality
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conditions [HJPW04], resolve conjecture 4.5 and result in new quantitative insights into
entangled bi- as well as multipartite quantum states.
This conclusion ends with separate discussions of the two parts that make up this
thesis.
Insights from Group Theory. In part I the spectra of quantum states, the quantum
analogue to probability distributions, are analysed by means of representation theory of
finite groups and Lie groups. I have focused on the following question: Given a triple
(rA, rB, rAB) does there exist a state ρAB with
(rA, rB, rAB) = (Spec ρA,Spec ρB ,Spec ρAB) ?
If the answer is affirmative, (rA, rB, rAB) is called an admissible spectral triple. The
main result presented here is the discovery of the asymptotic equivalence between the
problem of deciding whether or not a given spectral triple is admissible (problem 1) and
the problem of determining when the Kronecker coefficient of the symmetric group is
nonvanishing (problem 2). The Kronecker coefficient gµνλ is defined by the expansion
Vµ ⊗ Vν ∼=
⊕
λ
gµνλVλ,
where Vµ, Vν and Vλ are irreducible representations of the symmetric group Sk. By
‘asymptotic equivalence’ I mean that, given an admissible spectral triple (rA, rB , rAB),
there is a sequence gµiνiλi 6= 0 of Ski such that (µiki ,
νi
ki
, λiki ) converges to (r
A, rB , rAB)
and, conversely, if gµνλ 6= 0, then (µk , νk , λk ) is an admissible spectral triple.
The discovery of this equivalence is astonishing as it ties together two apparently
remote – and moreover prominent – open problems. Problem 1 is closely related to
the one-particle instance of the N -representability problem, a problem which is of fun-
damental importance to quantum chemistry and the theory of condensed matter (see
section 2.1 and the book by Coleman and Yukalov [CY00]). Recently, problem 1 has
attracted much attention in its own right. In the context of quantum information theory,
spectral inequalities that determine the set of admissible spectral triple in special di-
mensions have been discovered: The two-qubit instance of problem 1 has been solved
by Bravyi [Bra04] (see subsection 2.3.7 for a proof using the newly discovered asymp-
totic equivalence), the compatibility of n qubits with an n-qubit pure state by Atsushi
Higuchi, Tony Sudbery, and Jason Szulc [SS03] and Bravyi [Bra04] and the compatibility
of three qutrits with a 3× 3× 3-dimensional pure state by Higuchi [Hig03]. In contrast,
the asymptotic equivalence demonstrated here is valid for any m×n-dimensional system
and also extends to the question of compatibility of a finite set of mi-dimensional states
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ρi with an m1 ×m2 × · · · -dimensional pure state. Needless to say I have not given a
description of the set of admissible spectral triple. The mapping of problem 1 to prob-
lem 2, however, opens a new way to its solution and can be regarded as a significant
progress in understanding compatibility requirements for local and global spectra.
Shortly after announcing the core of the presented work, Klyachko made public a
complete set of inequalities that describe the polytope of solutions [Kly04] and, using
related methods, Daftuar and Hayden showed how to calculate the inequalities for the
compatibility of only one margin with the overall state [DH04]. Klyachko achieves his
encompassing result by noting that problem 1 amounts to the “decomposition of [the]
projection of a coadjoint orbit of group SU(HA⊗HB) into coadjoint orbits of subgroup
SU(HA) × SU(HB)”. This places problem 1 in the framework of geometric invariant
theory (GIT) and the work of Arkady Berenstein and Reyer Sjamaar in particular [BS00].
As an illustration of this method I have applied a theorem by Kirwan in order to show
that the admissible spectral triple form a convex polytope, a surprisingly nontrivial
result (subsection 2.3.6). Furthermore, Klyachko observes that Heckman’s work [Hec82]
(see also [BS00]) can be used to derive a form of asymptotic equivalence of problem 1
and problem 2 similar to the one presented here. Allen Knutson has kindly explained
to me how this proof emerges from the equivalence of symplectic and GIT quotient, the
“big gun” as he writes in his paper on Horn’s problem [Knu00].
In contrast to the advanced mathematical tools applied by Klyachko, the work pre-
sented here relies almost exclusively on standard textbook material from the representa-
tion theory of finite and unitary groups. More surprising than the result itself is therefore
the conceptual simplicity and the elementary nature of the way it is proved: Asymptotic
equivalence is reached through an application of a spectral estimation theorem to the
tensor power of a bipartite state and its margins (subsection 2.3.2).
Curiously, the presented method bypasses the use of geometry. How is this possible?
Knutson has suggested that the answer lies in the use of the symmetric group. This
points to the Schur-Weyl duality, which moves us from the unitary group, the natural
object when considering the problem in the geometric context, to the symmetric group
where the proof is reduced to an analysis of the growth of dimensions of irreducible
representations.
Since the equality of symplectic and GIT quotient (Kirwan and Ness) can be applied
in many contexts, it is natural to pose the following questions: Can the core ideas of
the proof presented in this thesis be applied elsewhere, and can they lead to a new
understanding of Kirwan’s and Ness’ theorem? A partial answer to these questions is
given in section 2.3.5, where I have proved the asymptotic equivalence of Horn’s problem
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(problem 3),8 and the problem of deciding whether or not the Littlewood-Richardson
coefficient is nonzero (problem 4). I have thereby given a novel proof for this well-
known asymptotic equivalence [Lid82, Hec82, Kly98, Knu00]9 and shown how versatile
the developed method is.
With the asymptotic equivalence of problem pair 1 and 2, and problem pair 3 and 4
there exist two examples which have allowed a bypassing of the equality of GIT and
symplectic quotient. It is the challenge of this work to explore and understand these
results better and to add new examples in order to develop this work into a general
technique that can take our understanding of spectral and group-theoretic problems on
a new level.
Insights from Cryptography. Part II of this thesis has its starting point in secret
key agreement from random variables by public discussion. Here, Alice and Bob wish
to extract a common bit-string starting from correlated randomness such that Eve, a
wiretapper with access to related correlated randomness, is ignorant of this bit-string.
In order to achieve agreement on a secure bit-string – or key – Alice and Bob have
an unlimited amount of public communication at their disposal. The work of Gisin
and Wolf points out the analogy of this scenario to entanglement distillation, where
three players share a pure tripartite quantum state from which Alice and Bob wish to
extract states of the form 1√
2
|00 + 11〉. This formulation of entanglement distillation is
commonly adopted when discussing entanglement-based quantum key distribution and
contrasts with the predominant view that entanglement distillation is a bipartite mixed
state scenario.
In this work I have immersed myself in the adversarial tripartite scenario. Inspired by
the intrinsic information, a correlation measure in secret key agreement, Eve is given the
role to squash Alice and Bob’s quantum mutual information. The result is the definition
of a new measure for entanglement, squashed entanglement (subsection 4.2.1). Squashed
entanglement is at the centre of part II of this thesis and dictates its build-up.
I have started this part with a review of the axiomatic – or property-driven – ap-
proach to entanglement measures (chapter 3). A list of properties including mono-
tonicity, additivity and continuity has been compiled, their mutual relation reviewed
and their importance from the point of view of operationally-defined measures, such as
distillable entanglement and entanglement cost, has been discussed. The bulk of the re-
8In Horn’s problem the question is asked whether or not to a triple (rA, rB , rAB) one can find
Hermitian operators A and B such that (rA, rB , rAB) = (Spec A,Spec B,Spec A+B)
9In fact, if integral spectra are considered, equivalence holds as a consequence of the proof of the
saturation conjecture for GL(d) by Knutson and Tao [KT99] (see end of subsection 2.3.5, page 70)
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view is contained in a table that summarises the knowledge of whether or not a specific
entanglement measure satisfies a given property. A large number of measures fitting
this approach is thereby characterised, and their mutual relations are exhibited in two
graphs. To my knowledge this review is the most comprehensive of its kind. The tables
and graphs point out the positions where our data is incomplete and are intended to
serve as a resource for further study. Regarding this work, the assembly of table 3.4 has
stimulated my interest in continuity requirements that has led to the proof of asymptotic
continuity of the regularised relative entropy of entanglement.
The review has also set the scene for the proposal of the new measure. In chapter 4,
squashed entanglement
Esq(ρ
AB) = inf
TrEρABE=ρAB
1
2
I(A;B|E)ρ
has been introduced and all properties from the previous discussion, apart from mono-
tonicity under separable operations,10 have either been proved to be satisfied for
squashed entanglement or they have been shown to fail. Squashed entanglement is
the only known entanglement monotone, which is asymptotically continuous, convex,
strongly superadditive, subadditive and therefore additive. As a consequence, for the
first time, superadditivity, additivity and asymptotic continuity have been shown to
be compatible properties of an entanglement monotone. Moreover, the proofs for the
exceptional additivity properties have been obtained with little effort as they are only
based on strong subadditivity of von Neumann entropy combined with the unbound-
edness of the minimisation (see conjecture 4.5 and subsection 4.4 for the possibility to
restrict the minimisation to finite-dimensional E). This stands in sharp contrast to the
unsolved additivity (or even extensitivity)11 conjectures for correlation measures such as
entanglement of purification, entanglement of formation and the related channel capac-
ity conjectures [Sho03, Mat05]. Remarkably, additivity is also not known to be satisfied
for any – naturally extensive – operationally-defined measure and might even fail for
distillable entanglement [SST01].
Insights have been discussed in this thesis which are not only from cryptography
but also for cryptography (section 4.3). A calculation of squashed entanglement for
a set of quantum states has motivated the search for an entropic uncertainty relation
for quantum channels. This inequality has led to a novel information–gain versus dis-
turbance tradeoff which has removed an obstacle in the application of such tradeoffs
10Monotonicity under separable operations remains also undecided for any other LOCC monotone
that is not known to be a PPT monotone.
11The additivity conjecture reads E(ρ ⊗ σ)
?
= E(ρ) + E(σ), whereas extensitivity only requires
E(ρ⊗n) = nE(ρ) for all n ∈ N.
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to quantum key distribution: the assumption that Eve performs a measurement is re-
placed by the most general operation, a quantum instrument. A second application of
the channel uncertainty relation has resulted in a proof of cheat sensitivity of a class of
string commitment protocols proposed in [BCH+05].
Squashed entanglement’s relation to other entanglement measures is summarised in
the following sequence of inequalities (section 4.2.3):
ED ≤ KD ≤ Esq ≤ EC ≤ EF .
Squashed entanglement takes the central position mainly due to its additivity (Esq ≤
EC) and, but not only, its asymptotic continuity (KD ≤ Esq). The only other measure
sharing this place is the displeasing regularisation of the relative entropy of entanglement
with respect to separable states. The middle position unfolds in several applications for
squashed entanglement, such as separating channel capacities [BDSS04], the study of
generic properties of bipartite quantum states [HLW04] and investigating the monogamy
of entanglement [KW04].
The second inequality, KD ≤ Esq, is worth a closer look. Recall that Gisin and
Wolf have suggested a close analogy between key distillation from random variables and
entanglement distillation from bipartite quantum states, which started the search for
bound information, the classical analogue to bound entanglement [GW00]. This concep-
tual analogy has by now become folklore and in this light, squashed entanglement – the
analogue to intrinsic information – would be expected to bound distillable entanglement
just as the intrinsic information bounds the secret key rate. It does, but in fact in a much
stronger way: it bounds the distillable key. Should we therefore amend the picture sug-
gested by Gisin and Wolf in favour of an analogy between key distillation from random
variables and key distillation from bipartite quantum states? The failing to prove the
existence of bound information or the discovery that bound entangled states can lead to
a secure bit-string could be seen as further hints to an affirmative answer [HHHO05c].
Admittedly, these indications are far from being conclusive, but they will influence our
understanding of key distillation, which is currently transforming into a true tripartite
mixed state scenario in which an answer might be concealed [DW04, CR04, CHH+05].
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